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Abstract

The AGARD Propulsion and Energetics Panel has sponsored an international, inter-facility comparison programme for
turbine engine test facilities over the past nine years. The effort was driven by the critical nature of engine test measurements
and their influence on aircraft performance predictions, as well as the need for a sound understanding of test-related factors
which may influence such measurements. The basic idea was that a nominated engine would be tested in several facilities, both
ground-level and altitude, the results then compared, and explanations sought for any observed differences. This tecture
Wries presents the information obtained from this comprehensive program. Emphasis is given to the definition and
explanation of differences in test facility measurements and to the lessons learned from this unique experiment. I', -, -I / ., -

This Lecture Series, sponsored by the Propulsion and Energetics Panel of AGARD, has been implemented by the Consultant
and Exchange Programme.

Resume'

Ces neuf derniircs anndes le Panel AGARD de Propulsion et d'Energdtique a cautionnk un programme international dc
comparaison sur les installations de test des turbomachines. Le projet doit son existence au caract~re critique des mesures
effectudes lors des essais en raison de leur incidence sur les previsions des performances des adronefs, ainsi qu'au besoin des
bien comprendre tous les facteurs lis aux essais qui auraient pu influer sur de telles mesures.

La notion de base du programme a 6t6 de choisir un moteur pour ensuite le tester dans un certain nombre d'installations, tant au
sol qu'en altitude; de comparer les rdsultats et de tenter d'expliquer toute difference constatde d'une installation A lautre.

Ce cycle de conferences prdsente les informations issues de ce programme tr s complet. Les communications mettent I'accent
sur la ddfinition et rexplication des dcarts constatds dans les mesures obtenues des diffdrentes installations de test et sur les
enseignements retir6s de cette expirience unique.

Ce cycle de conferences est prdsente dans le cadre du Programme des Consultants et des Echanges, sous lNgide do Panel
AGARD de Propulsion et d'Energdtique.
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PREFACE

by

Dr J.G.Mitchell
Micro Craft Inc.

Corporate Headquarters
207 Big Springs Avenue

P.O. Box 370
Tullahoma, TN 37388-0370

United States

It has been well known that test techniques, test
facilities and test instrumentation for ground testing of
turbojet engines vary between countries and even within the
same country. The impact of these differences on the
reported measurements and performance has remained
speculation since no controlled test program has evolved to
address the issues. With an increase in the international
development of new turbojet engines and international engine
purchases, the need to define and resolve these testing
inconsistencies has increased.

The Propulsion and Energetics Panel (PEP) of AGARD
recognized this growing problem and sponsored an ambitious
program to resolve it. Working Group 15, entitled the
Uniform Engine Testing Program, was formed over ten years
ago to organize and direct an international turboject engine
testing program and to analyze the test results. Tests were
conducted in five countries (eight test facilities) in both
altitude simulation facilities and ground test beds. A
program which was initially expected to be lengthy by AGARD
Working Group standards, grew even longer as the various
test centers were caused to delay testing as a result of
pressing national needs. The tenacity of Working Group 15
members and the continued support of the PEP membership and
AGARD National Delegates permitted the program to reach a
successful conclusion.

It is the purpose of this Lecture Series to present the
results of this lengthy and unprecedented investigation to
the aerospace community. Two documents have been published
by Working Group 15, i.e., AGARD-AR-248 (The Uniform Engine
Test Programme) and AGARDograph 307 (Measurement
Uncertainty). These two documents contain the basic content
of this Lecture Series. However, there were many additional
investigations and much rationale that was not published.
These Lecture Series notes contain selected portions of that
additional information and are intended as a supplement to
the documents already published.

The Lecture Series emphasizes four main topics:
- Design and Conduct of the Test Program
- Comparison of Test Results
- Data Uncertainty Analyses
- Lessons Learned from the Program Analysis

The AGARD PEP extends its sincere gratitude to the
dedicated members and consultants of Working Group 15 and to
the participating test centers which supported the test and
analyses with excellent people and which bore the heavy
expenses of the testing program.
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DESIGN OF THE UETP EXPERIMENT

By
Robert E. Smith, Jr.

Vice President and Chief Scientist
Sverdrup Technology, Inc./AEDC Group
Arnold Engineering Development Center

Arnold Air Force Base, TN USA

SUMMARY

An experiment was successfully designed to meet the objectives of the Uniform Engine Test Program
(UETP) as defined by the Propulsion and Energetics Panel (PEP) of AGARD. The experiment was based on the
use of two specially modified J57-PW-1 9W turbine engines. The experiment was compatible with the capability and
availability of eight different engine test facilities located within five NATO countries. Four of these test facilities are
ground-level engine test facilities, and four are altitude engine test facilities. The experiment as designed was
consistent with the test resources available at each test site.

The design of the experiment included the specification of the test article, the matrix of variables, the
experimental measurements, and the formats of the test reports. In addition, the design of the experiment included
the definition of three key methodologies, i.e., test, data processing, and measurement uncertainty, to the minimum
extent necessary to meet the objectives of the UETP, and to maximize the level of confidence in the comparative
engine performance measurements from each facility. This approach was consistent with a basic requirement of
the UETP, which was to utilize local test facility practices to the maximum extent possible.

The experiment as designed was defined in a General Test Plan which was coordinated with and approved
by all participants in the Uniform Engine Test Program. The General Test Plan was published and made available
to all program participants. A literature search did not identify any existing publications which defined experiments
of the scope required for the UETP.

The successful design of the UETP experiment was a major technical and management accomplishment
and was a key contributor to the success of the UETP. The General Test Plan should serve as a baseline for the
design of future experiments having the scope and complexity of the AGARD Uniform Engine Test Program.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

TC Test Condition

UETP AGARD-PEP Uniform Engine Test Program

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The overall rationale and objectives for the Uniform Engine Test Program (UETP) were given in Lecture 1.
One of the very first requirements of the UETP was the design of an experiment which would fulfill the program
objectives within the constraints that were imposed. The experiment was required to provide information which
could be used to quantify the similarities and differences in turbine engine performance measurement capabilities
of various jet engine test facilities located within the NATO countries. The primary constraints imposed were as
follows:

1. Steady-state engine performance only was to be measured.

2. The experiment was to be compatible with the capabilities of both ground-level test facilities and
altitude test facilities which were operational in the NATO countries.

3. The scope and duration of the program were to be the minimum consistent with the test facility
resources and engine operating times available at each of the participating test facilities.

4. Local practices for the design of test equipment, installation of the test article, and operation of the test
facility were to be utilized to the maximum extent possible.

5. The experiment was to be designed to provide the highest levels of confidence in the comparative
results.

The seven major elements or building blocks of the UETP experiment are:

1. Selection of Test Articles
2. Specification of Matrix of Variables
3. Identification of Experimental Measurements
4. Definition of Test Methodology
5. Specification of Test Data Processing
8. Definition of Measurement Uncertainty
7. Content of Reports

Each of these elements will be discussed, and the requirements for each will be identified. Some of the design
alternatives that were considered will be presented, and the final design chosen for the UETP will be described.
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The details of the UETP experiment were documented in the General Test Plan (GTP) (see Ref. 1). The
contents of the GTP and some of the management and administrative practices followed in the preparation and
maintenance of the GTP will be described.

2.0 DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT

The seven major elements of the UETP experiment are discussed. Some of the alternatives considered are
presented. The final designs chosen for each element are described.

2.1 Selection of Test Article

This first element relates basically to the selection of an optimum let engine. The primary considerations in
the selection of the engine relate to the "---ilities": availability, reliability, and supportability.

The most basic engine requirement was that two engines be available for the duration of the experimental
portion of the program. The primary reason for two engines was to provide redundancy in the event that one
engine should be damaged during the course of the test program. A secondary requirement for the second engine
was to provide insight into the variability of facility test data to the extent that both engines survived the total test
program.

The engines also had to be extremely reliable. The test program was expected to require hundreds of hours
of engine operation over a period of several years. To minimize the cost and calendar time required to completethe program, it was essential that the engines withstand these operating requirements with little or no maintenance
and repair and that only normal servicing be required. It was also a requirement that the engine have little or noperformance change during the hundreds of hours of operation so that engine performance variation would not be

a major factor in the comparison of the facility performance.
ft was essential that the engine have a high level of field supportability. These supportability requirements

included spare parts, maintenance and repair tooling and resources, and mature engine documentation. This
required documentation included engine operating instructions and engine service instructions so that the engines
could be effectively operated !y the normally assigned personnel in each of the facilities without the necessity for
additional specialized training.

Finally, to ensure applicability of the UETP results to current and future programs, it was desired that the
engines contain at least contemporary technology levels in the aerodynamic, thermodynamic, and structuraldesign. Ultra-modem, state-of-the-art technology was not desired.

To ensure the widest possible participation in the UETP it was required that the engine size (measured
primarily in trms of airflow capacity) be compatible with a large number of NATO facilities. Further, as a test cost
containment feature, and to simplify the teat program, it was required that a non-atterburning engine configuration
be chosen. Finally, to provide maximum confidence in the test results, it was required that the test engines have
only minimum or no variable geometry so thati small vriations in geometric schedules as a function of operating
time and set-up and adjustment would have no effect or an absolutely minimum effect on the consistency of the
test data.

Initially, nine candidate engines were considered ranging in size from the 12.7 kN thrust GE J85 turbojet to
the 97.8 kN thrust GE/SNECMA CFM-56 turbofan. Three candidate engines were identified which met most or all of
these eureements.

CANDIDATES 57-PW-1 9W J85-GE-1 7 TF4I -A-I

Ratings Thrust, kN 40.7 12.7 64.5
(Sea-Level-

Static
at miltary Airflow, 74.8 20.0 117.9
power) kg/sec

Each of the three candidates was carefully evaluated relative to the requirements listed above. Based on
these evaluations, the J57-PW-f 9 engine was selected as the engine which best f ulfilled the several
requirements of the UETP.

The chairmen of AGARD-PEP WG15, Dr. J. G. Mitchell, made a request to the United States Air Force forthe loan of two J57-PW-19W engines to PEP WG15 for an indefinite period of time. The U.S. Air Force Logistics
Command assigned two newly overhauled engines, serial numbers P607594 and F615037, to the UETP.

2.1.1 Modifications to Production Js? Engine Configuration

Four minor modifications and/or additions were made to the productio-i engine configuration to tailor theengine to the specific needs of the UETP (Fig. 1 ).

An inlet extension and bullet nose were added to the production engine configuration as shownschematically in Fig. la. These additions permitted installation of a standard set of referee instrumentation at the
engine inlet as will be discussed in Section 2.3.

The engine compressor bleed system was modified to improve engine control system repeatability and
ex and ot eng7ne operati en g range with the bleeds closed. The compressor acceleration bleed system, was
modified from a bomoer coniguration, which utilized two bleed valves, to a fighter configuration, Which utilized only
a single bleed valve. In addition, the compressor anti-icing bleed port andthe customr sertvice bleed port were
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capped because neither of these services was required for UETP. These compressor bleed modifications are
summarized in Fig. la.

A tailpipe and reference exhaust nozzle were added to the engine as shown in Fig. lb. These additions
served two purposes. First, the addition of the tailpipe provided a simple, convergent exhaust nozzle rather than
the aerodynamically complex plug nozzle configuration used on the production engine. Second, the cylindrical
tailpipe provided a platform for the installation of extensive nozzle inlet referee instrumentation as will be discussed
in Section 2.3.

Finally, an air-oil cooler is normally utilized with this engine in the aircraft installation. For the UETP, an
auxiliary water-oil cooler was added to the lubrication system as noted in Fig. l b.

To facilitate handling and installation of the test article in each of the test facilities, the engine as modified
along with the referee instrumentation was installed in a mounting frame as shown in Fig. 2. This test article
package included standard interfaces for all mechanical, electrical, and instrumentation connections. All engine
modifications, the inlet extension, tailpipe, nozzle, and the engine mounting frame were provided by NASA Lewis.
Only one inlet extension, bullet nose, tailpipe, and reference exhaust nozzle was provided for UETP. Therefore, the
same set of hardware was used on both engines.

The referee exhaust nozzle was "trimmed" to provide the rated engine pressure ratio at the military power
lever setting as a part of the first test entry at NASA Lewis. At some of the higher altitude test conditions, military
power for the J57 is limited by the maximum observed turbine discharge temperature rather than this as-trimmed
power lever setting. This maximum temperature limit was derated 10 K (from 893 to 883 K) to reduce the thermal
wear on the engine hot section and, hence, reduce engine performance variation during UETP.

2.2 MatrIx of Variables

Eleven sets of environmental conditions, i.e., inlet pressure, inlet temperature, and exhaust nozzle ambient
pressure, were selected to allow systematic evaluation of the effects ot altitude, Mach number, and Reynolds
number on test facility performance. Test condition 11 was identified for the ground-level test facilities, and, of
course, the specific values of inlet pressure, inlet temperature, and ambient pressure depend on the specific
geographic site and the specific atmospheric conditions existing at the time of test.

Test conditions 1 through 10 were defined for the altitude test facilities as shown in Fig. 3. In the altitude-ram
pressure ratio (Mach No.) plane, (Fig. 3) the altitude ranged from 1,700 m at a ram pressure ratio of 1 (Mach No.
0) up to an altitude of 5,800 m at a ram pressure ratio 1.7 (Mach No. 0.91). At a constant ram pressure ratio of 1.3
(Mach No. 0.63) the altitude was systematically varied from 3,800 m up to a maximum of 13,200 m.

In the inlet pressure-inlet temperature plane (Fig. 3) at a constant inlet pressure of 82.7 kPa , the inlet
temperature was varied from a minimum of 253 K up to a maximum of 308 K. At a constant inlet temperature of
288 K, inlet pressure was systematically varied from a maximum of 82.7 kPa, down to a minimum of 20.7 kPa.

When these environmental conditions are converted to compressor inlet Reynolds No. indices (Fig. 3.), the
test conditions ranged from a maximum Reynolds No. index of 0.96, down to a minimum Reynolds No. index of
0.20.

The other key independent variable is engine power setting which, for the J57 engine, is best expressed as
the high rotor speed. For the altitude facilities, nine rotor speed settings were identified ranging from just above the
compressor-bleed closing speed to the high rotor speed corresponding to military power setting (see Fig. 3). For
the ground-level facilities, a total of 18 high rotor speed settings were identified-nine in the range from idle to the
maximum speed at which the compressor bleed valve is open, and nine additional speeds between bleed valve
just closed and military power (see Fig. 3).

2.3 Expedmental Measurements

The design of the experimental measurements portion of the experiment required attention in three specific
areas. First, measurements were required to determine the overall engine performance as needed to provide
comparative test facility performance and t

"'is meet the primary program objective. Second, the experimental
measurements were required to ensure that the test operations were under control and were conducted in a safe,
reliable, and consistent manner. Third, experimental measurements were required for control of the experiment
and to support diagnosis of observed differences between facilities and allow the health of the test article to be
monitored. It was necessary that the five major functions of measurement methodology, that is, sense, calibrate,
acquire, record, and process, be addressed in the lest plan on an individual basis for each of these three areas to
derive maximum benefit from the UETP.

The experimentally-measured parameters required and the measurement methodology chosen for each
parameter are shown in Fig. 4. For the overall engine performance determination the entire experimental
measurement methodology was designed to be based on the local practice at each test agency for each individual
test unit (Fig. 4a).

For the control of test operations, the sensing and calibration of all mea urements within the engine were
provided as part of the test article referee instrumentation(Fig. 4a). The acquire and record functions used local
practice, and the data processing methods were defined in the UETP General Test Plan (Ref. 1). The test cell
environment (e.g., cell cooling air temperatures and cell wall temperatures) was measured and controlled in
accordance with local practice.

For the control of the experiment the sense and calibrate functions were a part of the test article referee
instrumentation (Fig. 4b). The acquire and record functions were based on local practice. The decision to use local
practice for these two functions was a compromise based on cost and schedule containment. Obviously, it would
have been desirable to use a referee set of instrumentation to acquire and record these control parameters. Such
referee instrumentation would have introduced the smallest bias and precision errors into the data, and thus would
have maximized the confidence in the diagnosis of difference between facilities. However, this use of referee

it
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equipment would have been extremely costly and time consuming compared to the resources available in the
UETP budgets. All of the control of experiment parameters were processed in accord with the UETP General Test
Plan (Fig 4b.)

2.4 Test Methodology

The two key elements in the design of the test methodology were the test installation and the test operation.
As discussed in Section 2.1, the test article was packaged in a mounting frame which provided for standardized
electrical and mechanical interfaces. Local installation practices at each agency/test unit were utilized up to the test
article interface. Again, this was an essential part of the design of the experiment. Not only were local practices
utilized for the design and implementation of the mechanical, aerodynamic, hydraulic, and electrical interfaces
between the test cell and the test article, but also the set-up and alignment of the test facility and the test article
were in accord with local practic,

A description of the installation at each of the eight test facilities is contained in Ref. 2. However, it is useful
for the purposes of this lecture to examine the essential features of a typical ground-level test facility and a typical
atitude test facility. The elevation and plan views of the engine installation in test cell No. 5 at the Engine
Laboratory at NRCC are shown in Fig. 5. The essential features are the air inlet system, the engine test room, and
the exhaust gas collection and silencer system. The engine and the engine inlet protective screen (anti-personnel
screen) are shown installed on this engine test bed.

In a similar manner, the installation of the UETP engine in test cell T-2 in the Engine Test Facility at AEDC is
shown in Fig. 6. Again the essential elements are the airflow measurement system, the air supply ducting, the
engine inlet bellmouth, the labyrinth seal assembly, the engine support system, and the exhaust diffuser system.

A photograph of the UETP engine installed in test cell PSL-3 at NASA Lewis is shown in Fig. 7.

The second major element of the test methodology is the design of the test operation. This portion of the
experiment was designed to maximize the use of local practice at each test agency and at each test unit. Several
specific exceptions were included in the design to improve the confidence level and reliability of the test data. The
six exceptions are as follows:

1. Engine trim rechecks only were authorized at each test unit. No re-trim of the engine control system
was permitted without specific approval of the Chairman of Working Group 15. No engine trim was
authorized during UETP.

2. Two data scans wo; e required at each engine power setting.

3. Fixed time intervals were estimated for engine thermal stabilization before each data scan. A fixed time
interval of 5 min was specified before the initial data scan. An additional time interval of 2 min for the
repeat data scan was also specified. The validity of these time intervals was determined experimentally
during the first test entry at NASA Lewis. Rechecks of these time interval requirements were also made
at RAE(P) and NRCC.

4. No testing of the engines was to be conducted at "high" levels of relative humidity at the engine inlet.
However, no specification of "high" was included in the General Test Plan.

5. As was discussed in Section 2.2 a predetermined, inter-mixed ascending and descending set of engine
high rotor speed settings was defined for the program (Ref. 1). The matrix of engine speed settings
was chosen to minimize the effects of control hysteresis, engine thermal effects, and bleed valve
control variability on the results of the test program (Ref. 2.).

6. Engine performance retention/deterioration throughout the total test duration of the UETP was to be
determined from the observed differences between the engine performance during the initial test entry
at NASA Lewis and a second test entry at NASA Lewis at the conclusion of all of the UETP testing. As
will be discussed in later portions of this lecture series this portion of the experimental design was
inadequate to meet the needs of the program. Further schedule conflicts at NASA Lewis and at NAPC
did not allow this portion of the experiment to be conducted as designed. Specifically, the second entry
test at NASA Lewis was accomplished prior to the engine testing at NAPC and was conducted in a test
unit different from that used for the first entry. Therefore, it was not possible to determine the engine
performance variation with the desired measurement uncertainty. This design approach to determine
engine performance variation for the UETP was inadequate. The analysis of engine performance
retention/deterioration will be addressed in Lecture 4.

2.5 TEST DATA PROCESSING

The test data processing portion of the experiment was designed to utilize local practices at each test
agency as applicable to each test unit to the maximum extent possible. Some of the specific functions of local
data processing which were to be utilized included data editing and data validation with emphasis on the deletion
of outlier data samples and the "fill-in" of missing data samples. Second, the thermodynamic properties of air and
combustion gases were to be based on the properties defined at each test agency.

Three minor exceptions to the use of the local practice were implemented to simplify communication of test
resuits between the teat agencies and to simplify analysis of the results by WG15. The specific exceptions were
defined in the General Test Plan (Ref. 11 and included (1) a uniform nomenclature and units of measurements, (2)
uniform equations for the as-tested and referred" engine performance parameters, and (3) a uniform format of the
digital magnetic tapes which were used for data communications and data exchange between the several test
agencies and the working group.
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2.6 MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY

A uniform method to assess and communicate the uncertainty of all of the experimental measurements was
adopted as a part of the design of the UETP experiment. The Abernethy and Thompson Method was adopted
(Ref. 3). The GTP required each participant to prepare pretest estimates of the measurement uncertainty of the
key parameters of engine air flow, net thrust, and specific fuel consumption at the target speed. These estimates
were to be prepared for operation at test condition 3. test condition 9, and test condition 1 (see Fig. 3). The GTP
also required that the elemental source errors be estimated at the conclusion of the testing in each test unit for all
inputs into the four key parameters listed above, in addition to a posttest assessment of the measurement
uncertainty for the four key parameters at the target speeds at the same three test conditions as identified for the
pretest estimates.

This approach for the assessment of measurement uncertainty was inadequate and required substantial
modification during the analysis phase of the effort (Ref. 4). These modifications will be addressed in Lecture 7.

2.7 REPORTING

The design of the experiment included four specific reports which were to be prepared as a part of the
UETP program. First, each test agency was required to prepare a test plan tailored to each specific test unit that
was scheduled for use. This test plan was to be based on the GTP and was to be prepared before the initiation of
testing at each individual test unit. The format for this facility test plan was specified in the GTP.

Second, each facility was required to submit a final data package to the chairman of WG15 within 60 days
after the completion of testing. This data package was to include digital magnetic data tapes in specified format
and a test summary report containing at least the minimum information as specified in the GTP.

The final data packages were interchanged between facilities only after each had completed its test program
and had transmitted the final test report to the chairman of Working Group 15. This approach ensured that each
facility was "blind" during the conduct of the testing and had no prior knowledge of the test results from the other
facilities. This "blind" approach was adopted to maximize the confidence in the results of the inter-facility
comparisons.

Third, a facility final test report was required to be submitted to the chairman of the WG within 140 days after
the release of the final data package. The format for this final test report was specified in the GTP. The same
release restrictions that were applicable to the final data package discussed above were also applicable to the final
test report.

Finally, AGARD reports which presented the results of the UETP were to be prepared on an as-required
basis. As is now known, two AGARD reports were prepared for the UETP by WG15. The first of these reports
presents the overall results of the test program (Ref. 2). The second report addresses in detail the results of the
measurement uncertainty analysis portion of the program (Ref. 4).

3.0 GENERAL TEST PLAN

The design of the experiment for the UETP was reported in the GTP (Ref. 1). The designers of the format of
the GTP properly anticipated that the test plan needed to be a living document. As such the plan would be
responsive in a timely manner to a significant number of revisions identified thrcighout the course of the program.
The format chosen met these requirements in an excellent manner.

The test plan included the management, technical and logistic guidelines and assnciated controls which
were necessary for the proper conduct of the UETP. The Table of Contents of the GTP (Ref. 1) is included in
Appendix I to demonstrate the breadth and depth of this pioneering document.

The initial draft of the GTP was prepared by representatives of AEDC. This draft was reviewed and reworked
by the full membership of PEP Working Group 15 to create the initial version of this general test plan. The initial
test plan and subsequent revisions were coordinated with and approved by all participants in the UETP.
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* INLET EXTENSION AND BULLETNOSE

PRODUCTION CONFIGURATION AS MODIFIED FOR UETP

* COMPRESSOR BLEEDS -
- COMPRESSOR ACCELERATION BLEEDS MODIFIED FROM BOMBER CONFIGURATION

(2 VALVES) TO FIGHTER CONFIGURATION (1 VALVE)
-ANTI-ICING BLEED ENGINE PORTS CAPPED

CUSTOMER SERVICE BLEED I

a. Engine inlet and compressor

• TAILPIPE AND REFERENCE EXHAUST NOZZLE

PRODUCTION CONFIGURATION AS MODIFIED FOR UETP

" ENGINE SERVICE SYSTEMS
AUXILIARY WATER-TO-OIL COOLER ADDED TO LUBRICATION SYSTEM

b. Tailpipe, nozzle, and service systems
Figure 1. Modifications to production J-57 engine.

Figure 2. Test article for Uniform Engine Test Program (UETP).
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" ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 260 280 300 260 280 300
MACH INO. IINLET TEMP, -K INLET TEMP, 'K

-- RANGE OF AMBIENT CONDITIONS1.00 1.06 1.30 1.70 -- AT GROUND LEVEL TEST FACILITIES

RAM PRESS RATIO
( ) TEST CONDITION

" ENGINE POWER PARAMETERS
ALTITUDE FACILITIES 9 HIGH ROTOR SPEEDS - BLEED 'JUST CLOSED TO MIL
GROUND LEVEL FACILITIES 18 HIGH ROTOR SPEEDS- IDLETO MIL

Figure 3. Matrix of UETP lest variables.

OVERALL ENGINE PERFORMANCE (PRIMARY PROGRAM OBJECTIVE)

PMEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY
SENSE, CALIBRATE ACQUIRE, RECORD, PROCESS

AIRFLOW /
FUEL FLOW LOCAL PRACTICE AT EACH LOCAL PRACTICE AT EACH
NET THRUST TEST AGENCY/TEST UNIT TEST AGENCY/TEST UNIT
SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION

CONTROL OF TEST OPERATIONS (SAFE, RELIABLE, CONSISTENT OPERATIONS)

PARAME MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY

SENSE. CALIBRATE ACQUIRE, RECORD PROCESS
ENGINE INLET PRESS. & TEMP.
ENGINE EXHAUST AMBIENT PRESS.
ROTOR SPEEDS
POWER LEVEL ANGLE
ENGINE VIBRATION TEST ARTICLE LOCAL PRACTICE UETP
ENGINE FUEL PRESS. & TEMP REFEREE GENERAL
ENGINE OIL PRESS. & TEMP. INSTRUMENTATION TEST
ENGINE BLEED VALVE POSITION PLAN

TFST CELL ENVIRONMENT LOCAL PRACTICE

a. Engine pertormance and control of test

CONTROL OF EXPERIMENT (DIAGNOSIS OF OBSERVED DIFFERENCES, ENGINE HEALTH MONITORING)

PARAMETER MU'REMENT METHODOLOGY
SENSE, CALIBRATE ACQUIRE, RECORD PROCESS

COMPRESSOR AIRFLOW
COMPRESSOR INLET DYNAMIC PRESS.
COMPRESSOR BLEED PRESS. & TEMP.
COMPRESSOR DISCH. PRESS. & TEMP.

TURBINE DISCHARGE PRESS. & TEMP.
TEST ARTICLE LOCAL PRACTICE UETP

EXH. NOZZLE INLET PRESS. & TEMP. REFEREE (COST AND SCHEDULE GENERAL
INSTRUMENTATION CONTAINMENT- TEST

COMPROMISE) PLAN

EXH. NOZZLE GAS FLOW

ENGINE FUEL FLOW

b. Control of experiment
Figure 4. Experimental Measurements for UETP.
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INLET SILENCING SILENCER

ENGINE ACOUSTIC WALL

ANTI -PERSOIINEL 
SCREEN 

CONTRO 
ROO

ELEVATION VIEW

[11F~V45 1i~r- NGINE TEST BE. 4. 1
O.63M

PLAN VIEW

NO.5 TEST CELL - ENGINE LABORATORY - NRCC

Figure 5. Typical UETP installation, ground-level test facility.

ENGINE INLET BELLMOUITH
ENIEILE LNMENGINE * ~~~TEST ARTICLE SUPPORT STAND

FLOW STRAIGHTENING GRID--

VNTURI Z'500075 MESH SAFETY SCREEN MOE SU~ TA 0 EXHAUST DIFFUSER
AIRFLOW -2_ TURNING VANES LABYRINTH SEAL MOESUPR FI

ELEVATION VIEW

TEST CELL T-2 -ENGINE TEST FACILITY - AEDC
Figure 6. Typical UETP installation, altitude test facility.

TEST CELL PS - -NASA LEWIS

Figure 7. Typical UETP test Installation.
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TIE MASIS FOR FACILITY COMPAIWII

A. R. Osborn
Propulsion Department

Royal Aerospace Establishment
Pyestock, Farnborough, Hints GU14 OLS, England

Copyright (C) Controller HMSO London 1990

One of the main objectives of the UETP was an engine facility comparison to identify the bias measurement
performance differences between test sites. This Paper Identifies the methods used to present these comparisons
In the final report and the alternative presentations considered In the Working Group 15 discussions, but not
published elsewhere. In addition, many other factors affecting engine performance determination are discussed
and the planned methodology adopted by the UETP to determine these elemental differences. Finally, some
examples of UETP engine performance measurement anomalies are highlighted and an attempt made to Identify the
reason for them with a recommendation on how they should be treated.

I IZTROUCTI

During the meetings end discussions of Working Group 15 to analyse and report the UETP, the basis for facility
comparisons was covered by many techniques, some based on facility measurements, others by engine internal
performance measurements and finally some based on a combination of plant and engine measurements. To
illustrate the specific methodologies employed and those agencies, or in some cases individuals, who performed
the major pert of these investigations, the following List identifies each in turn:-

(a) Overall engine performance P.F. Ashwood (UK), AEDC
(b) Measurement uncertainty WG15 Sub group
c) Performance retention : AEDC
(d) Inlet total pressure

calculation methods . NMCC
(e) Inlet total pressure distortion . NASA
if) Engine settling time . NASA, RAE, NRCC
(g) Secondary sirfLow In

ground-level facilities : NRCC
(h) Nozzle thrust and airflow

functions . RAE
(j) Engine internal air flow using

flow functions . Professor Jacques (Belgium)
(k) Fuel flow analysis NRCC
(i) Temperature tapse rate : AEDC, RAE
(a) Nozzle area change . NASA

Although certain organisations are identified for each task in the list, there was considerable debate within
Working Group 15 itself end other personnel and agencies not listed often contributed to the work.
Nevertheless, those Listed provided the main effort for each Item and should take the appropriate credit.

This lecture will now examine more closely some of the items in the above list, but will exclude others. Those
considered iltl only be reported on from the point of view of method and procedure rather than a detailed
analysis of the results. The major items excluled are the measurement uncertainty, the nozzle coefficients,
flow coefficients and fuetflow analyses, all of which wilt be covered by my colleagues in other sections of the
lecture series.

2 DATA ANALYSIS PROCEInu

2.1 The main choice of oresentation of overall oerformnce

The measured engine test data gathered at each test site were converted into turbine engine performance
parameters, utilizing a set of standard equations specified in the Gere-l Test Plan which was drawn up prior to
the first engine test (Ref 2). However, test plant dots were analysed by each test facility using the local
equations they normally applied In an engine test. After the data for each test facility were declared
satisfactory by that test site, a copy was provided to each participant, both in tabular form and on magnetic
tape, in a format specified in the General Test Plan. An example of the tabular form is shown in Fig 1. The
test results were released only to those facilities that had ompleted their testing and to rmiMnated meers of
the Working Group. Facilities testing later in the progros therefore had to welt for date from previous tests
until after completing their own tests and declaring their oyn results satisfactory. It was impractical to
publish the complete set of test results in the final report because of the enormous quantity involved and
therefore a condensed format was sought to display Inter-fcitlity differences.

A set of six parameter pairs were chosen for the main Inter-facility performance comparison. These si
parameter pairs weres

(a) NLONH ve NMRD shaft speed ratio versus HP rotor speed
(b) T702 ve P702 nozzle inlet temperature versus nozzle inlet

pressure
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(c) MIRD ve NLRO eirflow vram LP rotor speed
(d) UFO ve NM fuel flow versus P rotor aped
(e) FI vs P702 net thrust veru nosle Inlet pressure
(f) SFCAO vs FNED fuel consumption versus net thrust

The letters 20 in these nomenctature indicate the prmster has bem ormalised to the desired Conditions using
nm-dims onsl pressure and tempeature relationships. For the attitude test coenditiens ll perwiters hav

been corrected to the nominated flight conditions, elimineting aIlt differencee between the s-tested values
and the nominat values. The ground-level test condftln have been corrected to standard see-levet conditions
of 101.3 kPa pressure, 288 K tefperature end a ram ratio of 1.0, eliminating differences due to varying whient
conditions between test sites and day-to-day fluctuations. The six parmeter pairs listed above enable Inter-
facility cmperisons to be made for the following primary checks.

PLOT C) speed watching check
PLOT b) : nozzle conditions and hence secondary thrust and airftow

check
PLOT C) : prilsry airflow check
PLOT d) : prfimry fuel flow check
PLOT (e) : thrust derivation check
PLOT (f) : overall performance check

Since the altitude testing se configured so that perfommace curves ware carried out at four separate Inlet
temperatures, four separate inlet pressures and four different rem ratios, whilst keeping the remaining two
perameters constant, the main results have been presented in these three groupings so that trends could be
established. The reason for the testing to be configured this way Is because attitude test facilities generally
control test conditions by adjusting these primary variables to achieve true flight conditions. To illustrate
the difference in these chosen test variables and a typical engine flight envelope they can be seen plotted In
Fig 2. The change in T is at constant Kach nuiber and altitude. The change in P1  gives a constant Poch
neler and changing altilude and the change In rem ratio leads to both change in Msch nuaber and attitude.
Using this format it was possible to detect if any one test site had mesurament problem with any one primary
variable.

Since only one of the pair of engines weo tested at all four altitude test sites, results for this engine,
serial aeber 6094, were presented In the final report. In addition, the other engine, serial n'der 615037,
was tested at all four sea-leveL test sites and so these were presented separately for the ground-level
comparisons. For the altitude-to-ground level cosperisons, the date from engine 607594 was used where four
altitude and two ground-level facilities provided data. Fig 3 summarizes the order of testing of the two
engines at the various test facilities that participated in the plan.

The condensed set of performance data were published such that four graphs were displayed on ech page and the
total number of pages totalled 18. Fig 4 shows a typical display of date on one page and in fact shows the sic
curves for the four altitude test facilities at varying inlet pressures with Inlet teapersture constant at 28 K
and ram ratio held at 1.30.

2.2 Sensitivity indicators

To quantify the Inter-facility differences for the purpose of comparison, the mximua spread of each parameter
(expressed as a percentae" of the median value) was calculated at approximately the mid-thrust point. These
spreads have been Indicated on the performance curves and were derived from the equations fitted to the data
points calculated for each facilities results. In addition, each graph has 1 percent bandwidths added for both
the x and y variables to assist In assessing the effects of resl variations or errors in these parameters
relative to the scales chosen for the presentation, see Figure 4.

2.3 The mathod of accounting deterioration

The test procedure Included precautions to identify perforwmnce degradation, firstly, by ech test site testing
at a set condition at the beginning of their tests and at the sae condition at the eNd of their tests.
Secondly, the engins were tested on two occasions at NASA, being the first test site and the last test site in
the sequeo, (excepting NAPC, Trenton, who did not test the engine until after the main anelysis had been
completed becase of higher priority work). None of the results presented in the facility cowerlson hav" been
corrected for deterioration which were detected as being very small, and within uncertainty limits. This topic
nevertheless attracted a great deal of discussion in the laG meetings and justifies more desiled treatment in a
companion lecture.

2.4 The choice of curve-fit

Engine performnce curves are generally presented as a correlation of one parameter against another for exampte
y - sfc correlated against x a FN . The graphs for any one test site will always show a certain munt of
scatter about em central curve, set Fig 5, and there will be so doubt as to the correct poesition of the
curve if drum by hand. Fitting a polynomial equation eliminates that uncertainty; the form it can take being:-

either a straight line y ab * blx

or aqi€rtic y +% _+ b +b 2

or 0 ehic y N b , * xbe 2 * b~x,

or perhaps even sam higher degree.

The rasrieal velus of the coefficients b , b, b, , bi are calculated from the data by the method of least
sq s'. That is, the velues are found iuch tht he e6 of the aure* of alt the deviation from the

are minimised.
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A typical deviation Is, •a (Y, - f)

where 9 Is the value of y on the curve

so that Ee1
2  

Is a minimu for calculated value. of bO, b I b 2 , b 3 , etc.

The detailed procedure for doing these calculations can be found In all standard statistical text books.

The UETP test plan specified that all curve fitting would take the form of a quadratic so that each teat site
would carry out a uniform process. Although in general this policy was justifiable, since the main area of
interest for comparisons was at a mld-thrust point, it does have some weaknesses. Quadratics are inherently
symmetrical curves and it can be demntrated that in the case of aoe variables this order of polynomial fit ia
not necessarily the best when judged on statistical significance tests. The complex nature of a gas turbine
does not always lead to parameters correlating In convenient symmetrical relationships, particularly at points
at either end of the range of measurement. This can be demnstrated by examining an SFCaD versus FNRD curve
obtained with data measured at RAE(P) at test condition 9, Fig 6. A meaure of the significance of the curve
fit can be obtained by the value of the Relative Error Limit of Curve Fit (RELCF) for each polynomial, the 0.18
for the cubic being superior to the 0.27 for the quadratic. Table I summrlses the differences in SFCRD for
three power Lever Levels at all the 10 test conditions for the RAE(P) data. it Indicates that in about half the
cases a slightly better result would have been obtained for tow and high engine power comparisons if cubic* had
been adopted. However, as stated earlier, since mid-thrust levels were the target levels for performance
comparisons the quadratics specified were more then satisfactory.

2.5 Alternative oresentations

Other forms of presentation of overall performance were considered by the Working Group and a bargraph
presentation was seriously put forward as the prime method in the early stages of discussion. However, as
testing proceeded and more participants joined the discussion team, it became apparent that a bargraph
presentation was not favoured by the majority of participants, who argued It would only show differences at a
single or limited nuer of power settings. in addition, there wse same uncertainty as to how to choose the
datum for such a presentation. Some participants thought it should be based on an average value of al
facilities, others considered the datum should be the results of the first test facility. An example of a
proposed format is shown in Fig 7. It was finally agreed that the main overall results should take the
graphical form, outlined earlier, so that differences would be displayed over the complete measurement range.
However, a Limited form of bargrph presentation was included in the final report, but only showed the overall
wed of results from the altitude facilities for the primary parameters of FNRD versus P702, WAIRO versus NLRU
and SFCRD versus FNRD, see Fig 8. These results were included at all test condition. end the datum was taken as
the facility with the lowest value, not always the same facility in all cases, Ie the bar showed the percentage
spread in the parameter for all test facilities at a mid-thrust point. Two sets of bars were included, one for
all four altitude facilities and a second set excluding the CEPr result because aeme of their results exhibited
large scatter. This was considered to adversely influence the presentation, particularly the thrust versus
nozzle inlet pressure bergraph. This exclusion of the CEPr results in some presentations will be explained in
other Lectures in this series.

One further method of presentation use used which took the form of a tabulation of differences. Table 2 shows
the format used for the altitude test site comparison and consists of a List of the selected perimeters together
with the independent variables, basically the sam six perameter pairs selected for the graphical presentation.
The overall percentage spread at a mid-thrust point wse chosen together with the percentage of data points which
fell within a fixed 2 percent bandwidth. Additionally, the estimated uncertainty bandwidth spread was added to
the table for each parameter to help make a judgement on the quality of the measured data. The table of
differences again include values with and without CEPr results included because of the resons given earlier.

This form of presentation was also adopted for the ses-level test bed comparison and the attitude/se-level test
bed comparison, tables 3 and 4. in the case of the sea-level bed comparison, the percentage spread values in
the table for the four test site. have been quoted with and without the Turkish test site results. Again the
reason for this policy was based on the fact that the Turkish test site results displayed a large scatter In the
measurements compared with the remaining three facilities. For the altitude to a@-level comparison, five test
facility results were used, NASA, AEOC, RAE(P), CEPr and NeCC and these were based on data obtained using engine
607594. The results obtained in the altitude facilities were measured at an inlet presume of 82.7 kPa and then
referred to standard pressure of 101.3 kPa using the specified equations in the General Test Plan. These
adjustments did not introduce discrepancies, since it was judged that these would be negligible at the high
pressure condition where Reynolds rwuIer remains high enough to prevent changes in flow conditions affecting
turbom ch inery characteristics.

2.6 Other factors considered in the cerformance analysis

2.6.1 Humidit

All ta altitude test facilities had plant which was capable of supplying dry air to the engine and therefore
humidty effects on engine Irformence were negligible (humidity, never exceed d 0.1 percent water by weight).
In the case of the sea-levet beds, the humidity on the actual test dates at all those facilities taking pert
remained sufficiently low to ensure the effects were negligible or very mal.

2.6.2 Inlet total oressure

The effect of Inlet total pressure on engine performance was approached from two fronts. Firstly, the effect of
changing the method of calculation of inlet pressure given a certain engine face pressume distribution and
secondly, the effect of change. in inlet pressure profile, Ie inlet presaure distortion.

The effect of the my inlet pressure wse calculated as Investigated by N1CC
3 

by applylng five different method
ef calculation to a particular Inlet distribution obtained at MRCC in their tests. Fig9 shoys the
circumferential location of all the probes used In the analysis.
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Method I used the simple arithmetic average of the 20 mainstream pressure readings assuming the probes were
located at the contrld of five e"ual ares and s the methou recommnded in the general Test Plan.

n
PT average - .

Method 2 se similar to Method 1, but used weighting factors determine. from the actual measured probe locations

P T eveg" --EP dAk

AnT n n

Method 3 was similar to Method 2, but only used those probes in the Inviscid flow regime. This was determined
by comparing the total pressure at each probe with the value for the centre tint probe. If the difference was
greater than the pressure measurement uncertainty for the facility, than the value for that probe was discarded,
the probe being assumed to be in viscid flow.

Method 4 calculated the average pressure by considering the measurements from two rakes in an inner and outer
boundary Layer ring sector. combined with four min ring sectors. Appropriate weighting factors were determined
for each aotr sector.

Finally, Method S further Increased the weighting afforded the boubry layer probes.

Table 5 sumrlse the results of st five methods using NASA data, which gave the most pronounced inlet
pressure profile and would therefore d nstrate the differences in calculation techniques.

The conclusion dram in the UIETP tests was that the GTP method, Method 1, produced a value of P within
0.07 percent of that obtained if ali the probes, including those in the bouaidary Layer, were ueJ'ltain an
integrated men inlet total pressure. Nowever, it must be noted that this solution will not necessarily suit
all engine inlet rake geometries and pressure profiles. Where boundary layers are thin, but significant, and
the min pressure rake does not capture the pressure decay at the duct well, then simple averaging my produce a
significant error. This will then carry forward an error bias in those important parameters that depend on an
accurate inlet pressure measurement, in particular thrust determination.

2.6.3 Inlet total pressure distortiof

The effect of inlet pressure distortion on performance messurements was examined by copering the results from
the two NASA tests, the first and second entry tests. Setween these tests the inlet ducting at NASA wes changed
from a duct with 0.687m diameter throat to a geometry with a significantly larger throat, 0.833m diameter, see
diagram below.

NASA UEYP standard ini duct. desiqn MI. IX6

Enqine onisi Range,

0.l)m IaM I

Lae ino# duct; desgn ML. 116

Schemtel a taNailf twole RIF IiMlttssul graiN maslgptin.

Using date selected from test conditions 6, see Fig 10. it is obvious that the duct with the mll throat
venturi gives a poor Inlet pressure profile. The larger throated duct gave a drmatic improvment in Inlet
pressure profile. Despite the mrked change In P, profile the effect on moat performence pa t r of the
angine to chnge in inlet duct geomtry w found to be generally smll. The change in shaft speed ratio,
PLOP, was negligible, 0.02 percent, but the change in airflow versus LP compressor pressure ratio was more
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significant, 0.6 percent. However, the engine did not contain a great deal of diagnoetic Intrumentation wd
therefore it is impossible to detect precisely what happened internaly within the compressor omonnts. it is

poetulated that this engine was inensitive to the soldistribution in pressure in the first few stge of the

tow pressure compressor end therefore the effect on overall engine performee wee netlilbte. The earty dealg

of this engine with relatively low loading of caponet mn that it Is very tolerant to distorted Inlet flow.
More modem engine designs might be more sensitive to Inlet pressre distortion and might show differences in

overall engine performance.

2.6.4 BoattlL force

During the analysis of the UETP thrust data it became apparent that the method of accounting the bottailt force
differed between test sites. Sam sites Ignored this force assuming from past experience that it was relatively
smt, whitlst others accounted for it as pert of their normel procedure. The engine was fitted with surface
pressure tappings at the rear of the nozzle and the boettsiL force was estimated using these measurements, see
diagram below. Figure 11 shows the results for conditions 6 and 9 for the attitude facilities and a value for
each sea-Level test site. It can be seen that generally the force Is insignificant when I ared with the level
of net thrust, never exceeding 0.07 percent in the case of the attitude factlities Justifying the decistqn of
those sites which did not account for It.

Al A8

FBT (Pot- Pos)( A - A /2

2.6.5 Change in exhaust nozzle area

There was some concern that the exhaust nozzle might be damaged, dented or ovlised changing the effective area,
AS, during the course of the UETP. This was not borne out by exit area measurements made at each test site
"dufng the course of tests. The average area measured at some of the test sites from a series of measurements
is shown below.

AS Diff from average
sq.m per cent " -

"ASA 0.2376 0.04
AEOC 0.2378 0.13
NRCC 0.2372 -0.13
RAEIP) 0,374 -0.04
Average 0.2375

It can be seen that the area remained constant for all practical purposes and the correlations of shaft speeds

aLso confirmed that effective nozzle ares remaiend constant at all test sites.

2.6.6 Nozzle Inlet. Station 7. rake atiewnent

During the first NASA test it becam apparent that the station 7 total pressure rakes did not adequately measure
a true mean pressure. The pressure profile at station 7 was strongly Influenced by the large upetrem turbine
exit struts and the attendant swirl in the flow. In an effort to understand the nozzle entry total pressure
profile, the tallpipe, and hence rake, was rotated at Increments of 10 degrees over en arc p20 degrees either
side of the datum UETP position. measurements of presure were taken et test condition' 6 and 9. Figure 12
shows a plot of the average total pressure derived from the rake, a static pressure and turbine exit total
pressure for the S anglar positions at teat condition 6 at a high rotor speed of 8900 rpm. hereas the static
pressure and turbine exit pressure reasin fairly constant, the derived total pressure from the rake veries over
a b-nd idth of 2.5 percent at this flight condition. The corresponding effect on calculated nozzle coefficients
at test condition 6, thrust COS and flow C08, can be seen In Fig 13. The difference in thrust coefficient Is of
the order of 4 percent for a rotation of 20 degrees in either direction from the datum position. For the flow
coefficient there are not only changes in level, but the spes of the curves are also altered. Although at
high engine power 'the coefficient is cemperble for all three angular poitions, at lower engine powers the
coefficients are 1.5 to 2.S percent towr for the extrem angles of WO degrees. Sm of the differences in
obeerved nozzle coefficient$ can be accounted for by mlt changes In other measured paramters, for exmple,
airflo, fuel flow, thrust and ambient pressure. In smmry therefore, and taking Into account the other
meured differences in Influential peremetere, a 3.5 percent decreee In P? gave a 1.9 Increase In CO8 and a
4.3 percent Increase in CGS resulting from a 10 degree rotation of the taltpfpe.
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This investigation an nonle Instrumentation serves to indicate thata-

(a) It is difficult to provide en array of pressure Instrumentation that will give a true integrated
meage total pressure in the jet pipe.

(b) If total pressure instrumenstion is provided, then it must remain consistent throughout all
development and flight testing if coefficients are to be used to derive thrust and airftow from facility
measurements.

(c) Static pressure measurements in the jet pipe are less sensitive to local flow disturbances and sre a
far were rugged measurement. Therefore, provided care is taken In the geometry and menufacture of the tapping a
relieble total pressure can be derived and used to calculate nozzle coefficients.

2.6.7 Engine settling time

The UETP General Test Plan specified an engine thermodynmec settling time of 5 minutes before the data capture
scan sequence was initiated. A repeat scan was to be Initiated a further two minutes later. The recommendation
for the settling time was reached after exploratory tests at NASA showed stable operation would be reached
within the five minutes.

Further investigations bath at RAE, an altitude test facility, and NRCC, a ground-level test facility, confirmed
that five minutes settling time was sufficient to enable the engine to reach stable thermodynamic conditions
prior to a data scan being Initisted.

In any test of a new type of engine in a test facility, a period should be set aside to investigate
thermodynmic settling time in the test programme at the earliest opportunity so that when steady-state
performance measurements are being collected sufficient time can be left to enable thermodynamic stabilization
to have taken place.

2.7 An enhanced method of oresentino aerfomane differences

It has been shown earlier that the standard performance graphs for the inter-facility comparisons make it
difficult for the reader to distinguish the results for each individual test site. This was because the 'y,
scat had to cover such a large range to encompass the range of measurements that individual differences were
not large enough for the eye to as. The presentation could be improved by enlarging the ,y' scale such that
differences are magnified.

2.7.1 Entsroina the 'v' scale

Fig 14 shows a typical selected UETP graphical presentation of FNRO versus P792 at an Inlet pressure of
51.7 kPa, an Inlet temperature of 280 K and a ram ratio of 1:30. It Is difficult to detect the differences In
performance of some test sites in this presentation. Only in the case of CEPr, where the difference Is
5 percent, is it apparent. The technique of enlarging the ly' scale consists of constructing e datum line so
that it ties a tittle below eli the actual results. In this case the datum line has been chosen to be:-

y - 12.8%x - 11.850 .

The difference of every measured point from the datum line, AFNRD, Is calculated and these values re-plotted,
see Fig 15. It is now possible to see all the detailed features which were not apparent in Fig 14.

Separate polynomial curves can now be fitted to the data from each facility. In the case of CEPr, a curve of
degree 3 was selected, by statistical significance tests, as the best fit. For the other facilities, curves of
degree 2 were found to be aWopriate.

The range of AFNRD between facilities Is now shown to be 5.1 percent of FNRO or 0.70 k". This Is WSightly
different from the 5.4 percent originally quoted in the UETP report, probably due to alternative curve fitting
(i. the cubic chosen here for the CEPr result).

Values of random error limit of curve fit (RELCF) have also been calculated for each curve fit ad give an
indication of the scatter of the results about the curve that has been fitted. More wit be said about RELCF in
the lecture on statistical techniques. The scatter of points about the fitted curves gives a guide to the
precision errors for each test facility, typically very salt. The differences between the fitted curves give
an indication of the bias errors between test sites which are much larger than the precision errors.

In conclusion, where comparisons are to be made between test results which are expected to give differences
which are only a amLL percentage of the overall range of measurement, then it is recommended that not only
should the full graphical presentation be shon, but also the enlarged *y' scale mthod should be adopted. By
preaenting beth displays, the shapes of the overall curves can be interrogated ard the differencHs accurately
identified.

2.8 Exaotes of observed anomalies

2.8.1 The measurement of P7 and T7 at CEPr

A detailed examination of the main aLtitude results reveals the observed anomaly that the CEPr data for FNN
versus P762 at all test conditions gave higher curves when compared with the other three facilities, AE0C, NASA
and SIAIP). The differences between the CEPr data and the data obtained at the other facilities Is quite
marked, for example see Fig 16. Nowevet, the plots of T702 versus P702 do not show the same large differences
between CEPr and other facility data.
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In section 2.6.6 it wa shown that the PT static pressure mesurement wes a rugged measurement and insensitive
to changes in nozzle hardware geometry, rotation, etc. Using this measurement, a total pressure can be
caLculated assuming a jet pipe ores and a value for sma, the ratio of specific hests. This process was
applied to all the altitude facility data for P1T to calculate a P7CALC at all ten test conditions. A
difference analysis was then carried out using the principles outlined in section 2.7. Plats were produced of
P7 measured versus PTCALC for the date from all four facilities and a straight line fitted to this date.
Percentage difference graphs were then plotted for the difference of each point from the straight line plotted
against the P7CALC value. This analysis enlarged the 'y' scale and highlighted the difference in msurements
between each facility for PT. An example of these plots can be seen in Fig 17, where the data for each facility
are plotted with a different symbol and Fig ITA is for Test Condition 4 and Fig 17B is for Test Condition 9.

In this analysis the P7 measured values for CEPr were consistently below those for the other test sites. At all
ten test conditions P7 differences between RAE(P) and AEC were never greeter then eproximately 0.5 percent. in
six out of ten conditions NASA PT also agreed wet with RAE(P) and AEDC never being more than 1 percent
different. At Test Condition 3, no NASA data were available, leaving three Test Conditions, S, 6 and 10 where
large differences occurred, greater than 3 percent. However, NASA identified these test conditions as those
where teilpipe rotation was present and P7 measured has already been shown to be affected by this change in
geometry (see section 2.6.6). Therefore, the large observed differences in P7 at these three test conditions
are not unexpected. The large differences in P7 between the CEPr date and other test facilities must therefore
be due to either a mis-aligned tailpipe assembly or some other bias in the pressure measurements collected from
the rake assembly. it is therefore recomended that the results of FNRD versus P702 for CEPr be discounted from
the facility comparison.

if the T702 versus P702 results are now examined it will be found that similar differences are found in the CEPr
data when compared with the other facilities. However, the differences in these plate are not always consistent
with those of the FNRD versus P702 figures. Flow distortions due to wakes from turbine struts are not so
dominant in creating total temperature distortion and therefore this result is probably not unusual.
Nevertheless, since CEPr P7 data has already been shown to be unsatisfactory it muat therefore be recommended
thot the T702 plote against P702 should also be disregarded.

2.8.2 The Turkey sea-level test bed results

The ground-LeveL test facility comparisons showed the Turkey sea-Leel test bed (TUAF) results, although having
approximately the some curve slope as the other three test facilities, departed rather more from the mean than
expected, for sxmple see Fig 18. The most probable reason for this departure is due to a lack of empirical
corrections for this type of engine in the TUAF facility. The TUAF tes stand was designed for pre and post
engine overhaul testing of those engines in the Turkish Airforce inventory. The J57-19 engine is not one of
these engines and therefore call correction factors are not available. in addition, manul recording of date at
this facility increased both the measurement bias and precision uncertainties. The TUAF published results for
the UETP are therefore considered unrepresentative for their particular test stand. In view of this the, TUAF
data have not been included when calculating the percentage spreads between facilities.

2.8.3 The NASA results for the oround-Level/nLtitude facility
comports

In the aLtitude/ground-LeveL test site comparisons, with the exception of NASA, all the altitude facility dats
related to an inlet temperature of 288 K. Because Test Condition 3 for engine 607594 was omitted by NASA due to
a restricted test window, Test Condition 4 (Ti - 308 K) was substituted instead. The uncertain magnitude of the
effect of Inlet teeperature change on the levels of performence paremeters in the comparison meant that although
the NASA curves are shown on the figures, their data have been excluded from the calculation of spreads at the
mid-thrust point.

3 CONCLUDING RENAIKS

This Paper has provided an Insight into the various methods considered for the process of test facility
comparisons during the UETP. it must be emphasised that this Paper must be considered In conjunction with the
main UETP report, AGARS AR 248 in which a comprehensive picture of all aspects Is provided. The Lecture Series
will now continue with detailed considerations of the results obtainrd from the testing and the statistical
techniques applied to the results. It should be noted that this unique exercise provided the first opportunity
for all the test sites to determine the actual bias in their measurements. The Importance of this event is
that it enabled the estimates of bias, which could previously only be based on subjective judgements, to be
compared with reality. In fact, as a later lecture will show, the agreement ase good which gives confidence in
the use of these subjective methods for different engines or when major changes to facilities are made.
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TABLE 1

UETP - Percent A SFCRD between cubic and quadratic
curve fitting for RAE(P) data

UETP Power Level
Test
Cond. Low Medium High
o A SPCRD % SFCRD % SFCRD /

1 -0.05 0 +0.05
2 +0.05 0 -0.05
3 +0.05 0 0
4 +0.05 0 -0.05
5 +0.11 +0.08 -0.15
6 +0.16 +0.07 -0.21
7 +0.16 0 -0.17
8 +0.10 +0.13 -0.13
9 +0.26 +0.09 -0.27

10 +0.19 -0.05 -0.23

A SFCRD Quadratic - Cubic % Percent

Quadratic

i

$
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Table Z
Altitude facility comparison (altitude conditions) (NASA*, AMDC, CEPr, FtAE(P))

Overall
Engine percentage Data within Percentage
Parameter spread at two per cent spread of
(Independent mid thrust band estimated
Variable) (Without CEPr) (per cent) unccrtainty Comments

NLQNH 0.4 to 0.8 99 0.04 to 1.4. 1 Smallest variation of any data set.
(NHRD) (0.04 to 0.6)

2Cycle re-match with time
accounts for 0. 3 percent variation.

7702 0.6 to 2.0 98 0.61to 1.2 1 Several temperature and pressure
(P702) (0. 3to 1. 3) sensors replaced.

2 Possible variation of flow pattern
in tailpipe.

3 Cycle re-match with time
accounts for up to 0.3 percent
variation.

WAIRD 1.3 to 3.6 88 1.8 to 5.2 Sonic venturi appears to offer
(NLRD) (1 .3 to 2.9) measurement accuracy benefits.

YVFRD 3.8 to 5.5. 63t 0.810o3.4 Volumetric positive displacement
(NHRD) (1.0 to 3.0) meter appears to offer measurement

accuracy benefits.

FNRD 3.4 to 5.4 69t 0.8 to 6.4 1 Some variation due to thermal

(P702) (0.3 to 3.3) non-equilibrium effects.

2 P7 murement effects.

SFCRD 0.9 to 2.4 89 1.2 to 7.0
(FNRD) (0. 91to2.4)

'No NASA data for Test Condition 3.

lCEPr resultsaconsistenty displaced from other three facilities. If deleted. figures become 85 (WFRD) and 92 (FNRD).
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Table 3

Ground-level bed comparison (SLS conditions) (NRCC, CEPr, TUAF, AEDC*)

Overall

Engine percentage Percentage

parameter spread at spread of
(lndepcndent mid-thrust estimated
Variable) (withTUAF) uncertainty Comments

NLONH 0.5 0.2 to 1.6 Spread similar to that in altitude facilities.
(NHR) (I.5)

T702 1.1 0.9 to I .9 Spread affected by failure ofT7
(P702) (2.5) thermocouples at NRCC.

WAtR 1.9 0.6to t.5 NRCC airflow low by 1-I.5 percent

(NLR) (4.8)

WFR 3.5 0.9 to 2.5 Spread reduced to 1.8 percent when CEPr

(NHR) (8.0) values removed

FNR 0.7 L.0to2.3
(P7Q2) (2.5)

SFCR 1.R 1.5o3.5
(F-NR) (3.5)

"Tcsts in AEDC altitude cell at standard sea-level static conditions included for comparison.

Table 4-
Ground level bed/altitude cell comparison. Sea-Level Static Conditions. Engine 607594

Engine parameter Overall spread
(Independent at mid-thrust Comments
Variable) (Percent)

NLQNII 0.5
(NIIRD)

T7Q2 2.3 Spread affected by failure of T7 thermocouples at NRCC
(P702)

WAIR 2.5 NRCC airtlow low by 1.0 - 1.5 peaccnt.
(NLRD)

WFR 3.6
(NIfR)

FNR 5.0 Spread reduced to 3.0 percent if CEPr (Ali)
(P7Q2) non-equilibrium values removed.

SFCR 2.7 Max spread is between NRCC (GL) highest and AEDC
(FNR) (All) lowest
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TABLE 5

Differences in engine inlet total pressure using

different calculation methods.

NASA Number of Percentage Percentage Total area Average

Condition 3 pressure contribution contribution Pressure

Test Point 746 values of the of the assigned to Calculated

considered main rake boundary all probes [ kPa

to P2AV layer rake ( Physical
to P2AV area

836.892 in

Method 1 20 100 z Total Area 83.246

(GTP (main) (Simple arithmetic average)

Baseline)

Method 2 20 100 2 837.720 83.246

(main)

Method 3 8 100 z 333.544 84.048

(main) (40Z of
area)

Method 4 46 90 z 10 z 697.406 83.186

(main +

boundary

layer

Method 5 58 67 Z 33 2 837.672 83.206

(main +
boundary
layer
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RAE CELL 3

TEST ENVELOPE FOR
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20 ENGINE
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x
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UETP TEST CHRONOLOGY

FACILITY ALTITUDE SEA LEVEL
Engine

Serial No. 607594 615037 607594 615037

NASA(l) 1)

AEDC V
NRCC (1) V V

CEPr V V

RAE(P) V *

TUAF .

RAE(P) V
NASA (2) V V

NRCC (2) V
NAPC /

Notes: -
1. * Test aborted

2. Numbers in brackets denote FIRST and SECOND Test Series
at same site.

FIG. 3 GEOGRAPHICAL AND CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER OF ENGINE TESTS
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FIG.5 TYPICAL ENGINE PERFORMANCE CURVE
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FIG. 7 EXAMPLE OF PROPOSED BARGRAPH PRESENTATION
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Engine 607594. Military Power. Test Condition 6.

1.00 1 N

CN .99

NLET
~ .98 0 NASA UETP STANDARD

0 LARGER

a 97

.96 I
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STATION 2 FLOW AREA, PERCENT

Fig.1 0 Effect of Inlet duct on station 2 total pressure profile

0, NASA ENTRY 1 COND 6
0 NASA ENTRY I COND 9
0.1 AEDC - COND 6

AEDC - COND 9
0 NRCC - SEA LEVEL

,, CEPR - COND 6
,8 CEPR - COND 9
.7 CEPR - SEA LEVEL

0 TAF - SEA LEVEL

0 12 Q RAE(P)-COND 6
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4 NASA ENTRY 2 COND 6

. .10 - NASAENTY2COND 9
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FIG.11 BOATTAIL FORCE
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Fig.l 2 Total and static pressure variation with tailpipe
rotation (TC6-607594 NHR - 8900 rev/min)
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Reading Tailpipe position
0 921-932 Base position
A M09818 2tP clunterclockwlse
V 830-835 20P clockwise

.98

.97

96 -

4,.95

.93

.970

S.960

.950

.940

.930 -
8200 MWO 8600 8800 9000 9200

Referred high rotor Speed. NHR. rpm

(G) No'zle nlow coefficient.

Fig.13 Effect of tailpipe rotation on thrust anid Nlow (TC9-607594)
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Degree
Facii ity of

curve %
*ONASA 2 0-15
o AEDC 2 0.18
A CEPr 3 0-49

-0RAE(P) 2 0-12

P2 =51-7 kPa

P70

FIG.15 EXAMPLE OF REVISED GRAPHICAL
PRESENTATION
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Test Condition 11 Test Facility T2 K P2 kPa
P2-- As Noted 3 = USA /AEDC Alt. 288 101.3

T2= As Noted V=Cansd&/NRCC S.L. 289-293 99.7
Ram Ratio= 1.00 a = France/CEPr S.L 277 - 283 101.4

o = Turkey/TuAP S.L 289 -291 93.0

0.800 - - -

z

z

0.550

.308408500 6600 600 800 8900 900 91'00 92'00 9300 9400 9500 9600 9700 9800

NHR. rpm

A. Speed Match
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'-

2500

2.00.
1.5 1.6 1 .7 .11 1 .9 9.0 i.1 . 2.3 2.4

P7Q2

B. Temperature Rise

FIg. 18 Ground level lst facility conparison (engine 615037)
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INVESTIGATION OF FACTORS AFFECTING DATA COMPARISON

by

D.M. Rudnitaki
Section Head

Engine Laboratory
National Research Council Canada

Ottawa, Ont. KIA ORB
CANADA

SUMMARY

In evaluating engine performance in test facilities, ground-level test beds or altitude tanks, facility influences on performance
measurements must be quantified. Of the three main engine parameters, only fuel flow measurement is facility type independent, whereas
thrust and airflow calculation procedures tend to be facility type specific. Data consistency checks for thrust and airflow using the method
of flow coefficient, has been demonstrated to be quite a useful tool for inter-facility comparisons, whereas for fuel flow, sensor redundancy
is most common.

The possibility of engine deterioration occurring during an extended test program required close monitoring of basic engine parameters
using facility independent sensors. Although some long-term changes in engine behaviour did occur, the magnitude of these shifts did not
warrant data correction.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A8 Area at Exhaust Nozzle Inlet
AEDC Arnold Engineering Development Canter
AEDC Arnold Engineering Development Centre
Cos Flow Coefficient
CEPr Centre d'Essales des Propulseurs
CG8 Gross Thrust Coefticlent
FG Gross Thrust
GTP General Test Plan
LfV Lower Heating Value
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NHR High Rotor Speed
NLONH Rato of Rotor Speeds
NLR Low Rotor Speed
NRCC National Research Council of Canada
P2AV Average Pressure at Compressor Inlet Plane
P3 Compessor Discharge Pressure
P7 Ejhrust Nozzle Inlet Total Pressure
P7QAMB Nozzle Pressure Ratio
PAMB Stali Pressure at Exhaust Nozzle Plano
PS? Exhaust Nozzle Inlet Static Presure
RAE(P) Royal Aerospace Establishment Pyestock
RAMSPC Specified Rom Ratio
SFC Specifc Fuel Consumrtion
T3 Compressor Discharge Temperature
T4 Combustor Exdt Temperature
77 Exhaust Nozzle Inlet Total Temperature
TUAF Tuddsh Air Force Supply and Maintenance Cenre
UETP Uniform Engine Test Program
WAY Facility Measured Engine Airflow
WA2 Reference Engine Airflow
WF Facility Fuel Flow
WFE Engine Reference Fuel Flow

1 INTRODUCTION

The previous lectures have provided some appreciation of the complexity of the UETP, as not only was this project conducted over
a period of several years, but the variety of test installations and lack of environmental control In certain facilities made direct data
comparison more challenging than originally envisaged. This lecture will deal with a number of factors affecting data comparison, pointing
out the differences between altitude and ground-level test beds regarding thrust and airflow measurement. Another consideration was that
the ambient corrections for temperature, pressure, and to e lesser extent humidity, using the data reduction equations included in the General
Test Plan (GTP), (Ref. 1), were valid over a limited excursion range, introducing additional deviations in the calculated performance
parameters, These corrections are of greater significance for ground-level test beds, which have no capability for environmental control.

The three main performance parameters, airflow, thrust end fuel flow were critically evaluated using a system of cross checks and
consistency checks to quantify arty facility or Interfacility bias. In caem where the values exceeded declared uncertainty limits, reasons for
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variations were sought Of course, in en engine test progran involving considerable engine running time, the question of engine
performance retention must be addressed. There was considerable debate on whether there was any engine deterioration, and If so, how
could it be accounted for in the data conparison.

In this lecture, the following subject areas will be discussed, with typical examples excerpted from Ret. 2 as appropriate.

1. Facility test configuration, altitude vs. ground-level

2. Thrust definition, altitude vs. ground-level

3. Ambient corrections

4. Measurement consistency checks for airflow, thrust and fuel flow

5. Engine remetching, with concentraion on performance retention

A number of facility effects were already covered in the previous lecture, but it is worth briefly recapping some of the more significant
ones.

2 FACIUTY EFFECTS

2.1 Tet Conflgurations

Prior to the discussion of engine performance measurements, it is necessary to examine the test configuration and the requirements
imposed by the basic physics of the engine end engine operating environment.

There were two classes of test facilities in the UETP, the ground-level test bed, and the direct-connect or attitude test configuration.
For a ground-lovel test bed, the engine directly takes in atmospheric air, and exhausts directly beck into the atmosphere. The diroct-connect
configuration derives its name from the fact that the engine inlet is directly connected to a controlled air supply system, and the exhaust
exits into a separately controlled environment. The essential features of the different types of turbine engine test configurations are shown
in Figure 1 (Re. 3 and 4).

2.1.1 Ground-level Test Bed

The ground-level tests beds differed from one another in two major respects: the size of the cell cross section and the layout of the
flow path. The outdoor test stand at NAPC represented one extreme, the engine being in a free field environment with no inlet silencing
splitters or exhaust detuner. The other beds were enclosed ceils with the inlet arranged either horizontally (NRCC and CEPr) or vertically
(TUAF) and with the exhaust discharging vertically upwards. In ground-level test ceils, the diffuser size anO placement have a marked effect
on the test cell secondary flow rates and windage drag on the engine Installation. It is preferable to use an augmentor tube which can be
moved relative to the engine exhaust plane, and a variety of collector inserts to modify the flow area. The engine nozzle/collector diameter
ratio, the entrance configuration and spacing between the engine nozzle and collector are key design elements in determining the entrained
secondary adlow and the static pressure field around the nozzle. In general, the nozzle/collector diameter ratio determines the secondary
airflow, and hence inlet momentum and windage drag, while the nozzlelcollector spacing strongly Influences the local static pressure field
around the nozzle, Of course, there Is an Interaction between these two effels, thus each Installation should be specifically tuned. Detailed
descriptions of the Individual beds are given in Appendix II A of Ref. 2.

2.1.2 Altitude Test Cells

The altitude cats were all of the same basic, direct connect type; the main differences were the size of the cell, the design of the joint
between the fixed Inlet ducting and the moveable portion attached to the thrust frame, the method of measuring the inlet airflow, and the
geometry of the exhaust collector and Its positioning In relation to the engine nozzle.

Although there are number of hardware optione available to implement each of the key functions In s direct-connect teat configuration,
it is nevertheless easential that each of the following functions be succesfully Implemented.

First, the flow of sir through the engine must be known very accurately. A venturi or an Inlet bellmouth represent two of the devices
used to accomplish this measurement. Aftler the flow of working fluid Is carefuily measured, it may be necessary to condition the flow profiles
of the air entering the engine.

i thrust is to be determined from the sum of all body forces acting through the engine mounting trunnions, then a key element in the
direct-connec tat Installation le the Interface between the test call structural ground piane and the metered plan on the engine thrust stand.
t ;s a challenging problem to provide an interface plane that is free of mechanical forces and, at the same time, has Zero leakage for those
cases where the silow measurement system Is located off the engine thrust measurement system. Perhaps the most essential element in
the entire thrust measurement system la the thrust stand which supports the test engine during operation. The force measurement subsystem
within the thrust tand provides a direct measurement of the tores applied to the thrust stand.

Finally. for control of the engine exit envirnment In enclosed lS InstallationS, it Is necessary to utilize some type of exhaust diffuser
to Colet the engine exhaust g4oee and direct them away from the test cell. I adverse test cell flow recircutations are to be avoided in
aitude We cals, It is neceseary to match the exhaM dft to the teat cell exhausater equipment and the test artcle mass flow. Test cell
flow reclrculalone aern from the viscous mixing of the engine exhaust Jet with the ambient air and the resulting flow impingement of the
exhaust jet with the dffue wane. Detailed deseptione of the Individual cais we given in Appendix I B of Ref. 2.
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2.1.3 Comparison of Installation Geometries

In view of the possible influence of the teat Installation on the performance of the engine - at the inlet by virtue of the effect on inlet
total pressure profile, particuarly in the boundary layer. and at the exhaust through the influence of static pressure gradients resulting from
the entrained air - it was thought desirable to record the major features of each installation geometry.

The inlet and exhaust geometries of the ground-level beds are compared in Figure 2 and the geometries of the altitude cells in Figure 3.
The main dimension. of the exhaust collectors are summarized In Table 1.

2.2 Gross Thrust Definition

Reference instrumentation was provided for all practicable measurements, with the stated purpose of setting test conditions, monitoring
engine health end recording engine performance retention. Of the main performance parameters, two of the three, facility airflow and fuel
hmw, could be compared a&"nat the reference measurements, leaving thrust as a facility parameter only. Thrust, gross or net, is a derived
parameter, made up of scale-orce, presure-area and inlet momentum terms. In general, the scale-force term is dominant, particularly for
ground-level beds, however, at high Mach numbers achievable in altitude facilities the scales-force is only a small component.

Special attention was directed to the measurement of the total pressure and temperature at the compressor inlet (Station 2) and the
static pressure at the nozzle outlet (Station 0.5) as these parameters have a critical Influence on engine performance.

One of the difficulties in the UETP was in the definition of PAMB, and how this pressure differed in each installation type. In an outdoor
facility, the engine operates in a uniform static pressure field; thus the pressure in the plane of the nozzle exit is the same as that surrounding
the engine. For this situation, with still-sir conditions, the measured thrust on the load cell is equal to the engine gross thrust. In an indoor
facility, an exhaust collector is generally placed in close proximity to the nozzle exit, creating an ejector effect, thereby inducing secondary
airflow through the test cell. This placement, combined with the secondary airflow entering the collector, locally modifies the static pressure
field at the nozzle exit.

For this situation, the engine static pressure environment Is different from that measured by the trailing edge static taps (Station 0.5).
the value of which was defined as PAMB in the GTP. To overcome this difficulty, all pressure forces were referred to a plane upstream of
the engine inlet, which when added to the scale force and momentum terms, yielded a value for gross thrust (Ref. 5). See Figure 4 for the
defined control volume. Correction to standard day conditions in ground-level beds is then simply:

FORC = FG/(P2AWVIOI.325)

rather than:

FOR - (FG/l) + (A/d)(PAMB . P2AV)

as defined for ground-level test beds in the GTP.

Additionally, for ground-lavel facilities, FGRC - FNRC. i.e., net thrust = gros thrust

Section 9 of Ref. 2 pointed out the Inadequacy of the thrust equations when applied to an outdoor stand or a ground-level test bed.

Referring back to Figure IC, in an altitude chamber the PAMB term is essentially cell pressure, PSO, as the cooling airflow is small
enough to limit the variation in static pressure around the nozzle.

Since the data comparisons using thrust were based on the equations in the GTP, Ref. 1, there will be differences on the ground-level
bed comparisons that re artificial. The magnitude of these differences will be dealt with in a later lecture.

2.3 Ambient Corrections

2.3.1 Introduction

When setting up test conditions it is impossible to achieve the required values precisely, even in altitude facilities where a high degree
of control can be exercised. On ground-level test beds no control is possible over inlet conditions and significant variations from the desired
values have to be accepted, particularly with respct to Inlet temperature.

For the UETP programme, the engine performance parameters obtained at the 'as so test conditions were corrected to the desired
conditions using the conventional equations given in Appendix IV of Ref. 2. Similar equations were used when referring altitude test data
to standard ground-level conditions.

In the course of detailed analysis of NRCC Second Entry (SE) tests which were run at conditions well removed from standard sea-level
conditions, discrepancies were seen between fuel flow data referred to standard sea-level conditions using the GTP formulae, and those
from tests run at or Cloe to the standard conditions. Ar o, RAE(P) in their post-test data report, observed that fuel flows measured at RAE(P)
did not relate using the normal reference method with change in engine inlet air temperature. See Figure 16.1 from Ref. 2 for an example.

As a result of the observed discrepancies in the UETP data adjustment parameters, a more detailed investigation was made of the
relationships used to adjust date for a mismatch of Inlet temperature from standard day conditions and engine ram pressure ratio effects.

2.3.2 Analysis Methodology

The adjustment peramatels used in the UETP to correct airflow, fuel flow and thrust for a mismatch in temperature and/or pressure
are presented in the following equations which were obtained from Appendix IV of Ref. 2.
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Airfow

WAIR a WAIW/N

Fuel flow

WFR - (WFl/&W j(L4*0)

Thrust

FGR = (FG/a) + (AI/6)[PAMB - (P2AV/RAMSPC)l

To evaluate the deviatons in the UETP date comparisons which resulted from the use of the UETP referred equations, a comparison
was made of adjusted data using output from the UETP equations and output from a J57 engine model simulation. The engine model
simulation was compiled by AEDC using J57 component ma supplied by the US Air Force, Wright-Patterson AFB. The engine model was
trimmed to the UETP engine using UETP Test Condition 3 date (82.7/1.0/288).

After validation of the J57 engine model simulation, output from the model was compared with the UETP inlet temperature and engine
ram pressure ratio correction predictions and differences noted.

2.3.3 Temperature Lapse Rate

The variation of engine performance with inlet temperature is referred to as temperature lapse rate. The differences between the lapse
rates that result from using the UETP correction factors and the J57 model simulation are presented in Figure 5. The comparisons were
accomplished using low rotor speed settings that bracketed the range of Interest for the UETP sea-level and near sea-level test data. Figure
5 also presents the ground-level facilities inlet temperature excursions.

Because of the ebililty of altitude test facilities to set inlet temperature within a few degrees, the imperfections in the UETP temperature
referred equations have no impact on the UETP altitude facility data comparisons. Except for the NICC (SE) data, the error in the ground-
level facility data comparisons using the UETP referred equations is about 0.2 per cent.

2.3.4 Ram Ratio Effects

The U'TP data adjustments for engine ram pressure ratio variations are basically correct for a cho ad exhaust nozzle: however, most
of the UETP sea-level and near sea-level test date were obtained with an unchoked exhaust nozzle. The differences in engine performance
as a result of using the UETP ram ratio correction factors and the J57 model simulation are presented in Figure 6. The comparisons were
again made at e corrected low rotor speed of 5806 rev/mi which corresponds to an exhaust nozzle pressure ratio of about 2.1 at sea-level
and a speed of 5277 rev/mn which corresponds to an exhaust nozzle pressure ratio of about 1.7 at sea-level. Figure 6 also presents the
overall UETP ground-level and altitude facility engine ram pressure excursions for the sea-level and near sea-level test conditions.

Based on the differences shown In Figure 6, there is no significant Impact of the UETP facilities variations in engine ram pressure ratio
on the data comparisons.

2.4 Treatment of Failed Instrumentation

Ouring the course of the test series, a number of sensors travelling with the engines as the reference instrumentation suffered from
physical deterioration. Particularly susceptible were the hot end sensors, T7 and P7. necessitating a change-out at CEPr, the fourth stop
in the test sequence. As these measurements were rather critical in evaluating nozzle flow and thrust coefficients, some level of confidence
had to be placed in the quality of measurements. Of particular Importance was the treatment and/or synthesis of missing information when
one or more of these sensors went unserviceable. In the case of P7, it was necessary to base comparisons on a measured PS7, and
computing a P7 using a tailpipe area ratio and gamma. Temperature. T7, could not be synthesized. Instead, each facility had to declare
their methods of probe substitution, but no quantitative analysis of facility methods was done. Thus. there is some additional uncertainty
cast in data comparisons using T7.

3 MEASUREMENT CONSISTENCY CHECKS

Each facility employed their own In-house techniques for ensuring the Integrity of their data, using various error checking techniques
as part of the measurement evaluation process.

Maximum confidence in a measurement Is only achieved when multiple sampling of two or more independent methods are employed
and compared simultaneously, and when data comparisons are made with other facilities. Data outside the measurement uncertainty bands
of comparative methods indicates the presence of an anomaly, an unaudited or poorly estimated error source.

In this section, we will review the methods employed for examining facility reported values for thrust airflow and fuel flow.

3.1 Comparison of Gross Thrust

Gross thrust Is the sum of the exhaust gas momentum end the static pressure force across the nozzle exit plane. The actual thrust
measured in a test cell depends upon other terms such as inlet flow momentum, external static pressure distribution on the engine structure,
and other forces acting on the engine test frame, The accurate derivation of gross thrust therefore relies on an accurate measurement of
the actual thrust acting on the test frame as well as inlet airflow and velocity, cell static pressure measurement and the elimination of, or
accounting for stray forces.

There are two types of measurement checks commonly used to validate engine scale-fores thrust: tailpipe momentum checks and
nozzle thrust coefficient chocks. The tailpipe momentum check refers to the comparison of scale-force gross thrust with the value of gross
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thrust computed from pressure and temperature traverses &t the nozzle throat (Ref. 3). The nozzle coefficient checks consist of comparing
the measured nozzle thrust coefficients with the predicted coefficient values from test rig and model data.

The analysis used in the UETP was to compare the gross thrust coefficient CG8 determined at each facility.

coo - Gross thrust derived from measurement
Isentropic gross thrust for same nozzle area and pressure ratio

The isentropic or ideal value is a function only of nozzle pressure ratio, nozzle area and gamma. CG8 has a well established
relationship with pressure ratio, increasing up to a peak value at a nozzle pressure ratio of around 2.5 at which point it levels off and remains
constant over a modest pressure ratio range, i.e., until under-expansion begins to have a marked effect.

In Figure 7, an envelope was drawn around the CG8 plots derived for all 10 test conditions at each altitude facility. Each envelope
is made up of a series of curves, one for each altitude condition, that departs from the single curve for an ideal nozzle. This bandwidth is
due to a combination of engine related effects such as Reynolds number, swirl angle, and boundary layers, and measurement errors.

All results in Figure 7 show the typical nozzle characteristic shape with choking pressure ratios occurring above 2.5, but NASA and
CEPr have a considerably broader range and higher maximum values than RAE(P) and AEDC.

The measurement of total pressure in the nozzle was suspected as being the main reason for this disparity, and in Sections 17.2 and
18.2.2 of Ref. 2, it is shown that total pressure was a function of exit swirl. This suspicion was confirmed when an alternative thrust function,
defined below, was used as the basis of the comparison; one that is independent of nozzle total pressure.

Fortunately, the nozzle inlet static pressure was found to be a more accurate measurement from which an isentropic value of nozzle
total pressure could be calculated. Assuming an area ratio of jet pipe to nozzle exit area of 1.7293 and a value of y = 1.35, CG8 was
recalculated (as CG8C) based on the calculated value of nozzle total pressure. These results are plotted in Figure 8. As can be seen, this
not only reduces the width of each envelope within which the test points are contained, but also reduces the difference in the value of CG8C
at which the envelopes flatten out. CEPr results are I to 1 V. per cent higher than the mean of the other three facilities, except for Test
Condition 9 where the values are two per cent lower than the others.

A comparison between the altitude test results and those from two of the ground-level test beds is given in Figure 9 using the results
from Engine 607594. The altitude test condition selected for this comparison is that which corresponded nearest to the sea-level static
condition. This again shows the CEPr altitude test cell to be measuring the highest values of CG8C while the NRCC ground-level bed gives
the lowest, the difference between them being approximately two per cent.

Differences of less than one per cent in C138C between the various test contres are judged to be a good result, but values greater than
this give increasing cause for concern. A three per cent difference is viewed as casting doubt on the validity of gross thrust derivation. With
these criteria in mind, and acknowledging that there is no absolute standard against which to compare, it seems that RAE(P), NASA and
AEDC altitude results are in good agreement at choked nozzle conditions while CEPr measure a higher level of gross thrust. The ground-
level test bed at NRCC measures gross thrust lower than the altitude facilities.

it has not been possible to identify solely from CG8C parametric studies which of the many measurements are the major contributors
to the differences. As far as frame load is concerned, stray forces are usually of a low order and can be calibrated out unless they result
from some altitude effect Static pressure distribution within the test cell can be important in some facilities as subsequent analysis using
data obtained from the outdoor test bed at NAPC has shown. The definition of PAMB is a critical Item, and as shown in Part 2.2 of this
lecture, the thrust accounting must refer to a well defined upstream momentum plane, in Ref. 2, Appendix VIII, it is shown that gross thrust
FG for the NRCC facility was low by approximately 0.8% using the GTP equations. Taking this variation into account, the gross thrust
coefficient for NRCC would fall on top of the data from RAE(P), CEPr (SL) end NASA in Figure 9.

3.2 Comparison of Airflow

There are several types of measurement checks that may be performed for engine airflow: inlet duct, tailpipe, turbine nozzle, and nozzle
coefficient checks.

Duct checks consist of comparing engine airflow from the facility primary airflow measurement system with calculated airflow using
the engine bellmouth and/or measurements at the engine Inlet (face) station. Tallpipe checks refer to comparison of the primary airflow
measurement value with the value obtained using a tailpipe continuity balance. Turbine nozzle checks are based on a comparison of the
high-pressure turbine nozzle flow function over the engine operating envelope. For choked turbine flow, the turbine nozzle flow function
should be relatively constant, and Independent of test conditions. The final check, nozzle coefficients, consists of comparing the as-tested
nozzle discharge coefficients with the engine manufacturer's predicted values from test-rig and scale-model tests.

In the UETP, facility airflow. WAI, was compared using a combination of these methods, and as reported in Ref. 2, the comparison
methods were roughly grouped Into tallpipe momentum/nozzle coefficients and nozzle flow functions. Each of these comparisons will be
discussed in turn.

3.2.1 Exhaust Nozzle Flow Coefficients

This comparison technique compares the facility airflow, WAI, to the ideal airflow calculated in the engine tailpipe based on measured
values of pressure, temperature, fuel flow and area, A flow coefficient CO8 was defined as:
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-O - Faclll measured aifow
Isenitop& &Mw In exhaust nozzle

In the previous section, the reader waa appraised of the measurement difficulties experienced with total pressure and temperature due

to inoperative sensors and swirl. Total pressure was similarly synthesized from measured static pressure, but unfortunately the as-measured

temperature had to be used. This recomputed flow coefficient was called CD8C.

As with CGaC, a convergent nozzle of fixed geometry produces a similar characteristic shape for CD8C. Figure 10 shows the envelope
of results for all the four altitude test facilities obtained from Engine 607594. RAE(P) and AEDC appear to be in close agreement on airflow
measurement with NASA one per cent higher and CEPr a further one per cent higher still.

A high value of CD8C is consistent with a high value of measured airflow and, because of its influence on inlet momentum, a high value
of airflow leads to a high value of gross thrust. It casi be seen therefore that as both CEPr nozzle coefficients are high, it is most likely that
the source of difference is in the measurement of airflow rather than of scale force.

The comparisons between altitude and ground-level test beds, for Engine 607594 are given in Figure 11. Compared to CG8C, the
spread of results Is of the "sme order, about 2V per cent.

The previous comments about the absolute accuracy of nozzle coefficient values at different altitude test facilities and the reasons for
any variation are just as true for CDO. It should be remembered also that the main aim of the UETP however, was not to calibrate test
facilities against each other. The emphasis was to evaluate various methods of analysis which can highlight any discrepancies in
measurements and procedures, to benefit future testing. On this basis, it can be seen that nozzle coefficients COS and CGS do provide
a powerful means of checking the validity of thrust and airflow measurement, These coefficients are particularly useful if a facility has tested
engines of a similar type before, or if a reference sea-leve test result is available to provide a datum.

3.2.2 Turbine and Exhaust Nozzle Flow Functions

Another technique for assessing the quality of facility airflow is through the use of nozzle flow functions. As a reminder, each facility
measured airflow, WAt. with a flow measuring system normally used by that facility. The reference airflow at the engine face, WA2, was
deduced from basic pressure, temperature and area measurements.

Thus the measured values of WAI and WA2 are Independent, albait using the same data system, and provide a good basis for
comparison of the relative quality of the airflow data obtained at the various facilities.

In addition, other Independent comparisons of flow data are possible because of the unique behaviour of selected gas flow functions
at the first stage turbine nozzle and exhaust nozzle when critical flow (choked flow) exists at these stations. The flow function is defined
as:

K - W -T - Constant
P

(when flow is choked and effective flow areas and gas properties remain constant)

The limited instrumentation available in the engines required some approximations to compute the gas flow functions. To minimise
the effect of these approximations, the gas flow functions are presented only for conditions when critical flow simultaneously existed at these
stations.

3.2.2.1 Turbine Nozzle Flow Function

Two flow functions for the first stage turbine nozzle were defined as follows:

KI - (WA I + WF)V-T4
P3

K2- (WA2 + WF)V/4
P3

The use of P3 in these equations Is based on the assumption that the combustor pressure drop Is assumed to be the same for each
facility and test condition. The values of WAI, WA2. WF, and P3 were measured directly. The turbine temperature T4 was calculated from
the combustor equation using the measured values of T3, WAI and WF, The combustor efficiency was assumed to be 100 per cent. The
common value of T4 was used in each of the two flow functions; this has a negligible effect on K2.

These flow functions were evaluated over a wide range of test conditions for those data points which satisfied the requirement that
both the first-stage turbine nozzle and the exhaust nozzle were choked. For this analysis, the exhaust nozzle was considered choked for
those data points in which P7QAMB was greater than 2.4. Cycle analysis confirmed that the turbine nozzle was choked whenever the
exhaust nozzle was choked. The complete evaluation was performed only for data obtained with Engine 607594.

The mean values of Kt and K2 at Test Conditions 6, 7,8, S9 nd 10 are shown in Figure 12.
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3.2.2.2 Exhaust Nozzle Flow Function

One flow function for the exhaust nozzle was defined as follows:

-Es (WAI WF)V7-
PS7

where WAI. WF. T7 end PS7 were measured directly.

This flow function was evaluated for most of the test conditions used when determining K1 end K2. Again, KES was evaluated only
for those data points for which P70AMB wee greater then 2.4. The mean values of KES for the selected test conditions are also shown in
Figure 12.

3.2.2.3 Oata Analysis - Area, Pressure and Temperature

Variations in the values of the flow functions K1, K2 and KES as a function of test facility and/or test condition could be the result of
real changes In the values of the flow functions and/or of measurement errors in the Individual parameters (W, P end T) which enter into
the calculations. The mean values of the flow functions for each test facility were arranged In order of testing so that engine operating time
increased from left to right (Figure 12).

An initial examination of the flow functions was made to determine if there were long-term changes which occurred as a result of
mechanical or aerodynamic changes in either the first stage turbine stator or the exhaust nozzle. Examples of potential changes include
erosion, bowing and bending, which could affect the flow area, the flow coefficients, or the leakage paths. Physical inspection and
measurement of the exhaust nozzle was possible end was carried out, but no change was evident. Physical inspection and measurement
of the turbine ststor was not possible because the engines were not disassembled.

To asses the condition of the turbine stator at the beginning and end of the UETP, a comparison was made of the values of K1 and
K2 for NASA (FE) end NASA (SE) at Test Conditions 6 and 9. These da confirm that there was no significant change in the aerodynamic
characteristics of the first stage turbine stator and associated instrumentation from the beginning to the end of the UETP. A decrease in
the exhaust nozzle flow function KES of about two per cent between NASA (FE) and NASA (SE) is shown in Figure 12. Since there was no
physical change to the nozzle, it Is reasoned that the change in KES resulted from differences in the flow parameter measurements.

The design of the UETP end the analysis method choeen make possible an independent examination of two groups of parameters
(WA + WF) end IT/P. The Individual offcts of P and T were not examined. Analysis of the consistency of the 1T/P group is possible
by comparing I(1 and KES at the vari test failties and tst conditions. This comparison le significant because identical values of (WA
+ WF) appear In each pair (K1 and KES) of flow funcions and Independent values of P end T appear in each flow function. As can be sen
in Figure 12, the difference of levels of K1 among tes faclitis leIs essentially the same as the difference of levels of KES. For example, the
values of KI and KES from RAE and AEOC are similar and both ae about one per cent lo than NASA (FE). The only significant
exception to this result is the values of KES for NASA (SE), as was discussed above.

Based on this analysis, the accuracy of the measurements of rT/P in all facilities made an insignificant contribution to the observed
variation In flow functions.

3.2.2.4 Dat Analysis -Airflow

The previous analysia has just demonstrated that 1) changes in turbine stator and exhaust nozzle ares and 2) measurement uncertainty
of (F/P to observed variations of K1 and KES were insignificant. Thus essentially all the observed variations In these flow functions result
from variation In the measured values of (WAI + WF). Further, because the only difference between Kt and (2 is the subsiution of WA2
for WAI, direct evaluation of the conslitency of these Iwo measurements Is possible. Fortunately, the contribution of WF to the quantity (WA
+ WF) is very small (generally ias than two per con). Therefore, for purposes of this analysis, variations In Kt and K2 can be assumed
to reflect directly the variation In the measurement of WAI end WA2.

In the case of the ground-evl facilities the values for K1 and 12, hence WA and WA2, agreed to within 2.0 per cent at NRCC and
1.3 per cent at CEPr. However, at NACC the value of WA2 was greater than WAI. This was due to e known airflow measurement problem
which resulted in K1 being about 1.0 -1.5 per cent low. At CEPr, the value of WA2 was less than WA1. For the equivalent sea-level
condition at AEDC the values of WAI and WA2 agreed to leWs than 0.5 per cent and WA2 was the larger.

The analysis confirmed tha the measured values of WA1 at RAE(P) an AEDC were very nearly Identical and were about 1.0 per cent
lower than the valueo measured at NASA. The values measured at CEPr were generally slightly higher than NASA although at Test Condition
9 the CEPr value was the same as at RAE(P) and AEDC. The values of K2 for Test Condition 11 from NRCC, CEPr and AEDC are not
Included In this comparison because they do not satisfy the condition of slmultanmus choking of the turbine stator and the exhaust nozzle.

3.2.3 Fuel Flow MeasUrement

Fuel flow comparfson t1hnIques We generally iite to comparison against engine meters, prenure drop characteristics across fuel
Injector. nd burner ulleoy. In the UETP, fe flow was analyzed by frt comparing the falty measured fuel flow with thW measured
by the refrce mtes en the engine. Second, to ses any possible bloes in lower heating value and relates denslty, the values
doletd and used by each faiflty wer omroed with thee obtined ata common reference fallity. Finally, facility measured fuel flow
was evaluated against irKpndent engine parameters.

Subsequent to the analysis for the UETP, an analysis of fuel calibrators was carried out under the auspices of the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NII'. formally NOS, In which NRCC was one of the Participents. A summary of these results wI also be
Included.
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3.2.3.1 Data Quality

Fuel flow data were compared between the facility and the reference (engine) systems. AEDC showed excellent agreement between
facility and reference data under virtually all test conditions, i.e., differences did not exceed t0.5 per cent (rable 2).

The NASA data presented conflicting pictures In that during the first entry (FE) there was very good agreement, comparable to AEDC,
while the second entry (SE) data were characterised by considerable scatter. This scatter, traced by NASA to facility problems, ranged
between ±3.5 per cent, exceeding the maximum declared uncertainty for fuel flow of ±1.7 per cent (Test Conoition 9).

RAE(P) declared its WFER values as Invalid because of fuel temperature measurement problems and therefore a comparison between
the two fuel flow measuring systems was not made. Any assessment in this report will be restricted to facility flow measurements.

The CEPr data were perhaps the least consistent Differences ranged from very good (Engine 607594 Test Conditions 1, 3, 6, 10),

0 to -0.8 per cent, to very large at Test Condition 9.

Data from NRCC displayed very good agreement for the two fuel flow measurements, I.e., 0.6 to 0.8 per cent. sea-level statc tests only.

The TUAF tests used only the engine fuel flow measuring system, so no comparisons were possible.

Asa result of the above study and from participants' indications, all or part of the following data were suspect: RAE(P), all WFE; NASA
(SE), Engine 607594, possibly both fuel measuring systems; CEPr, fuel flow measurements at Test Condition 9 measurements.

3.2.3.2 Examination of Differences In Fuel Analysis Between Facilities and NRCC

The fuels used by the program participants were analyzed by each facility to obtain the properties needed for fuel flow calculations.
In addition, samples were sent to NRCC for an independent analysis. Of primary importance were specific gravity (relative density) and
lower heating value (net heat of combustion). Since both appear as direct multipliers In the fuel flow calculation, differences were combined
to indicate the total effect they might have on the calculation. The resultant differences were small and ranged from 0.04 to 0.35 per cent
(Appendix VII) of Ref. 2. When referenced to the one per cent combined reproducibility, a measure of precision for the methods used by
NRCC in the analysis, these differences are not significant.

3.2.3.3 Evaluation of Fuel Flow Measurement and Engine Performance

Subject to the above-mentloned reservations about some of the data, comparisons of fuel flow and engine performance were made
for the participating facilities. Significant differences could appear depending on the basis for comparison. Small shifts in NHR at a given
nozzle pressure ratio, attributed to engine rernatching or facility effects, suggest that nozzle pressure ratio should be favoured as a basis
of comparison.

For Engine 607594, plots of facility measured fuel flow (WFR) against nozzle pressure ratio (PS7QAMB) at each test condition show
overall spreads of between two and three per cent at aftitude test conditions, and three pe cent at SLS conditions (Figures 15-1 and f5-2
in Ref. 2). With declared uncertainties of 1.0 to 1.5 per cent, the spread in the data indicates agreement i.e.. ±1 .5 per cent about a mean
value. Outlier curves of NASA (SE) at some aititude tests, and CEPr at SLS conditions, were disregarded because of previously Identified
problems.

Plots of WFR against high rotor speed (NHRq showed that with the exception of CEPr, the spread of altitude test curves of Engine
607594 was between two and three per cent CEPr curves were consistently lower than the mean of the others and were not considered.
At SLS conditions, excellent agreement existed between NRCC and AEOC; the CEPr curve was again low. Figure 13 is a typical example.

In conclusion, discounting known measurement errors, comparison among all facilities for fuel flow showed spreads of ± 1.0 - 1.5%
about a mean value. Falling within the declared uncertainties, this agreement was judged to be very good.

3.2.3.4 Calibration Facility Comparison

Although not directly felated to the specific participants In the UETP, the question of traceability to National Standards of fuel calibration
facilities must be addressed. Each teet facility has access to a calibration laboratory for fuel meters, which generally fall Into two classes,
volume and mass devices. Procedures ae defined In their use to ensure that the specified accuracy Is maintained. At the NRCC, a careful
calibration of the volume type balistic, flow calibrator against Canadian Standards produced a calibration factor (K) that agreed within
0.0016% of the original one provided by the manufacturer.

In fall of 1987, an opportunity aroe* to participate In a round robin flow measurement testing program, conducted by the National
Institute of Standerds and Technology (NIST, formerly NSS. The program was Initiated by the US Department of Defense, with some
participation from Industry end other agencies. NRCC was the only non-US participant Without going into detail, the test results contained
two major surprises. The bias differences, among participating facilities, ranged over 0.8% (Ref. 6). All calibrators were of the highest
Integrity, secondary Inthetrasebllity chain onlyto NIST. A spread of perhaps 0.3% (±0.15%) was generally expected. The other discovery
was even more startling. On Inspection, it was noted that test points from calibrating devices based on mass establishment (rweigheras
and those based on volume flow determination evolumere formed distinct islands among themselves, se Figure 14. This plot was derived
from the NIST report and gives the reuits of one teat configuration in almplified form. Even though each group had an outlier, the pattem
was too conspicuous to be disregarded. No explanation has been found yet for thi phenomenon. Should a fundamental ias of t
magnitude exist between thsee two widely-used flowmeter calibrator systems, it would seriously compromise measurements from meters
calibrated through them.
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4 ENGINE 'REMATCHING'

4.1 Introduction

The intention of the UETP was to provide an 'identicar test article to each test facility that would operate in a respectable consistent
fashion throughout the round-robin. Although the engine and procedures were chosen to minimize time dependent performance variations
or rematching, it had to be accepted that variations were poseible over the long teat program. Additional studies were also conducted to
ensure that any apparent "rematching was not the result of facility Influences, such as:

I. non-uniform inlet flow conditions and boundary layer thickness
2. secondary flow effects
3. cell heating and flow reciroulaton
4. instrument sampling rates

All these effects were encountered in one form or another and attempts were made to quantify them, using back-to-back tests or special
studies. The effect of long term performance retention is more subtle, as real changes had to be extracted from facility effects and
measurement errors. The program was planned and the test vehicle chosen to minimize any changes of engine performance with time,
but nevertheless, procedurse were adapted to quantiy them. They were:

1. book-keeping engine performance changes that occurred at each test facility
2. conducting the first and last engine tests in the same test facility and measuring the overall change in engine performance
3. monitoring data from the engine Internal instrumentation throughouf the test program

Item I was accomplished by having each facility conduct a repeat test at the completion of testing at the same conditions as were used
at the start of its test program. The results of using this approach, however, were not conclusive. The difficulty was that the measured
engine performance changes for the relatively short engine time involved appeared to be much smaller than the day-to-day random error
values of the facility measurement system. As a result, it was not possible to discern consistent short term changes in the engine
performance parameters.

Item 2 consisted of returning the engines to those facilities which first tested the engines, NASA for the altitude and NRCC for the
ground-level tests. Re-testing at NRCC also Included an engine water wash test to examine the effects of possible compressor fouling on
engine pe.formance. As was the case for Item 1 the determination of changes in engine performance was not entirely successful. The
difficulty was that during the long elapsed times between the initial and repeat tests (4 years for the NASA tests and 3 years for the NRCC
tests), facility equipment, measurement systems and procedure changes had taken place which resulted in changes to measured values
which could not be distinguished from the measured engine performance changes. However, this was not the case for the water wash tests
which were accomplished on a back-to-back basis using identical facility hardware, measurement systems and procedures.

A further complication at NRCC, was that the repeat tests were conducted at inlet temperatures considerably different from the first
entry, the effects of which added a further 0.5% uncertainty In fuel flow and thrust (see Section 2.3).

The approach that provided the most consistent results was the monitoring of the engine Internal Instrumentation (Item 3). This
consisted of using Internal engIne Inatrumentation to estimate changes with time In engine aiflow, engine pressurellemperture ratios and
engine thrust, along with the use of the engine fuel flow meter to estimate changes in engine specific fuel consumption. Considerable detail
is given in Section 11 of Rl. 2 but the highlights will be outlined in this lecture.

4.2 Performance Retention Analysis Methodology

The analysis procedure for monitoring time-dependent performance changes was based on six criteria:

I. use date from Identical engine configurations
2. use date from Ident In'stumentston sensor configurations to minimize bias errors
3. use date with mnnmum precision error
4. use Identical date celcuadlfon megrods
5. use Indicators reprosentative of engine perfornance
6. present engine perfonnance parameters in a manner that quantifies an engine change with operating time

Selection of the engine tested at all elitude facilities, having a larger database and longer running hours, satisfied criterion 1. Engine
(reference) instrumentation sensors, eight in total, were only used, satisfying crterion 2. Criterion 3 was satisfied by only using data with
the engine nozzle choked 00'C7LAM8 > .4), minimizing ambient effect. Two test conditions and two engine power ettings were chosen
(NLR - conetna. The use of UETP standard equations satisfied criterion 4. Engine performance indicators (criterion 5) were a mix of
directly rneasured parameters and those calculated from them. Direct measurements were available for:

1. ro speed raio (L0IH)
2. enghn Str~lo fMWA
3. engkne ful fNow (%WEIQ
4. engine tmnpetlr nl (5M2)

Caicu ed penalt wea:

1. gm Urt (FO)
2. bline &M bspersbre (W)
3. speim Awl COMmsrrplion (MC)

all fore aeonstr value of low rotor speed (NLF4
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Gross thrust (FG) had to be calculated from WA2, WFE, T5 and PS assuming a convergent choked nozzle and a fixed value for nozzle
thrust coefficient. Turbine inlet temperature (14) was calculated assuming choked turbine nozzle flow and fixed values for combustor
efficiency and flow area.

Selected engine performance indicators from each facility were evaluated in terms of percentage change from a common reference.
NASA (FE) test results.

% differc- Test Facility - NASA (FE) X 100%
NASA (FE)

The differences were plotted as a function of accumulated engine time (criterion 6), using the mid-point of facility reported engine time
for the evaluation.

4.3 Data Analysis

Each performance parameter was plotted using as measured data for two test conditions and two values of NLR. The shaded lines
in the figures indicate the assessed trends, the width reflecting the magnitude of the uncertainty estimates. All eight parameters are listed
in Ref. 2. but only two, NLQNH and SFC are included here for illustrative purposes.

Speed ratio, Figure 15, shows an overall decrease of about 0.3% with engine time, and while not monotonic, the shape is well defined.
Airflow variation (not shown here), WA2R, follows the same trend as the speed ratio data. The roll-off in speed ratio is accompanied by an
overall decrease of 0.4% in engine airflow.

Gross thrust specific fuel consumption (SFC), Figure 16, and combustor temperature (T4) both indicate an increase with time, and are
consistent with each other. While the uncertainty band in SFC is quite large, nevertheless a trend is visible. The overall increase in SFC
is about 0.6%, while T4 rose between 8-16 K.

In general, since the analysis had to be based on limited data which exhibited appreciable scatter it was difficult to quantify the extent
of any deterioration that may have occurred. it was concluded that engine performance remained essentially constant from beginning to
end of the UETP, as shown below:

Rotor Speed Ratio: minus 0.1 to 0.3 per cent
Airflow: minus 0.4 to 0.7 per cent
Fuel Flow: plus 0.5 per cent
Thrust: minus 0.1 to 0.7 per cent
Specific Fuel Consumption: plus 0.6 to 1.2 per cent
Combustor Temperature: plus 8 to 16 K

4.4 Engine Water Wash

NRCC performed a water wash on Engine 607594 in order to evaluate the effect of compressor fouling on engine performance.
Washing was qualitatively assessed as 95 per cent effective for the low pressure compressor with some deposit left near the rotor blade tips.
Retesting after the water wash disclosed no significant effect on engine performance for fuel flow, SFC. thrust, engine or compressor
characteristics (T5/T2 vs. P$/T2, T3/T2 vs. P31P2) when compared to the NRCC facility measurement repeatability (0.1 to 0.3 per cent).
Component degradation recoverable by water wash was concluded to be a maximtm of 0.1 per cent in rotor speed and 0.5 per cent in
airflow.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This lecture has shown some of the differences between the ground-level lest beds and altitude facilities, especially in the method of
thrust accounting. The use of flow coefficients is a powerful tool to ensure consistency of facility thrust and airflow, and can effectively be
used for inter-facility comparison providing choked nozzle conditions exist. Careful planning for monitoring performance retention is essential
as engine deterioration could compromise the sought-after facility effects
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D S 2
sunm d d

NASA PSL3 1016 660 1.6 1.20

AEDC T2 1700 260 3.00 0.45

CEPr Re 1800 580 3.27 1.06

RAE(P) Coll 3 2134 1412 3.8118 2.57

NRCC Coll 5 836 457 1.52 0.63

CEPr TO 1lo0 660 3.51 1.18

UA!F 1630 1500 3.33 1 2.73

Table 1 Comparison of exhaust geometries

IWFR - WFE2RIIWFE2R x 100 [%J

FACJIUTY ENG ETOD N

1 3 6 9 10 1

594 0.3 0.4 0.5 -0.5 0.5
NASA FE

037 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.6- 1.2 0.5

594 0.5-3.0 0.5- 2.5 0.5- 3.5 -2.6--3.5 1.0-2.5
NASA SE

037 1-0.4-1.11 -0.3--.9 0.0- 1.4 -0.7- 2.7 0.2-1.0

504 0.1 -0.3 -0.6 -0.7 0.6 -0.3

AEDC
037 0.2 0.1 -0.1 0.3 0.0 0.1

664 0.6

NRCC
037 0.6

564 -0.7-0.2 -0.5 -0.3 -7.0--3.0 -0.2 -1.8
CEPV

037 - 1.0-0.0

RE() 564 - 1.0 -0.3 0.0- 3.0 -2.0--0.7 -8.0--4.6 -1.5 "0.0

037 _ _

*11 points of 18 had a % difference greater than - 10%; bore WFE2R values were beyond range

Table 2 Differences between facility and reference fuel flows
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(a) Ground-Level Open Air Test Bed (b) Ground-Level Enclosed lest Cell

Inte Airud TexhaBed

Figure 1 Engine test cell arrangements

Figure 2 Comparison of Int and exhaust Figure 3 Comparison of Intl and exhaust
geometries - ground-levell beds geometries - atitude cells
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Figure 9 Revised thrust coefficient for altitude celisaend ground-levell test beds (engine 607594)
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Figure 10 Revised discharge coefficient envelopes for all altitude facilities (engine 607594)
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COMPARISON OF ALTITUDE TEST CELL RESULTS

By
Robert E. S mith, Jr.

Vice President and Chief Scientist
Svrdrup Technoly, Inc./AEDC Group
Arnold Engineering Development Center

Arnold Air Force Base, TN USA

SUMMARY

The steady-state performance of the J57-PW-19W engine as measured in four altitude test facilities located at
NASA (Lewis), AEDC, RAE(P), and CEPr was compared and analyzed at each of ten simulated flight conditions. All
of the performance comparisons were based on six pairs of fundamentally related parameters, which included
combinations of engine rotor speeds, temperature ratio, pressure ratio, airflow, fuel flow, net thrust, and specific
fuel consumption.

Two different methods were used to make the facility comparisons. First, the facility performance was
compared using all engine data over the full range of test conditions and power settings tested. The comparison
between the four altitude facilities was based on the fraction of test data which are within a 2-percent band, i.e., ±
1 percent of the mean performance curves at each of the ten environmental test conditions. Second, facility
performance was compared using the overall percentage spread of the characteristic curves fit to the six pairs of
key engine performance parameters for all of the simulated flight conditions at one engine power setting.

Facility comparisons based on the first method showed approximately 90 percent or more of all the data was
within a 2-percent bandwidth for four of the six parameter sets, i.e., engine speed ratio, engine temperature ratio,
airflow, and specific fuel consumption. Only about 65 percent of the fuel flow and net thrust data was within the 2-
percent band. The fuel flow and thrust data from CEPr were significantly different from the other three test facilities
and contained confirmed anomalies. Omitting the CEPr data for these two parameters increased the fraction of
data points within the 2-percent band to 85 percent for fuel flow and 92 percent for net thrust.

The ranges of overall engine performance spreads based on the second method are shown below for three
of the key pairs of engine performance parameters. The differences were evaluated at approximately the mid-thrust
level of the engine power range at each of the test conditions.

Interfacility
Engine Independent Spread

Parameter Variable (Max -
Min.) %

Net Thrust Engine 3.4 - 5.4
Pressure Ratio (0.3 - 3.3)'

Specific Fuel Net Thrust 0.9 - 2.4
Consumption (0.9 - 2.4)'

Airflow Low Rotor 1.3-3.6
Speed (1.3 - 2.9)

The values in parenthesis show the spread
excluding the CEPr results, which contained
confirmed anomalies.

Extensive and in-depth analyses of all of the observed interfacility differences were performed. These
analyses identified five primary factors which contributed to these interfacility differences as follows: thermal
nonequilibrium of the engine, differences in measurement systems hardware and software, unreliable
measurements of nozzle inlet total pressure, inlet flow distortion, and long-term performance non-repeatability
within the engine. During the planning for the UETP, it was anticipated that different levels of engine inlet
turbulence and variations of the magnitude of boattail force, i.e., force acting on the external surface of the engine
exhaust, could significantly affect the performance measurements in the altitude facilities. With the limited inlet
turbulence data obtained, it was not possible to determine if turbulence did or did not affect measured
performance. On the other hand, the substantial amounts of boattail force data which were obtained showed that
the 'evels of boattail force for the several UETP test installations were insignificant when compared to net thrust.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

AEDO Arnold Engineering Development Center
CEPr Centre d'Essais des Propulseurs
FNRD Net Thrust Corrected to Specified Conditions
IC Inltuence Coefficient
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NHRD High-Pressure Compressor Rotor Speed Corrected to Specified Conditions, rpm
NLQNH Ratio of Low Pressure Compressor to High Pressure Compressor Rotor Speed
NLRD Low-Pressure Compressor Rotor Speed Corrected to Specified Conditions, rpm
NRCC National Research Council of Canada
P2 Engine Inlet Total Pressure, kPa
P7 Exhaust Nozzle Inlet Total Press., kPa
P702 Ratio of Exhaust Nozzle Inlet to Engine Inlet Total Pressure
RAE(P) Royal Aerospace Establishment Pyestock
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RPR Ram Pressure Ratio
SFCRD Specific Fuel Consumption Corrected to Specified Conditions, g/kN-sec
TC Test Condition
T2 Engine Inlet Total Temperature, K
T7Q2 Ratiu of Exhaust Nozzle Inlet to Engine Inlet Total Temperature
UETP AGARD-PEP Uniform Engine Test Program
WAIRD Facility Airflow Rate Corrected to Specified Conditions, kg/sec
WFERD Referee Fuel Mass Flow Rate Corrected to Specified Conditions, g/sec
WFRD Facility Fuel Mass Flow Rate Corrected to Specified Conditions g/sec

1.0 INTRODUCTION

One of the basic objectives of the AGARD Uniform Engine Test Program was to identify, analyze, and
interpret facility-to-facility differences in steady-state engine performance as measured in four different altitude test
facilities within the NATO countries. The test facilities are: Test Cell PSL3 at NASA (Lewis), Test Cell T-2 at AEDC,
Altitude Cell 3 at RAE(P), and Altitude Test Cell R-6 at CEPr.

Six sets of engine performance parameters were selected to assess the differences in the performance of
the tour facilities. The selected parameter sets are:

NLQNH vs NHRD WAIRD vs NLRD FNRD vs P702

T7Q2 vs P7Q2 WFRD vs NHRD SFCRD vs FNRD

All comparisons of the performance of the altitude test facilities are based on data from only one J57-PW-
19W engine (serial no. P607594). Although both engines were tested at NASA (Lewis) and AEDC, the second
engine was not tested in the altitude test facilities at RAE(P) or CEPr.

Engine tests were conducted at ten different sets of environmental conditions. These test conditions included
four different inlet temperatures (253, 268, 288, and 308 K) at constant inlet pressure (82.7 kPa) and ram ratio
(1.00); tour different inlet pressure conditions (82.7, 51.7, 34.7, and 20.7 kPa) at constant inlet temperature (288 K)
and ram ratio (1.30); and four different ram ratio conditions (1.00, 1.06, 1.30, and 1.70) at constant inlet
temperature (288 K) and inlet pressure (82.7 kPa).

The facility-to-facility differences in the six sets of engine performance parameters are addressed. Indicated
differences in engine performance are a manifestation of differences in facility performance and are a summation
of differences in five categories, i.e., test environment, test installation, test operation, test measurement, and the
engine performance at each of the altitude test facilities.

Factors included in the test environment which could affect engine performance and, hence, facility
performance are air quality parameters, e.g., specific humidity and fuel properties. Factors in the test installation
which could affect engine performance include the pressure and temperature profiles at the facility/engine inlet and
engine exitfacility interfaces. Factors in test operations which could affect engine performance include the time
allowed after the specified test conditions are established for the engine to stabilize and reach thermal equilibrium.
Factors in test measurement which could affect engine performance include the bias and precision errors of the
individual measuring systems. Finally, the short-term (day-to-day) and long-term (duration of the UETP)
repeatability of the engine performance itself would also affect the observed differences in measured engine
performance between the facilities.

The data from all facilities is compared in two very different ways. First, the population distribution of all data
values was analyzed over the entire range of engine power settings to determine the fraction of the values which
are within a 2-percent band, i.e., ± 1 percent of the mean performance curve. Second, the overall spreads of the
engine performance parameters for all of the simulated flight conditions at one engine power setting were
determined.

All of the altitude test data were processed in accord with the General Test Plan (Re. 1). The engine
performance data were corrected (referred) to the specified environmental test conditions to remove the effect of
small differences between the as-tested inlet pressure, inlet temperature, and ram ratio and the specified
environmental test conditions. The UETP General Test Plan (Ref. t) specified repeat data scans be obtained at
each test condition in the test matrix. These repeat data scans were obtained at NASA (Lewis), AEDC, and CEPr.
In general, the repeat data scans were not obtained at RAE(P). Specifically, repeat data scans were obtained at
RAE(P) at only two of the ten test conditions (conditions 4 and 9 - Section 6.2, Ref. 2).

In subsequent sections of the lecture, the facility-lo-facity differences for each of the engine performance
parameter sets are examined. Then, the effects of individual factors on the interfacility differences are examined.
Finally, the interfacility differences are summarized, and the primary factors which lead to these differences are
identified.

All of the material presented in this lecture is taken from sections 9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17, and 18 of Ref. 2.

2.0 FACILITY-TO-FACILITY DIFFERENCES

The intertacility differences for each of Ihe six chosen performance parameter sets are examined in the
following sections. The characteristics of the measured performance at a typical test condition are identified, and
the fraction of all the data within a 2-percent band is determined. Then the interfacility differences at each of the
ten test conditions are grouped to display the effects of varying inlet temperature, inlet pressure, and ram pressure
ratio on a parametric basis.
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In a very few cases, data were not available from all four test facilities for all ten test conditions. The
unavailability of these data may, in some few cases, reduce slightly the observed facility-to-facility differences. This
effect on the UETP results is judged to be negligible.

2.1 Rotor Speed Ratio

Typical rotor speed ratio results from the four altitude facilities are presented in Fig. 1. Four characteristics of
the rotor speed ratio data are visible. First, the rotor speed ratio decreases in the order of tests at NASA, AEDC,
and RAE(P). The repeat scan data are indistinguishable or they lie along the characteristic curve for the NASA and
AEDC data. The repeat scan data are si nificantly separated from the initial scan data and do not lie along the
engine characteristic for the CEPr data. As note earlier, only the initial data scans were generally obtained at
RAE(P). The consistency in the measured rotor speed ratio characteristic at each facility suggests that the
differences between tacilities are probably caused by biases.

A total of 99 percent of the rotor speed data is within a 2-percent band. The 2-percent band is defined as t 1
percent from the mean performance characteristic at each test condition.

A summary of the facility-to-facility differences in rotor speed ratio at the mid- thrust value is shown in Fig. 2.
No systematic effect of the variation in test environment on rotor speed ratio is observed. Observed differences in
rotor speed ratio for the four facilities range from a minimum of 0.4 percent to a maximum of 0.8 percent for the
ten flight conditions. These interfacility differences are the smallest differences of any of the six parameter sets
chosen. The analysis of the test data from CEPr confirmed that sufficient time was not allowed for the engine to
reach thermal stabilization before some of the initial and repeat data scans were initiated. These thermal
nonequilibrium effects at CEPr contributed randomly 0 to 0.3 percent to the observed interfacility differences. The
engine cycle rematch contributed up to 0.3 percent to the interfacility differences in a systematic manner (Section
11, Ref. 2). The facility-to-facility differences vary from a minimum of 0.04 percent to a maximum of 0.6 percent
when the data from CEPr are not included.

The detailed analysis and interpretation of the facility-to-facility differences in rotor speed ratio are presented
in Sections 9.2.1, 11.3.1, and 18.2.1 of Ref. 2.

2.2 Temperature Ratio

The typical variation of engine temperature ratio T702 as a function of engine pressure ratio P7Q2 is shown
in Fig. 3. In a manner consistent with the characteristic of rotor speed ratio, the engine temperature ratio is neutral
or increasing in the order of testing conducted at NASA, AEDC, and RAE(P). Detailed analysis of the test data
identified a probable error of about 2 percent (low) in the nozzle inlet total pressure P7 measurements at CEPr.
(Sections 13.1 and 18.2.2 - Ref. 2) The probable cause for this error could not be established. At these test
conditions the influence coefficient AT702/AP7Q2 is approximately 0.6. Thus, the probable error in P7 at CEPr
accounts for a displacement of engine temperature ratio of about 1.2 percent. Note that, in general, the repeat
scan data are not displaced from the initial scan data for this parameter set at either NASA, AEDC or CEPr. A total
of 98 percent of the engine temperature ratio data is within a 2-percent band.

The facility-to-facility differences in engine tempetature ralio at the mid-thrust value are summarized in Fig. 4.
A detailed examination of the differences in each of the three test environmental groupings shows a possible
systematic effect of increasing T2 and decreasing P2. Observed differences in engine temperature ratio range
from a minimum of 0.6 percent to a maximum of 2.0 percent for the ten test conditions. The engine cycle rematch
contributed up to 0.3 percent in a systematic manner (Section 11, Rel. 2). The probable error in nozzle inlet total
pressure P7 measurements at CEPr contributes approximately 1.2 percent to the observed differences. The
facility-to-facility differences range from a minimum of 0.3 percent to a maximum of 1.3 percent when the data from
CEPr are not included.

The detailed analysis and interpretation of the facility-to-facility differences in engine temperature ratio are
presented in Sections 9.2.2, 11.3.3, and 18.2.2 of Ref. 2.

2.3 Airflow

Typical engine airflow results from the four altitude facilities are shown in Fig. 5. The airflow measured at
NASA is the highest and that measured at RAE(P) is the lowest. The repeat scan data are not distinguishable from
the initial scan data, or they lie along the airflow characteristic for the NASA (Lewis), AEDC, and CEPr data. A total
of 88 percent of the air flow data is within a 2-percent band.

The facility-to-facility differences in engine airflow are summarized in Fig. 6. An examination of the grouping of
the differences by the test environmental parameters indicates a probable systematic effect of decreasing inlet
pressure. The observed differences in airflow at the mid-thrust value range from a minimum of 1.3 percent to a
maximum of 3.6 percent. An anomaly in engine airflow and or corrected low rotor speed was identified for test
condition 8 at CEPr; however, probable cause could niot be established. Differences in the test installations at the
four facilities created significant differences in the total pressure profile at the engine inlet. A special analysis of the
effects of variations in inlet flow distortion at the tip of the low-pressure compressor (tip radial distortion) was
completed by representatives from NASA. The results of this analysis indicated that the distortion contribution to
airflow difference is probably in the range from + 0.5 to + 1.0 percent. The engine airflow at RAE(P) is less than
the airflow measured by the referee instrumentation by about 1 percent; however, a probable cause for this
difference could not be established. The facility-to-facility differences in engine a.rflow range from a minimum of 1.3
percent to maximum of 2.9 percent when the data from CEPr test condition 8 are not included.

The detailed analysis and interpretation of the facility-to-facility differences in engine airflow are presented in
Sections 9.2.3, 11.3.1, 12.1, 13.2, 14, 17.3, and 18.2.3 oRef. 2.

2.4 Fuel Flow

The typical variation of engine fuel flow WFRD as a function of corrected high rotor speed is shown in Fig. 7.
The fuel flow decreases in the order of testing at NASA, AEDC, and RAE(P). The repeat scan data are not
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distinguishable from the initial scan data or ie along the fuel flow characteristic for the NASA and AEDC results.
The repeat scan data are separate from the initial scan data and do not lie along the fuel flow characteristic for the
CEPr data. Again, it should be noted that only initial scan data are generally available from RAE(P).

A total of 63 percent of the fuel flow data is within the 2-percent band. The fuel flow measurements at CEPr
are consistently displaced from the measurements from the other three facilities. Further, the CEPr data contain
significant effects of thermal nonequilibrium as discussed in the paragraph below. A total of 85 percent of the fuel
flow data is within the 2-percent band when the data from CEPr are not included.

A summary of the facility-to-facility differences in engine fuel flow at the mid-thrust value is shown in Fig. 8.
There is no systematic effect of changes in the test environment. The observed differences in fuel flow range from
a minimum of 3.8 percent to a maximum of 5.5 percent. In a manner similar to that discussed for rotor speed ratio
in Section 2.1, the thermal nonequilibrium of the engine operating conditions at CEPr contributed from 0 to 2.5
percent to the facility-to-facility differences in a random manner. The engine cycle rematch contributed up 0.5
percent to the interfacility differences in a systematic manner. The engine inlet total pressure distortion at the tip of
the low-pressure compressor affected engine air flow as discussed in Section 2.3. This distortion effect is
propagated into the facility-to-facility differences of fuel flow and would probably contribute between 0.5 and 1
percent. The referee engine fuel flow measurements were not obtained at rAE(P); therefore, this diagnostic
parameter was not available for inclusion in the analysis. A special study was completed by representatives from
NRCC to determine the effect of variations in the chemical analysis of the fuels on the observed interfacility
differences in fuel flow. The fuel property analyses contributed from 0.04 percent to 0.35 percent. The facility-to-
facility differences in fuel flow range from a minimum of 1.0 percent to a maximum of 3.0 percent when the CEPr
data are not included.

The detailed analysis and interpretation of the facility-to-facility differences in engine fuel flow are presented in

Sections 9.2.4, 11.3.2, 15, 18.2.4 of Ref. 2.

2.5 Not Thrust

The typical variation of engine net thrust versus engine pressure ratio is shown in Fig. 9. The net thrust
measurements at NASA, AEDC, and RAE(P) are very tightly clustered. As was discussed in Section 2.2, the
nozzle inlet total pressure measurements at CEPr were probably 2 percent low. The influence coefficient
AFNRD/AP7Q2 is approximately 2. Thus, the probable error in P7 at CEPr accounts for a displacement of net
thrust of approximately 4 percent. The repeat scan data are not distinguishable from the initial scan data at NASA,
AEDC, or CEPr. A total of 69 percent of the net thrust data is within the 2-percent band. The net thrust
measurements at CEPr are consistently displaced from the measurements Irom the other three facilities. A total of
92 percent of the net thrust data is within the 2-percent band when the data from CEPr are not included.

The lacility-to-facility differences in engine net thrust at the mid-thrust value are summarized in Fig. 10 . An
examination of the differences in each of the test environmental groupings shows a possible systematic effect of
increasing engine inlet temperature and increasing ram pressure ratio. Observed differences in engine net thrust
range from a minimum of 3.4 percent to a maximum of 5.4 percent. As discussed in Section 2.2, the measured
values of nozzle inlet total pressure P7 were probably 2 percent low at CEPr. This prubable error contributes
approximately 4 percent to the observed differences in net thrust. Engine cycle rematch contribution ranges from 0
to -1.0 to 0 percent in a systematic manner. Unlike the discussion in Section 2.3 and 2.4 for airflow and fuel flow,
respectively, the engine inlet flow distortion at the tip of the low-pressure compressor probably has little or no
effect on the net thrust versus engine pressure ratio characteristic. The net thrust at AEDC was approximately 3
percent lower than at the other three facilities at test condition 9; however, the probable cause of this difference
could not be determined. The interfacility differences in engine net thrust range from a minimum of 0.3 percent to a
maximum of 3.3 percent when the CEPr data are not included. The maximum difference of 3.3 percent is reduced
to only 1.4 percent when the AEDC data at test condition 9 are not included.

The detailed analysis and interpretation of the facility-to-facility differences in net thrust as a function of engine
pressure ratio are included in Sections 9.2.5, 11.3.3, 12.3, 13.1, and 18.2.5 of Ref. 2.

2.6 Specific Fuel Consumption

Typical engine specific fuel consumption results from the four altitude facilities are shown in Fig. 11. The
specific fuel consumption (SFCRD) was highest at NASA and lowest at AEDC. The repeat scan values are
distinguishable from the initial scan values in many cases. The parameter set of SFCRD and FNRD was chosen to
display this key performance parameter because of the basic relationships of these two variables. This choice,
however, is unique when compared to the other five sets of parameters because net thrust appears in both the
dependent and independent variables. The appearance of a common variable in both the independent and
dependent parameters required special attention during the detailed analysis. A total of 89 percent of the specific
fuel consumption data is within a 2-percent band.

The facility-to-facility differences in engine specific fuel consumption at the mid-thrust value are summarized
in Fig. 12. No systematic effect of test environment is noted. Observed differences in SFC at the four facilities
range Irom a minimum of 0.9 percent to a maximum of 2.4 percent. The engine rematch contribution probably
ranged from 0 to 1 percent. The effect of inlet flow distortion at the engine inlet is probably negligible because of
the offsetting effects in both fuel flow and net thrust. The SFC was higher at AEDC than at the other facilities for
test condition 9; however, the probable cause of this difference could not be determined. The contribution of the
thermal nonequilibrium of the engine at CEPr is negligible. This insensitivity to thermal nonequilibrium is judged to
be fortuitous and is related to the specific design features of the J57 engines used in the UETP. It is highly unlikely
that this insensitivity would exist on other engines having different aerodynamic and thermodynamic designs and
different control logic. The range of facility-to-facility differences in SFC of 0.9 percent to 2.4 percent did not
change as a result of the analysis.

The detailed analysis and interpretation of the facility-to-facility differences in specific fuel consumption are
contained in Sections 9.2.6, 11.3.4, and 18.2.6 of Ref. 2.
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3.0 ASSESSMENT OF INTERFACILITY DIFFERENCES

The effects of a total of 17 individual factors (see Fig. 13) on the UETP results were carefully assessed
during the detailed analysis and interpretation of the observed performance differences between the four altitude
test facilities. In the vast majority of these assessments, it was possible to establish with a high level of confidence
the reason for and the magnitude of the contribution to the interfacility differences on a factor-by-factor basi.s. Two
ot these factors were of sufficient size and could be established with sufficiently high confidence that both were
included in the final assessment of the interfacility differences. These two factors are (1) the engine thermal
nonequilibrium during the data scans at CEPr and (2) the anomaly in the measurement of nozzle inlet total
pressure at CEPr. The magnitude of each of these factors and the engine parameters affected are shown in Fig.
13. These two relatively large tactors were included in the final assessment of interfacility differences by the
removal of the CEPr data because no correction of the data to account for either effect was possible.

The remainder of the factors investigated were not incorporated in the final assessment of interfacility
differences as shown in Fig. 13. The results of each assessment were judged on the basis of the magnitude of
their effect on the interfacility differences and on the level of confidence which could be placed on the analysis and
interpretation. Three of these factors, specifically the effects of engine cycle rematch on the rotor speed ratio and
on engine temperature ratio and the effect of fuel properties analysis on fuel flow were not incorporated in the final
assessment because they were judged to be too small to significantly affect UETP results, even though the
magnitudes of the effects were known with sufficient confidence. Alternatively, a number of the factors such as the
effect of engine cycle rematch on fuel flow, thrust, and SFC, the effect of inlet flow distortion on airflow and fuel
flow, and the difference between the facility airflow measurement and the referee airflow measurement at RAE(P)
were not incorporated in the final assessment because while the magnitudes were large enough to affect the
assessment of interfacility differences, the confidence which which the values could be established was judged to
be too low. Remaining factors, e.g.,the undefined anomalies at test condition 8 at CEPr and test condition 9 at
AEDC, and the fuel system difficulties encountered at several facilities could not be resolved by analysis.

Two additional factors, engine inlet turbulence and boattail force, were carefully assessed during the detailed
analysis and interpretation of the facility-to-facility differences. However, neither of these factors is listed in Fig. 13
for two very different reasons.

In the case of the engine inlet turbulence, the measurement approach defined in the General Test Plan (Ref.
1) did not permit sufficient characterization of turbulence levels between facilities to determine if the different
turbulence levels created a change in performance (Section 12.2-Ref 2.)

On the other hand, the boattail force measurements prescribed in the General Test Plan provided high-quality
measurements of these forces. These measurements showed that the boattail force for the UETP test
configurations was less than 0.1 percent of the net thrust level and was, therelore, insignificant (Section 12.3-Pef.
2).

A compilation of the performance of all four altitude test facilities is shown in Fig. 14. The results of both
methods of facility performance determination, i.e., (1) the fraction of the population of all data which was within a
2-percent band and (2) the minimum and maximum lacility-to-lacility differences for all test conditions at one power
setting are shown for each of the six sets of engine performance parameters. The final analysis of the population
distribution of all the data showed that 85 to 95 percent was within the 2-percent band. The maximum facility-to-
facility performance differences at the mid-thrust range of the engine were generally 3 percent or less.

UST OF REFERENCES

1. Subcommittee 01, AGARD Propulsion and Energetics Panel, Working Group 15, "Unilorm Engine Testing
Program General Test Plan," June 1983, (Revised edition).
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T2 288 K: RPR 1.30 (REF FIG. 9-2A)
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-SINGLE SCANS ONLY [(RAE (P)[
-DIFFERENCES PROBABLY CAUSED BY BIASES
-99% OF DATA WITHIN 2% BAND

Figure 1. Typical rotor speed ratio results.

A NLQNH VS. NHRD AT MID-THRUST VALUE

82.7/1.001'T2 P2/1.30/288 82.7/F '288

[TC T2 % l TC P2 A% TC RPR A/

1 253 0.5 1 6 82.7 0.4 3 1.00 0.5
2 268 0.7 7 51.7 0.7 5 1.06 0.8
3 288 O.5 I 8 34.5 0.8 6 1.30 0.4
4 308 0.7 9 207 0.8 10 1.70 0.7 j

DATA FROM ONLY 3 FACILITIES

-NO SYSTEMATIC EFFECT OF TEST ENVIRONMENTS
-0.4%:5 OBSERVED DIFFERENCE !50.8%
-SMALLEST DIFFERENCES OF ANY PARAMETER SET
-THERMAL NONEDUILIBRIUM AT CEPr CONTRIBUTION 0 TO -0.3% (RANDOM)
-ENGINE CYCLE RE-MATCH CONTRIBUTION - 0.3% (SYSTEMATIC)
-0.04% 5 DIFFERENCE W10 CEPr! 0 .6%/

Figure 2. Differences in engine rotor speed ratio.



P2 = 82.7 kPa: RPR = 1.00 (REF FIG. 9-1 B)
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- 98% OF DATA WITHIN 2% BAND

Figure 3. Typical engine temperature ratio results.

A T702 VS. P7Q2 AT MID-THRUST VALUE

82.7/1.00/T2 P2/1.30/288 82.7/RPR/288

TC T2 A% j TC P2 A% TC RPR A%

1 253 2.0 6 82.7 1.2 3 1.00 1.5"
2 268 2.0 7 51.7 1.3 5 1.06 1.2
3 288 1.5' a 34.5 0.7 6 1.30 1.2
4 308 1.5 q 20.7 0.6 10 1.70 1.5"

DATA FROM ONLY 3 FACILITIES

- POSSIBLE SYSTEMATIC EFFECT OF INCREASING T2 AND DECREASING P2
- 0.6% < OBSERVED DIFFERENCE s 2.0%
- ENGINE CYCLE REMATCH CONTRIBUTION +0.3% (SYSTEMATIC)
- P7 MEASUREMENT 2% LOW AT CEPr (INFLUENCE COEFF. - 0.6) CONTRIBUTION +1.2%
- 0.3% < DIFFERENCE W/O CEPr < 1.3%

Figure 4. Differences in engine temperature ratio.
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P2 82.7 kPa; T2 288 K (REF. FIG. 9-3C)
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- 88% OF DATA WITHIN 2% OF BAND

Figure 5. Typical engine airflow results.

A WAIRD VS. NLRD AT MID-THRUST VALUE

82.7/1.00/T2 P2/1.30/288 82.7/RPR288

[TC T2 A% TC P2 A% TC RPR A%

[1 253 2.6 6 82.7 1.6 3 1.00 1.3
2 268 2.9 7 51.7 1.5 5 1.06 22

288 1.3" 8 34.5 3.6 6 1.30 16
308 2.0 9 20.7 2.2 10 1.70 1.6

DATA FROM ONLY 3 FACILITIES

- PROBABLE SYSTEMATIC EFFECT OF DECREASING P2
- 1.3% : OBSERVED DIFFERENCE < 3.6%
- UNEXPLAINED ANOMALY IN WA1RD AND NLRD DATA FROM CEPr AT TEST CONDITION 8
- INLET FLOW DISTORTION (TIP) CONTRIBUTION PROBABLY +0.5 TO +1%
- WAl RD AT RAE(P) LESS THAN WA2RD (REFEREE) BY - 1%
- 1.3% - DIFFERENCE W/O CEPr TC8 5 2.9%

Figure 6. Differences in engine airflow.
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P2 = 82.7 kPa: T2 =288 K (REF. FIG. 9-3D)
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-REPEAT SCANS VISIBLE AND NOT ALONG CHAR~ACTERISTIC (CEPr)
-SINGLE SCANS ONLY [RAE(P)J
-63% OF DATA WITHIN 2% BAND (85% W/O CEPr)

Figure 7. Typical engine fuel flow resufts.

A WFRD VS. NHRD AT MID-THRUST VALUE

82.7/1.0O/T2 P2/1.301288 82.7/RPR1288

TC T2 a% fl TC P2 A% fl TC RPR . ]
1 253 4.6 1 6 82.7 3.8 3 1.00 4.3*
2 268 5.5 I 7 51.7 5.0 5 1.06 5.2
3 288 4.3* 8 34.5 4.0 6 1.30 3.8

4 308 5.3 J 9 20.7 4. 1 10 1.70 5.1

DATA FROM ONLY 3 FACILITIES

- NO SYSTEMATIC EFFECT OF TEST ENVIRONMENTS
-3.8%! OBSERVED DIFFERENCE! 5.5%
-THERMAL NONEGUILIBRIUM AT CEPr CONTRIBUTION 0 TO 2.5% (RANDOM)
-ENGINE CYCLE REMATCH CONTRIBUTION +0.5% (SYSTEMATIC)
-INLET FLOW DISTORTION (TIP) CONTRIBUTION PROBABLY +0.5 TO 1%
-WFERD (REFEREE) NOT OBTAINED AT RAE (P)
-FUEL PROPERTIES ANALYSIS (SPEC. GRAV., HEAT VALUE) CONTRIBUTION 0.04% TO 0.35%
-1.0% !5 DIFFERENCE W10 CEPr 53.0%

Figure 8. Differences in engine fuel flow.
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T2 = 288 K; RPR =1.30 (REF. FIG. 9-2E)
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-PROBABLE P7 ERROR 2% LOW INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT 2.0 (CEPr)
*REPEAT SCANS NOT VISIBLE (NASA, AEDC, CEPr)
*69% OF DATA WITHIN 2% BAND (92% W10 CE~r)

Figure 9. Typical engine net thrust results.

A FNRD VS. P702 AT MID-THRUST VALUE

82.7tt.kVU P2/1.30/288 82.7/RPR/288

___ T2 A% ~ TCJ P2 A% ] T C RPR A%_

1 253 34 [ 6 182.7 4.1 1 3 1.00 3.9
2 268 417 51.7 5.4 I 5 1.06 3.8
3 288 39 I 8 I34.5 4.6 I 6 1.30 4.1
4 308 509 20.7 4.3 J 10 1.70 4.5

DATA FROM ONLY 3 FACILITIES

- POSSIBLE SYSTEMATIC EFFECT OF INCREASING T2 AND INCREASING RPR
- 3.4% !5 OBSERVED DIFFERENCE !5 5.4%
- P7 MEASUREMENT 2% LOW AT CEPr (INFLUENCE COEFF. -2) CONTRIBUTION 4%
- ENGINE REMATCH (DETERIORATION) CONTRIBUTION 0 TO -1% TO 0 (SYSTEMATIC)
- FLOW DISTORTION (TIP) AT ENGINE INLET CONTRIBUTION PROBABLY 0
- AEDC 3% LOWER THAN OTHER 3 FACILITIES AT TEST CONDITION 9 - CAUSE NOT DETERMINED
- 0.3%!5 DIFFERENCE W/O CEPr s 3.3%

Figure 10. Oifterences in engine net thrust.
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P2 = 82.7 kPa; RPR = 1.00 (REF FIG. 9-1F)
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- 89% OF DATA WITHIN 2% BAND

Figure 11. Typical engine specific fuel consumption results.

A SFCRD VS. FNRD AT MID-THRUST VALUE

82.711.00/T2 P2/I.3a288 82.7/RPR/288

TC T2 ~ % j TC P2 % ETC I RPR A%

1 253 2.4 6 82.7 1.9 3 1.00 1.7"
2 268 2.2 7 51.7 1.4 5 1.06 2.3
3 288 1.7" 8 34.5 0.9 6 1.30 1.9
4 308 2.0 9 20.7 2.1 10 1.70 1.5

DATA FROM ONLY 3 FACILITIES

- NO SYSTEMATIC EFFECTS OF TEST ENVIRONMENTS
- 0.9% < OBSERVED DIFFERENCE 2.4%
- ENGINE REMATCH (DETERIORATION) CONTRIBUTION 0 TO -+1%
- FLOW DISTORTION (TIP) AT ENGINE INLET CONTRIBUTION PROBABLY 0
- AEDC HIGHER THAN OTHER FACILITIES AT TEST CONDITION 9 - CAUSE NOT DETERMINED
- THERMAL NONEQUILIBRIUM AT CEPr CONTRIBUTION -0 (FORTUITOUS J-57 SPECIFIC)
- 0.9% < DIFFERENCES 2.4%

Figure 12. Differences in engine specific fuel consumption.
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ENGINE FACTORS INCORPORATED IN FACTORS NOT INCORPORATED IN
PARAMETER ANAL ASSESSMENT (%) ANAL ASSESSMENT (%)

NLONH (a) THERMAL NOIEOUILIBRIUM CPr (S-0.3) (a) ENGINE CYCLE RESMATCH (4.3)
VS. N6RO

T702 (a) P7MEASUREMENT CEPr (2 X 0.C - 12) (a) ENGINE CYCLE RATCH (.0.3)
VS. P702

WAIRD (a) INLET FLOW DISTORTION (TIP) (-.0.5 TO 1.0)
VS. NLRD (b) WAIRD < WA2RO (REFEREE) RAE (P) (-1.0)

(C) UNDEFINED ANOMALY IN WA1RD. NLRD CEPrTC8

NFRO (a) THERMAL NONOEUIUBIUM CPr (0 TO -. 5) (a) ENGINE CYCLE REMATCH (0.5)
VS. NRO (b) INLET FLOW DISTORTION (TIP) (-4.5 TO 1.0)

(c) FUEL PROPERTIES ANALYSIS (0.4)
(d) FUEL SYSTEM DIFFICULTIES (DATA NONRECOVER.)

FROD (a) P? MEASUREMENT CEPr (2 X 21C - 4) (a) ENGINE CYCLE REMATCH (0 TO -i TO O)
V& P702 (b) INLET FLOW DISTORTION (lIP)) -+0.5 TO 1.0)

(C) UNDEFINED ANOMALY IN FNRD AEDC TC9

SFCR0 (a) NONE (a) ENGINE CYCLE REMATCH (0 TO .1.0)
VS. FNRD

Figure 13. Assessments of interfacility differences.

REFERENCE TABLE 18-1

ENGINE PARAMETER OVERALL PERCENTAGE SPREAD DATA WITHIN 2-PERCENT
(INDEPENDENT VARIABLE) AT MID-THRUST (WITHOUT CEPr) BAND, PERCENT (WITHOUT CEPr)

NLONH 0.4 TO 0.0 9
(NHRD) (0.04 TO 0.6)

TIM O.0 TO to
(P702) (0.3 TO 1.3)

WA1RD 1 3 TO 3.6 U
(NRO) (1.3 TO 2.9)

WFRD 3.8 TO 5.5 63
(NHRD) (1.0 TO 3.0) (85)

FNRD 3.4 TO 5.4 9
(P702) (0.3 TO 3.3) (92)

SFCRO 0.9 TO 2.4 89
(FNRD) (0.9 TO 2.4)

Figure 14. Summary of differences between attitude facilities.
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COMPARISON OF GROUND-LEVEL TEST CELLS
AND GROUND-LEVEL TO ALTITUDE TEST CELLS

by
D.M. Rudntsk
Section Head

Engine Labor"
National Reseech Council Canada

Ottawa. Ont. KIA ORS
CANADA

SUMMARY

The Uniform Engine Test Program was set up to examine gas turbine teat procedures, instrumentation techniques and data reduction
methods employed by engine test facilities in several AGARD countries.

Two major ciassee of facilities participated, altitude end ground-level teat beds. Two engines were to be operated in the test facilities,
but as the program evolved, only one engine was tested in all the altitude facilities, and the other in the ground-level beds, with some
overlap between. Thus the performance assessment had to be laid out with three specific comparison objectives:

1) altitude with altiude
2) ground-level with ground-level
3) ground-level with altitude

The previous lecture dealt with objective one, data comparisons of alitude with altitude. This lecture will deal with objectives two and
three.

Steady-state performance of a J57-P-19 turbojet engine was evaluated in four ground-level test beds, three of them enclosed: NRCC,
CEPr, and TUAF, and an open-air test bed at NAPC. Detailed Inter-facility comparisons were made on the three basic engine parameters,
airflow, net thrust and specific fuel consumption. and reasons sought for any differences.

Objective three was to compare data taken in an altitude facility to those obtained in a ground-level test bed. As not all facilities tested
both engines In the round-robin, engine SN 607594 was used for altitude to altitude and altitude to ground-level, and engine 615037 for
ground-level bed comparison. AEOC was the only attitude facility capable of operation at ea-levet-sttic conditions for both engines, which
provided a direct comparison of the validity of the normalizing equations. CEPr tested one engine In both a ground-level bed and in their
altitude facility. Significant data scatter and biases in the CEPr data made meaningful comparisons of dubious value, reducing the size of
the database.

A summary of percentage differences for the three basic performance parameters evaluated at approximately the mid-thrust level is
shown below.

Engine Independent Inte-facility Spread % Inter-facflty spread. %

paramneter variable ground-level ground-level/alitude

FNR
3  

P702 0.7 (2.5)1 5.1 (3.0)2

SFCR
3  

FNR 1.8 (3.0)
1  

2.8

WAlR NLR 1.9 (4.0)2 2.5

NOTES: 1) Bracketed values Include TUAF data
2) Brackated value excludes CEPr (Ai) data
3) NRCC values for thrust approximately 1% low

In evaluting NAPC data, it was discovered that the thrust accounting procedures for enclosed test beds was not correctly defined by
the GTP equations. NRCC corrected their data, which demonstrated that gross thrust was low by approximately 1.0%. Therefore any
parameter for NRCC containing thrust will be low.

Once account Is taken for the known anomalies, the inter-facility data agreement falls within the declared measurement uncertainty
bands.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

AEDC Arnold Engineering Development Center
CEPr Centro d'Esae das Propulaura
FNAR Net Thrust Corrected to See-Level Cordions, kN
GTP General Tes Plan
NAPC Navel Air Po o Cers
NASA Nalone Aeronautics and Space Adnirsbutlon Lewse Research Center
N-A High Pressue Compressor Rotor Speed Corrected to Sa-Level Condions, rpm
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NL 0NH Ratio of Low Pressure Comprsor to High Prosu Compressor Ron Speeds
NLR Low Presse Compress Rotor Speed Coecled to See-Level Conditions, rpm
NRCC National Research Council of Canada
P2 Engine Inlet Tota Pressure, Wa
P7 Ejaaust Noze inlet Tol Presm, Aft
P702 Rato ot Exhaust Nzai Inlet to Engine Inlet Total Pressure
PAMB Static Presse at Exhaust Noie Exit Plane lips
RAE(P) Royal Aarospac Establishmient Pyeetck
RPR Ram Prsse Rato
SFCR Specific Fuel Consumption Consoled to Sea-Lent Condions, glki-sec
SLS Sea-Le Saftc Condttotn (t01 Aft, .O RPR, 28 19
T2 Engine Intet Total Temperature, K
77 ExauW None Inle Total Temperisxr, X
T702 Rao of Exhaust Nozzle Inlet to Engine Inlet Total Temperature
TC Teto Condition
TUAF Tukish Air Force Supply and Maintenance Cente
LEP AGARD-PEP Unon Engine Teat Program
WAIR Facility Aid ow Corrected to Sea-Level Conditions, kglsec
WFER Reference Fuel Mssa Flow Corrected to Sea-Level Cond- . gsc
WFR Facily Fuel Mea Flow Corlcted to Sea-Level CWon , glen

I INTRODUCTION

The previous lecture dealt with the observed differences of engine performance parameters obtained in four altitude facilities, NASA
LeRC, AEOC, RAE(P), and CEPr. Ten tet conditions were specified that varied inlet temperature, T2, inlet pressure, P2, and ram pressure
ratio, RPR. An additional test condition, sea-level-satac, was requested, but only one altitude facility, AEDC, we capable of operation at
this point The OTP (Rf. 1) specified that both J57 engines were to be tested at all facilities, be it altitude or ground-level. Due to
operational and program constraints, not all agencies were able to ffl thi requirement: one engine, SN 607594, completed the rounds
in the attitude facilities, and the other SN 615037. in the ground-level tea facilitles. Thus Cero the problem of addressing the altitude to
ground-level teat bed comparleon. ft we decided that comperisone of aftitude cells would be based on data from engine 607594, ground-
level beda based on data from engine 615037, end ground-level with alitude uing engine 607594. This leter comparison was Included
as there has been evidence that the performance of an engine measured in an altitude cell at conditions cloe to ground-level can differ
from that measured on a ground-lev test bed. One agency, CEPr, tested engine 607594 in both an altitude tank and on a ground-level
test bed.

Six sets at engine performance parameter relatlonshipe were selected to asaes the ditferences in all the facilities. These were:

E LQNH va. NMD WAfR Y&ILR I N fdvs. P702 5
7702 . P702 I WR s. MMD I NCR ins. FNR

The data presented for ground-level facilities we corrected to standard day conditions, whereas the ailtude data we orrected to
desired conditions. For data comparison between the facility types, the deked condition becomes sea-levestatic, consistent with the
equations In Rf. 2. None of the ground-level beds had environmental control, thus teeting wes conducted at the prevailing ambient
conditions of temperature, presure and humidity. With the excepton of CEPr, which operated between 277 < T2 < 283 K. the required
temperature orections did not Introduce any additional errors (Section 1&3 of Ref. 2).

The engine performance parameter relationships were developed by filling second order, polynomial curve fits of the data points from
each facility. To quantify Inter-4acllty dlfisences for the purpoes of comparison, the rmximum spread of each dependent parameter
(expreised es a percentage of the median value) ws calculated at approximately the mid-thrust point The magnitude of the spreads shown
were derived from tabulated date.

There are two sections for this deta comparison. Fin, the ground-level facilities will be discussed, then second, the ground-level to
aitude.

2 Ground-Level Facility Comparisons

Comparisons of the ground-level bde are based on data from engine 615037 acquired at NRCC, CEPr and TUAF, with comparable
.Sea obtained S the AEDC adltude facility at &A condition Included for reference.

The data show the sne general trends (curve slopes shmlle and, with the exception of the TUAF data, are in moderately good
agement. The reasone why the TUAF data depart rather more from the mean then do the data from the other facilities ae moat probably
due to the lack of empirical corrections for thle paficuler engine lype. The TUAF test sand is ,'esigned for pra- and poet-overhaul testing
of only thee engines In the ThAF Inventory; since the J57-ti Is not one of thee, co correction factors were not avallabl. In addition,
manual recording of data Inoreased the measurement unorlany. The UETP results are not therefore considered representative of TUAF
facility capability. Therefore, the TAT daft have not been included when calculating the percentage spreads between facilities, but the
ae Included In the dlsusslons which follow.

At the time of witling IETP AR 246 Mae. 2), the data from the only outdoor stand, NAPC, were not evailable for consideration in the
detailed omprion. Sureequont analysi by NRCC and NAPC, using this now data, raveled that the UETP calculation proceduree in
Appendix 11 of Rsf. 2 lead to results which dler sightly from toe obtalned using standard methoda. Reference should be made to
Appandis VI of Ref. 2 for a dlousion of the Influnce of envronmetal fators on the measureent of thruat In a griundleuel test bed.
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The graphical comparison in Section 3.5 and valuea quoted in Sections 18.3.5 and 18.3.6 of Rof. 2 do not contain the environmental
corrections, and therefore ahould be viewed with caution. In this lecture, the figures from Appendix ViII of Rof. 2 will be used, a" they include
the NAPC dart. For consistency with Section 0 of Ref. 2, the data e based on the equations In the GTP.

2.1 Rotor Speed Ratio

Rotor speed ratio as a function of corrected high rotor speed for the four ground-level faciities and one altitude facility is displayed
as Figure 1. The curve os aes all similar and show a maximum spread of 1.5%, bounded by TUAF at the top and CEPr at the bottom.
Without TUAF data, the spread drops to 0.4-0.5%. which Is similar to that observed in the altitude facilities.

A reason for this large shift in TUAF rotor speed ratio may be due to an expected pressure distoution at the compressor inlet caused
by the close proximity of the facility vertical inlet to the engine face. As the detailed pressure measurements were not recorded in TUAF,
this hypothesis cannot be confirmed.

As in the altitude case, CEPr shows a significant separation between the points from the two data scans at each power setting. This
separation indicates that the engine had not reached thermal equilibrium (see Section 18.2.1 of Ref. 2), and could account for these and
other differences.

The NAPC data lie slightly above the CEPr values but below those of NRCC and AEDC which show very good agreement. It was
shown that thermal stability was a problem at CEPr, however this was not the case at NAPC. The difference of 0.4 % is just within the
uncertainty limits of NHR However, given that systematic cycle rematch could account for about a 0.3% change, the remaining difference
is well within the measurement uncertainty (0.2 - 1.6%).

2.2 Temperature Ratio

The engine pumping characteristic, or temperature ratio versus pressure ratio is shown in Figure 2. The maximum spread of 1.1%
(2.5% Including TUAF) is les then that seen in the altitude facility comparisons (1.5 - 2.0% at unity ram ratio). TUAF data are not directly
comparable due to the limited sampling at Station 7. (See Section 4.4 of Ref. 2).

Values of 172 measured at CEPr and AEDC agree within 0.5%. The difference between NRCC and AEDC or CEPr Is most likely
caused by the method of computing 77 from point measurements. At NRCC, a large number of thermocouples progressively became
unserviceable during the course of the test As the procedure for accounting for unserviceable thermocouples in a highly non-homogeneous
flow field was not the same at all facilities (see Appendix Vt of Ref. 2), the derived T7 could be significantly different.

The addition of NAPC data created two distinct groups: CEPr with AEDC and NRCC with NAPC. The reason given for NRCC deviation
was the treatment accorded to failed 17 instrumentatlon. The determination of P7 at NAPC was not In accordance with the teast plan as only
two of the four rakes were used. Given that the pressure profile was highly non-homogeneous, any comparison using NAPC data is not
valid. However, the differences of 1.1% between the facilities were well within the uncertainty band (0.9 - 1.8%).

2.3 Airflow

Corrected engine airflow (WA1R ) measured by the facility, as a funtion of corrected low-pressure-compressor rotor speed, is presented
as Figure 3. The spread at the mid-thrust point was 1.6% (4.8% with TUAF). The highest value of WAl R was obtained from TUAF, the lowest
from NRCC. AEDOC values were in close agreement with CEPr and lie about mid-way between the two extremes. it should be noted that
for purposes of this comparison, the reference value of airflow (WA2R) measured at TUAF was inserted as WAl R, as a facility measurement
for airflow was not available.

The analysis presented in Section 14.4 of Ref. 2 through the use of flow functions, clearly demonstrated that AEDC had consistently
good agreement (0.5%) between the two air metering locations, WA1R and WA2R. CEPr had a difference of approximately 1.3%, and NRCC
2.0%, which was attributed to e known measurement problem at Station 1.0 (WA1R). Based on the flow functions, and the data in Figure
3, It can be inferred that the airflow mesured at AEDC must have been reasonably close to the true value. NRCC confirmed that their airflow
was between 1.0 and 1.5% low because of difficulty in determining the discharge coefficient.

The NAPC WAIR data deviated in shape from the other facilities, especially at the extremes. A possible explanation for the unique
shape of the NAPC date may lie in the short inlet section which results In sharp Station 1.0 pressure profiles as a function of engine power
setting. Wind gusts aso contributed to the problem as both the magnitude and direction changed throughout the test sequence, introducing

ciditional errors.

Discounting TUAF end NRCC values due to defined problems, the agreement is better than 0.5%, well within the estimated
measurement uncertainty (0.6 - 1.5%).

2.4 Fuel Flow

Corrected engine fuel flow (WFF), as a function of corrected high rotor speed Is presented in Figure 4. The performance trends
measured by all four facilities are consistent, but exhibit signficant differences in level. At a given value of NHR the maximum spread is
3.5% (6% with TUAF). The CEPr data exhibited a considerable degree of scatter probably cause by engine thermal Instability. The
grement between NRCC end AEDC was 1.0 - 1.3%, and between NRC and NAPC 0 - 0.5%, depending upon the power setting.

The comparison between the reference, engine mounted meters and the facility fuel measurements, is dean with in Section 15 of Rot.
2. It was shown that the agreement between the two systems was very good, 0.3 - 0.6% for AEDC and NRCC, end 1.0% for CEPr. TUAF
did not have a facility fuel flow measurement

Evaluation of fuel properties, lower heating value and specific gravity added an additional difference of up to 0.35% (Appendix VII of
Sef. 2). There were also some cycle rematch effects as seen in Figure 1. Considering these effects, and that the declared measurement
uncertainty ranged from 0.9 - 2.5%, this agreement is quite good.
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2.5 Net Thrust

Corrected net thrust as a function of engine pressure ratio (P7C2 Is displayed as Figure S. Discounting NAPC data, the maximum
spread is 0.7% (2.5% with TUAF) which is considerably Ies" than the 3 to 4% seen in the attitude facilities at a ram ratio of unity. There are
no discernable effects of inlet temperature mismatch from standard conditions (T2 = 288 i. NAPC data for P7 were not valid as
measurements from only two of the four pressure rakes were recorded.

In spite of this good agreement, ther were known problems In the sampling of P7, as swirl effects and failed or leaky probes
considerably increased the uncertainty of the P7 measuremenL Studies of gross thrust using nozzle coefficients and PS7 In Section 13 of
Ref. 2. more clearly separated out the facility thrust measurements. Comparing nozzle coefficients, the spread Increased from 0.7% to almost
2.0%, bounded by AEDC at the high end, and NRCC at the bottom. The main reason for this increase was In the definition of ambient
pressure in an enclosed cell, and In the method of thrust accounting. Dotlis of the accounting procedure are in Appendix Vill of Ref. 2.
For the UETP, the effec of redefining the thrust accounting In the NRCC facility was to Increase net thrust by almost 1.0%.

With the known Inadequacies In the ground-level thrust data and P7 measurements, comparisons of FNR against P702 r not
considered valid.

2.6 Specific Fuel Consumption

Corrected fuel consumption (SFCR) as a function of correctd net thrust (FNFO is shown in Figure 6. The performance trends from
all facilities were consistent (curve slopes similar) except for data from TUAF which Indicate a decreasing SFCR level with Increasing FNR,
crossing the other facility curves at the higher thrust levels. The spread In SFCR at FNR = 33 kN was 1.8% bounded by NRCC and AEDC
(3.0% with TUAF).

The SFCR data for NAPC exhibited a very large degree of scatter, in some cases up to 1.3% for back-to-back points. Again, it appears
that the wind gusts affected the scale force thrust be altering the inlet momentum end the scrubbing drag on the test bed. With such scatter
it is dfficult to compare using curve fits, but the actual data points are still bounded by those obtained at AEDC and NRCC. The spread
of data between AEDC and NRCC (1.8%) is just within the declared uncertainty band.

The problems with defining FNR In the previous section affects the SFCR calculation. Using the revised FNR, the difference in the
SFCR spread between NRCC and AEDC has been reduced from 1.8 to 1.2% (Figure 7), and from 1.0 to 0.3% between NRCC and NAPC.
This agreement is considered very good.

2.7 Summary of Ground-Level Facility Differences

Engine SN 615037 was tested at four ground-level facilities, one of them an open-eir test bed, and at an altitude facility operated at
SLS conditions. The comparisons In the UETP were originally conducted without the benefit of the open-air bed data from NAPC, but
subsequent inclusion did not alter the differences. In fact, the data were crucial to rationalizing the discrepancies in the thrust accounting
methodology In the enclosed ground-level faclities.

The figures in this lecture, extracted from Appendix VIII of Ref. 2, were used as they incorporated the NAPC data. There are some
differences In the percentage spread computed for Appendix VIII compared to those quoted in Section 9 and 18 of Ref. 2. Those listed in
this paper and Appendix VIII ae to be taken as correct, for they were systematically computed for all the ground-level facilities based on
second-order curve fits of declared dats. The tabulated results, with corrections incorporated, are displayed as Figure 8. As a reference,
the estimated uncertainty band is listed for ach parameter.

In general, the data agreement Is quite good. Known anomalies have been identified, and when duly considered, virtually all data
agree within toe declared uncertainty limits.

3 Ground-Leve/Altitude Facility Comparisons

The ground-level to altiude fecility comparisons are based on data from Engine 607504 acquired at NASA, AEDC, RAE(P), CEPr and
NRCC. With the exception of NASA, all the altitude facility data related to an inlet temperature of 288 K. Because Test Condition 3 (TC 3)
for Engine 807594 was omltd by NASA due to a restricted test window. TC 4 (308 IQ was substited. In view of this difference and the
uncertain magnitude of its effct on the levela of the paremeters considered, the NASA date were disregarded when evaluating percentage
sproads. However, to prevent misrepresentation of facility test capability, the NASA data were Included in the facility comparisons.

The data from all altitude facilities, except AEDC, required use of the UErP equations to adjust the data from the as-tested inlet pressure
of 82.7 kPa to the standard sea-level value of 101.3 kPa. White these adjustments could Introduce discrepancies (see Sections 13 and 16
of Ref. 2) it was judged that the discrepancies would be negligibly small at the high pressure condition,

In Section 2.0 of this paper, data from engine SN 615037, obtained at the AEDC altitude facility operating at sea-level-static conditions,
were included in the comparison of ground-level facilities, it was shown that if all Identified anomalies were accounted for, the overall
agreement was very good.

HavIng compared AEDC measurement capablllties for engine 615037, another comparison opportunity was created for engine 807594.
As wall as AEDC, data from two additional altitude facilities were avallable, CEPr and RAE(P), all operating at TC 3 (82.7 kPa, 1.00 RPR,
288 l. AEDC also obtained data at SILS conditions, TC 11, and in this comparison, both data sets were used to asess the suitability of
the normalization equatlona provided In the GTP. CEPr tested the same engine In the altitude facility at TC 3, and in a ground-leval test
bed at TC 11. These daft wil be discussed, as they presented an opportunity for a direct 'In-house' comparison of measurement
procedures.

In the figures tht follow, de from AEDC TC 3 are not shown; they will however be useJ in the discussion where relevant. NASA TC 4
dta are Illustratled, but are not Included In computing the percentage data sprad.
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Ref. 2 does not provide a direct comparison of AEDC TC 3 and TC 11. Since attitude to ground-level test bed date are normalized
from TO 3 to TC 11, it must be demonstrated that the equations are valid. Figure 9 Illustrates the percentage difference of each parameter
peir using AEDC TC I f measurements as the datum. Values for the parameter pairs were computed at approximately the mrid-thrust point
using second-order polynomial fitted data, as provided by NASA.

3.1 Rotor Speed Ratio

Rotor speed ratio, presented as Figure 10, shows a spread similar to that observed in the ground-level comparison In Section 2.1.
Again, a vary significant acatter in CEPr data was observed in both facilities, and Is attributed to Inadequate thermal stabilization of the
engine. Agreement for AEDOC between the two test conditions is within 0.25%, inside the declared measurement uncertainty band. With
the exception of CEPr TC 3, both ground-level facilities were lower then the altitude ones. The overall spread, including CEPr data is 0.5%.

3.2 Temperature Ratio

Temperature ratio as a function of pressure ratio, Figure 11, is bounded at the high end by CEPr TC 3 and at the low end by NRCC.
CEPr. again with significant data scatter, has a difference of 1.3% between their two facilities, whereas AEDC demonstrated a 0.4% bias
between the two test conditions. In both CEPr and AEDC, the results obtained at TC 11 conditions were lower than those at TC 3.

There were difficulties with both T7 end P7 measurements, as discussed In Section 2.2, accounting for some of the differences. The
overall spread of 2.3% is relatively large, but the quality of the measurements do not lead to credible conclusions.

3.3 Airflow

The airflow spread, 2.5%, is slightly larger than that observed in the previous comparisons (Figure 12). AbiasintheTC 11 data relative
to TC 3 at CEPr (2.0%) puts in question the measurement accuracy at TC 11 (see Figure 9). AEDC showed a difference of 0.4% between
these two conditions, Discounting CEPr TC 11 airflow, the spread reduces to 1.4%. NRCC had problems establishing a flow coefficient,
and consequently declared their airflow as low by about 1.0%. Notwithstanding this problem, the spread between facilities is within the
measurement uncertainty.

3.4 Fuel Flow

Fuel flow as a function of corrected high rotor speed Is shown as Figure 13. The indicated spread groups CEPr at the low end and
the remaining facilities, tightly grouped, at the high end. In addition to this bias in excess of 2%. CEPr showed a large degree of data
scatter, putting in doubt the validity of their data. AEDC TC 11, RAE(P) and NRCC agreed to within 0.5%, which is excellent agreement.
AEDC TC 3 was 1% higher than TC 11, but as this difference Is within the measurement uncertainty (:1.25%). no further significance is
accorded.

3.5 Net Thrust

Not thrust, Figure 14, exhibits quite a wide spread, up to 5%, bounded on the high side by CEPr, and the low side by NRCC. In
Section 2.5, it was stated that NRCC values are known to be about 1,0% low by using the GTP equations. When proper account is made
for this anomaly, NRCC would be about 0.7% lower than AEDC TC 11, which is well within the measurement uncertainty. CEPr consistently
showed variance between TC 11 and TC 3, a difference of up to 2%, the altitude cell indicating high.

3.6 Specific Fuel Consumption

Specific fuel consumption plotted against net thrust Is displayed as Figure 15. AEDC indicated the lowest SFC, and is In relatively
good agreement for both TO 3 end 11, differing only by the fuel flow parameter. CEPr showed good agreement between TC 3 and TC 11,
and with AEDC. The high thrust and low fuel flow values offset each other to achieve this result. NRCC is high as a result of the low thrust
discussed in Section 3.5. The difference between AEDOC and RAE(P) was attributed to the higher values of thrust t AEDC, as was discussed
in Section 13 of Ref. 2.

3.7 Summary of Ground-Level and Altitude Facility Differences

In general, the data show that the highest values of dependent parameters are attributed to altitude facilities, and the lowest to a
ground-level facility. A comparison of AEDC date at two test conditions did show some consistent differences, and with the exception of
airflow. TC 11 always indicated a lower value, albeit within the declared measurement uncertainty.

The CEPr data were surprising In themselves, as there were not only large biases compared to the other test facilities, but also large
biases between their own ground-level and altitude facility, in most cases overshadowing inter-facility differences.

Considering the known anomalies in NRCC airflow, and the thrust accounting procedures, NRCC data compare favourably with the
other test agencies, all parameters being within the declared measurement uncertainties.

A table summarizing the ground-level to altitude differences Is shown as Figure 16, and for reference Figure 17 generalizes the results
from all the inter-facility comparisons.
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Grcund-Levei Bed Comparison (SLS Conditions) (NRCC, CEPr, TUAF, NAPC, AEDC)*
SN 615037

Engine Parameter Overall Percentage Percentage Spread Comments
(independent Spread at Mid-thrust of Estimated

variable) (with TUAP) Uncertainty ____________________

NILONH 0.5 0.2 to 1.6 Spread similar to that In altitude tacilities.
(NHR) (1.5) ___________________

T702 1.1 0.9 to I.8 Spread affected by failure of T7
(P702) (2.5) thermocouples at NRCC

WAI R 1.9 0.6 to 1.5 NRCC airflow low by I - 1.5%
(NLR) (4.0) ___________________

WFR 3.5 0.9 to 2.5 Spread reduced to 1.3% when CEPr values
(NHR) (6.0) removed

FNR 0.7 1.0 to 2.3 FINR Incorrectly defined - see Appendix Viii.
(P702) (2.5) NAPC value not Included

SFCR 1.8 1.5 to 3.5 FNR Incorrectly de'lned - see Appendix Vili.
(FNIR) (3.) Agreement to within 1.2%

Tests in AEOC altitude cell at standard sea-level static conditions included for comparison.

Figure 8 Summary of Ground-Level Bed Differences
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Engine Overall Spread Comments

Parameter at mId-thrust

(Independent (Percent)

Variable) ________

NLQNH 0.5
(NHRD) _______

1702 2.3 Spread affected by failure of 17 thermocouples at NRCC
(P702) ____

WAI R 2.5 NRCC arflow low by 1.0-1.5%
(NIRD) CEPr TC I11 In doubt

WR3.4 CEPr has 2.0% bias, remaining facilities In exceilent agreement
(NHR) _______________________

FNR 5.1 Spread reduced to 3.0% If CEPr (Alt)
(13702) non-equlibrum values removed. NRCC known to be 1 % low

SFCR 2.8 Max spread Is between NRCC (GL) highest and AEOC (Alt) lowest
(FNR)_________________________

Figure 16 Ground-level to altitude facility comparisons - SN 607594
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MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY IN GAS TURBINE PERFORMANCE DETERMINATION

J.P.K. Vleghert
National Aerospace Lab (NLR) (rtd)

POB 90502, 1006 BM Amsterdam. NL

SUIMARY

A pre-test estimate of Data Uncertainty shows up weak links in the data chain and serves as a yardstick to
judge whether observed differences in measured data are significant. On the other hand post-test analysis
is essential to identify data validity problems.
The uncertainty estimates are based on the Abernethy concept, which splits total uncertainty in precision
and bias.
With the help of an Error Audit four types of elemental errors are estimated for each of five Basic Physi-
cal Parameters. This error is then propagated to the Engine Performance Parameters. and from there to the
Target Values on which the comparison is based.
Values for predicted errors are compared between the participating facilities and reasons for discrepancies
are discussed.

Please see note about additional material on p.7-7.

I INTRODUCTION

For accurate determination of the performance of a gas turbine it is desirable to do a number of measure-
ments. preferably under different conditions. The results should be referred to standard conditions, making
use of thermodynamic relations. Thus the results of different measurements can be compared. If any observed
differences are larger than the previously estimated Data Uncertainty Limits, the measurement process
should be checked for errors. But even if perfect agreement is obtained, the final result may still differ
from the true value there may be an offset or bias. This may show up if the test is repeated at a later
date or in a different facility. However it is not possible to find out what is the true value; only
whether observed differences are significant. That means the differences are true in so far that either
the gas turbine, or the measurement technique, or both, have altered. A third possibility is that the
error estimate was too optimistic: if a larger error is allowed the results could still be compatible.

It is not always possible to rely on previous experience for the estimated Data Uncertainty Limits; the
make-up of data collection and processing can be different. Therefore existing data on uncertainty must be
broken down to basic principles and then reassembled to fit the case under consideration. A pre-test
assessment is important as it will show up weak points in the data collection chain, if there are any. On
the other hand it is essential to conduct a post test analysis to identify possible data validity problems.

The process of estimating uncertainty limits consists of splitting the error in scatter and bias. determi-
ning both for a number of basic physical parameters and propagating the possible errror to the final
result. Test analysis entails calculating the end results in a number of different ways. using redundant
information from the actual measurement data. By comparing these end results it can be checked whether the
pre-test error estimate covers existing discrepancies, and if not, which parameter is at fault. A prerequi-
site is that obvious mistakes in the data processing must have been corrected or removed.

This report handles the error estimating technique used for the AGARD Uniform Engine Test Program (UETP).
it gives values for the predicted Uncertainty Limits, and it compares Error Limit Estimates for the diffe-
rent participating facilities. It also gives some of the reasons for discrepancies in these estimates, and
indicates a number of ways in which to check the end results for the post test analysis.

2 METHODOLOGY

Uncertainty estimates are based on the Abernethy concept, which split! total Uncertainty in two aspects;
precision and bias. Precision, or random variation, scatter, is visible in a single series of experiments
and can be determined statistically. This error reduces with an increasing number of data points. Bias, or
systematic variation, offset, is constant for a single series of experiments and only shows up when several
series are compared, and then not necessarily to its full extent.

Whether a certain error is called precision (s) or bias (b) depends on the extent of the experiment, the
Defined Measurement Process (OMP). Calibration scatter reduces to an uncertainty in the calibration curve.
which is a "fossilized" error, a bias, in the further experiment. However it is not the only bias, an
unknown offset in the master instrument introduces a further bias element. Likewise scatter in any interme-
diate result may transform into a bias element further on in the calculation. There were marked differences
between the facilities in their nomenclature of errors. This does not really matter as long as these
differences are observed consistently throughout the estimation procedure. It does result however in detail
error estimates not always being comparable.

For the UETP, different DMP's were employed by each of the test facilities to make pre-test error predicti-
ons, assessment and post test analysis. For instance, the RAE(P) IMP covers the uncertainty prediction and
assessment of a single engine performance curve fitted (by least squares) to the test results for the
nine engine power settings at a specified test condition. RAE(P)'s estimated Precision Index is based on
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the predicted data scatter that will occur about a curve fit through the nine power settings. The predicted
Precision Index is then verified by a post test determination using a third order curve fit through the
test data and observing the residual standard deviation about the curve fit. Using the RAE(P) DMP. diffe-
rences between a collection of curves, representing different test conditions and day-to-day variations,
are classified as bias.

In contrast, the DMP used at AEDC for the UETP is based on the results of the overall measurement program
for a given installation. Therefore estimates of the Precision Index at AEDC reflect the variations in the
test results at the mid-thrust point, at a specified test condition for a given measurement system and
test installation. They also include the variations that may result from tests on different days. Only the
differences resulting from different measurement systems are classified as bias.

Precision and bias are kept separate throughout the error estimation procedure, only in the last step they
are combined into a single number, the Error Limit Estimate. This must be a relevant combination of bias
and precision. The latter value is a statistic, which lends itself to the calculation of confidence limits,
within which the actual value can be reasonably expected to lie, in the absence of bias errors. It is
however impossible to define a single rigorous statistic for the total error, because bias is an upper
limit, which has unknown characteristics, and is to some extent dependent on engineering judgement. In
fact the bias error can be thought of as the error remaining after corrections from the post test analysis
have been exhausted. A working solution for the Error Limit Estimate (or Uncertainty Interval) is given in
Section 3.7

3 UNCERTAINTY PREDICTION PROCEDURE

3.1 DATA SEQUENCE

Basically a single measuring chain stretches from the flow field via probe and connecting line to the
transducer, and from there usually via an electric line-sometimes pre-amplified- to multiplexer. amplifier,
signal conditioner and A/D convertor, to be recorded. This measurement chain varies for each of the Basic
Physical Parameters, which are force, pressure, temperature, pulse rate (giving RPM and Fuel Flow) and
area (giving total force from pressure measurement)

Afterwards the signal is played back, an instrument calibration applied, and often a number of single
measurements are combined to determine a value representative for the flow field, usually by averaging in
space and/or time. These Basic Measurements are then used to calculate the Engine Performance Parameters
(EPP), which are in referred form and constitute the end product of the measurement, e.g. WAIRD = WA
SORT(T2/288)/(P2/lOI325)

Each dependent EPP can be given as a function of an independent parameter which can be chosen at will
(usually RPM or EPR). For comparison either within or between facilities it is necessary to determine a
Target Value of each dependent parameter. This requires an interpolation procedure, as it is not possible
to set the exact test condition and engine power.

3.2 ERROR PROPAGATION

Each step in the above-mentioned data sequence contributes to the overall data error in its own specific
way. An overview is given below, each step is detailed in the following sections.
The first step is to assess the elemental errors for a single measurement of each basic physical parameter.
These errors are organized in four categories. Each item should be assessed separately for bias and preci-
sion: total bias and precision is then calculated by Root-Sum-Square (RSS) addition.
Some aspects of the error in the effective flow field value or Basic Measurement are influenced by the
number of single measurements incorporated.
The next step is to propagate the error in each basic measurement to the Engine Performance Parameter.
This is done by multiplying the b and s values by the appropriate Influence Coefficient (IC). The overail
effect on the EPP is found by RSS addition. An important condition to justify RSS combination is that each
item must be independent, this is sometimes not the case when there are common calibration errors.
ihe error in the Target Value again partly depends on the number and disposition of the points used in the
interpolation procedure. This aspect can be given by the Random Error Limit of Curve Fit (RELCF). Another
error element is introduced because the Target Value is read from a curve at a chosen value of the indepen-
dent variable, which itself is not error-free. This is the Curve Shift effect.Apart from that the Target
Value has its own bias error.
Finally the total Error Limit must be assessed by combining b and s.

3.3 ELEMENTAL ERROR CATEGORIES

The Abernethy/Thompson method described in Ref. 2 details the evaluation of the elemental errors. These
can be grouped in four categories for each measurement chain. However the groups defined in Ref. 2 were
too general in scope for the purpose of a detailed assessment of the facility measurement uncertainties.
Therefore a separate Error Audit was made up for each basic physical parameter, which lists the errors
expected. but not necessarily in the order or in the subdivision as given in Ref. 2 . An example (for
force) is given in Table 3-1. For the purpose of explanation the categories of Ref. 2 are used in the
underneath overview.

3.3.1 CALIBRATION
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Calibration errors are incurred because of hysteresis, drift and sensitivity of the instrument being
calibrated. Also the calibration procedure, curve fit and resolution have an influence. Usually the instru-
ment is calibrated against a Work Standard, the calibration of which should be traced back, ultimately to
the National Standard, in steps via a Laboratory Standard and a Transfer Standard. This is called the
Calibration Hierarchy. In each step the original bias of the less accurate instrument is replaced by the
(smaller) error of the curve fit (see Section 3.6) combined with possible drift in time or due to calibra-
tion conditions (temperature effect) In order to trace these it is advisable to compare a number of cali-
brations done some time apart, say every 6 months.

3.3.2 DATA ACQUISITION
These errors can be caused by slight variations in exciter voltage, outside influences on data transmission
and on the transducer, signal conditioning and recording. This results in non-repeatability. Sensor hyste-
resis could be allowed for if the measuring history is known, but this is usually not a practical proposi-
tion; anyway with most modern instruments hysteresis is small.
Recording of the output of a single transducer is usually done in a matter of milliseconds or even less.
To prevent aliasing errors. high-frequency components of the signal have to be eliminated by a low-pass
filter. As this introduces some lag, a settling time has to be allowed in the case that a number of probes
is multiplexed on to a single transducer. Usually the tube transient - in the case of multiplexed pressure
channels - can be made negligible by using a low-volume transducer, which is close-coupled to the scanning
valve. Of course overall faster sampling is possible if each channel is allocated to a separate transducer.
The scatter of any single measured point can be reduced by taking a number of readings during a dwell and
averaging the result.

3.3.3 DATA REDUCTION
Resolution errors and calibration curve fit errors can usually be made negligible, compared with the other

categories. As an error of half the biggest error elsewhere only contributes 10 Z to the overall error
when added RSS, it is not effective to use extreme resolution in the computational hardware and software.
Calibration curve fit errors can be minimized by choosing the appropriate functional relationship, quali-
fied by visual and numerical inspection. When a higher than second order curve fit is used, it is important
that the calibration points are spaced evenly, otherwise the densely populated part may introduce a cali-
bration bias in the sparsely populated part.

3.3.4 OTHER EFFECTS
These do rot quite fit in with the above-named categories and are referred to by different names, such as
Non-Instru vnt effects, Sensor System errors, Errors of Method, etc. In general they are concerned with
the interation between the medium and the measuring chain. They are usually difficult to separate, and
unfortunately often rather large. Examples are the sensitivity of pressure probes and hole patterns to
flow angle, and the variability of pressure- and temperature patterns over the cross section of the flow.
A possible error of method is constituted by the assumption that static pressure is constant over the

parallel section of the flow area in the engine inlet.
The mechanics of the thrust stand can introduce bias and/or precision errors in the thrust stand zero. The
transducer zero can be checked mid-run by taking up the load separately, but the thrust stand zero can
only be checked in quiescent conditions, and then may be different from the value during the run. Pre-test
and post-test zero are different, and it is usually assumed - but without true justification - that the
test zero lies in between.
Fuel flow measuring errors can occur because of the longitudinal vortices induced by the flow turning a
corner (Beltrami flow); these vortices can be difficult to suppress.

3.4 BASIC MEASUREMENT ERROR

The precision component of the basic measurement error will be reduced with a larger number vf sampling
locations generally with a factor equal to SORT n, where n is the number of locations. The bias error is
not influenced by n, however, and the pattern variation can introduce extra bias. This variation can be
reduced with an aperiodic sample, where the number of sampling locations is chosen deliberately different
from the natural pattern in the flow, as for instance exists behind the burners in the combustion chamber.

Often reproduceability of the pattern is more important than a true thermodynamic average. This however
my result in unrealistic values for efficiencies or nozzle factors.
Failure of any probe in a multi-probe sensor system can alter the effective average value. A procedure was
used to interpolate between neighbouring probes, but this does not eliminate the error.

3.5 ENGINE PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

The General Test Plan (Ref.l) gives the standard equations used to calculate engine performance parameters
from the basic measurements. The influence of an error in any basic measurement on the outcome can be
determ;ned either by Taylor series expansion or numerically by perturbating the equation for a difference

in that parameter, keeping all other parameters constant at their nominal value. The latter method is
preferred because it accounts for implicit as well as explicit functional relationships. The resulting
Influence Coefficient is expressed as the percentage variation of the calculated EPP for a one percent
deviation of a single input parameter I

Influence Coefficient IC - (deltaEPP /EPP)/(deltaI /I)

For small perturbations non-linearity effects will be insignificant. but the value of IC will very over
the operating range. Bias and precision of the EPP can be determined by adding the product IC * (deltal

/1) for all relevant input parameters by RSS addition, separately for b and s. An eample is given in
table 3-1. Since the IC depends on hardware Installation and measurement conflguration, direct comparison
between facilities is not possible.
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3.6 TARGET VALUE

The Target Value of an EPP must be read from a correlation against the chosen independent variable (usually
RPM or EPR) at a chosen value of that variable. Usually this is done for each test condition, which - for

the case of UETP - consists of nine power settings. One aspect of the error in the EPP Target Value is
given by the Random Error Limit of Curve Fit (RELCF), which is calculated from the Residual Standard
Deviation (RSD) - also called Standard Error of Estimate (SEE)- of the points relative to a curve, fitted
by the method of least squares. In calculating RELCF account is taken of the number of points and their
longitudinal distribution; in so far that mid-curve the error is smaller than towards the ends. RELCF
reduces with approximately SQRT (n). The principle of the method is detailed in Ref.17
RELCF only takes account of the scatter during the one test condition; also precision errors may exist
which cause the other test conditions to deviate, and apart from that there may be bias errors. These were
evaluated separately in the previous section; in a different way by some facilities.

Any uncertainty in the chosen dependent variable translates into a Jiscrepancy deltaEPP of the Target
Value, even though it has no effect on the individual EPP values. lhis Curve Shift effect depends on the
curve slope, as is illustrated in Fig 3-1. In the case that a single error source ;nfluences both the
dependent- and the independent parameter (like temperature influence on airflow and referred RPM) the
Curve Shift error must not be calculated separately and added RSS as the errors are dependent. Instead a
resultant error must be calculated in which the direct and the indirect (via curve shift) effects of the
error source are added algebraically. This error contribution must be substituted for the original simple
temperature error in the RSS error estimate for airflow.

An example for airflow is given underneath, with the functional relationship:

WA* = f(N*_
with the shorthand notation WA* = WA VT-/A * P

N* N /'/T

dWA/WA = dWA*/WA* + dA/A + dP/P - 1/2 dT/T
in which dWA*/WA* = df(N*)/dN

* 
* dN*/N*

and dN*/N* = dN/N - 1/2 dT/T

with the curve slope factor (WAN*) = df(N*)/dN* = dWA*/WA* / dN*/N
*

it follows that dWA/WA = dA/A +dP/P + dN/N * (WAN*) - 1/2 dT/T ( I + (WAN*))

The latter factor must be substituted for the simple contribution of temperature error if no curve shift
is considered. The influence of the curve shift effect for the above case is additive for a temperature
error; for fuel flow it is subtractive because the rela.tipn for that case is given by:

WF* = WF / P * V T = f(N2C)

The curve shift effect can quite easily be dominant because the curve slope effect is large; it is about 3
for the case of airflow and 7 to 8 for fuel flow.

3.7 UNCERTAINTY INTERVAL

It was mentioned before, that a single rigorous statistic for the total error limit or Uncertainty Interval
cannot be given. Usually the more or less arbitrary standard of bias plus a multiple of the precision
index is used:

U - V(B + t95 * S)
in which t95 is the 95th percentile point for the two-tailed Student's "t" distribution, defining the
limits within which 952 of the points are expected to lie in the absence of bias errors. If the predicted
S is determined from a large number of points (n * 3O) the value t95 - 2.0 can be taken; Monte Carlo
sim ilations have shown that the coverage of U is about 992 (Ref. 16). The average Target Value of 10 test
conditions numbers 9 degrees of freedom, for which case the t95 = 2.26. The Target Values for a certain
EPP must be within a band of r U for all test conditions. If this is not the case either a data error
exists or an important aspect of the uncertainty estimate has been overlooked.

An alternative for the value of the Uncertainty Intelval is:
U - jSQRT(( B + (t95 * S)&)

The coverage of this value is 952, therefore it is indicated by U95. In the case of RAE(P), S was estimated
to be the scatter from which RELCF for the EPP is calculated. This is a small value; both values of U are
similar and nearly equal to their B. This is not the case for the other facilities, because their definiti-
on of B and S is different, as are the numerical values. The resulting Uncertainty Interval should be
compatible with the RAE(P) value.

4 TESTING PROCEDURE

4.1 INSTRUMENTATION

Referee instrumentation, consisting of Inlet rakes and a modified tailpipe with rakes, developed by the
first participant (NASA LeRC), is detailed in Ref. I. This instrumentation system travelled with the
engines, but each participant used its own transducers (except for engine fuel flow) and recording system.
Apart from the referee instrumentation, each participant used its standard test cell instrumentation to
determine engine performance, including separate fuel flow meters and an instrumented thrust stand. Items
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like inlet conditions and air mass flow were thus measured double, allowing cross checks to be made, c.q.
flow coefficients to be evaluated. AEDC used a choked venturi in its facility determination of air mass
flow, which was deemed to be more accurate because of the higher pressure differentials involved.

Most participants used electronic absolute pressure gauges, except RAE(P) which employed differential
gauges relative to a high-accuracy barometer. This system is more accurate at near-atmospheric pressure,
but less so at the high-altitude condition, as then the differential pressure is large. The depression in
the airmeter throat is measured differentially, with an absolute transducer as back-up.

For elevated temperatures thermocouples were used; for lower temperatures also resistance probes, Details
are given in the facility reports; Ref. S to 11
Fuel flow was generally measured with turbine.,type volume-flow transducers with separate fuel temperature
measurement to calculate density. Only RAE(P) used displacement meters for the facility measurements,
which were reported to be more accurate.

4.2 SCANNING SYSTEMS

Most facilities used a combination of seqential scanning and multiplexing; the latter usually for the
individual probes in a rake. Mostly mechanical scanning was used for pressure, where a number of pressure
lines are connected in sequenc to a single transducer. This resulted in cycle times of 20 seconds for NASA,
who used low volume transducers, 1 minute for AEDC with more accurate larger volume transducers, which
required longer stabilisation, and 6 minutes for NRCC, who used only a few transducers, one for each
pressure range.
RAE(P) used electronic scanning for the UETP, with separate transducers for each tapping (sometimes two
per tap). This allows a scanning cycle to be completed in 5 seconds. A measuring point then consists of a
number of scanning cycles, with a check for consistency. Also NASA used electronic scanning in its repeat
test. Different scanning systems are illustrated in Fig 4-1
TuAF employed manual registration, with pressure taps manifolded to water manometers. Their cycle time was
around 6 minutes; the readings were"Idigitized manually for further processing on a computer.
Testing procedure consisted of setting the engine power, allowing 4 minutes for the engine to stabilize,
record a performance point, and a repeat point two minutes later. With the longer recording times these
two points were taken back-to-back.

4.3 CALIBRATION, DATA CHECK

Calibration was done at least once a day. In some cases the scanning cycle included a number of calibration
points, that were also measured by a Work Standard; in this way an on-line calibration check can be effec-
ted. This is not possible with electronic scanning, but the system can be calibrated between tests; at
NASA on command or automatically every 20 minutes. by switching all transducers over to a calibration
manifold (see Fig 4-1)
Calibration point anomalies or data consistency checks can be used to trigger an alarm if set tolerances
are exceeded. This allows the test operator to break off the test for closer scrutinity, which saves
getting doubtful data. This can be carried as far as calculating the RELCF value on-line for some Engine
Performance Parameters, and repeating points which appear , be outliers. Analysis must be carried out
off-line: outliers must only be deleted if a good technical reason can be found; they could indicate a
shortcoming in the instrumentation or cven in the set-up of the experiment, or a omalies in the test
article.

4.4 TRANSDUCER ERROR VARIATION

Instrument manufacturers brochures usually give a guaranteed error limit at Full Scale Output (FSO), which
is assumed constant in absolute value over the whole range. This constant absolute error model results in
a pessimistic estimate of uncertainty at the low end of the measuring range. NASA used this model, but
with their own experimentally found value for the FSO error for each transducer type.
AEDC used the constant percent error model, with the error specified at 10 percent FSO. From zero to 10%
FSO a constant absolute value was assumed for the error. This model results in a pessimistic estimate at
the top end of the range, see Fig 4-2
RAE(P) used the linear error model, in which the error is determined at both zero input and at FSO. It is
then assumed to vary linearly between these values. This gives the closest representation of the measure-
ment error over the total range, but it somewhat overestimates the error at the low end. Typically the
absolute value of their zero error is in the order of 20% of that at FSO.

5 UNCERTAINTY ESTIMATES

5.1 INTRODUCTION. ERROR AUDIT

At the start of the UETP, bias and precision error estimates in airflow, net thrust and SFC were calculated
by the different facilities. An interim review showed large variations. To try and solve these an Error
Audit was put together, which detailed the errors in the measuring system for the basic physical parame-
ters (Ref. 3) All facilities have used this Error Audit in their final Uncertainty Assessment, but not
necessarily in all its detail. Depending on local practice, errors were grouped differently, with the
result that it is not possible to give average results for the separate categories mentioned in Section
3.3 This is for instance the case with an end-to-end calibration.
Also the allocation of bias and precision errors differed between facilities. Hysteresis errors were
typically classed by NRCC and RAE(P) as bias and by AEDC and NASA as precision. Another example is the
error from repeated application of the calibration pressure standard to the pressure measurement system.
RAE(P) classified this type of error as bias, NASA as precision, and AEDC as part bias and part precision.
This reflects the differences in calibration procedure and error assessment, specifically those in the
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Defined Measurement Process, indicated in Section 2. The Uncertainty Interval U =t(B + 2*S) generally

agreed within one percentage point for all facilities.

5.2 BASIC MEASUREMENTS

The errors in the basic measurements are given for three typical test conditions, taken as TC 3 and TC 9

for the Altitude Test Facilities (ATF) and TC 11 for the Ground Level Test Beds. These represent design
inlet pressures of 82.7, 20.7 and 101.3 kPa respectively, or 12.0, 3.0 and 14.7 psi. The variation in
temperature and in ram pressure ratio did not result in significant variation of error, therefore only
different pressure levels have been considered. Fig 5-I summarizes the RSS of the elemental errors for
each of the basic measurements, split up in bias and twice the precision for each of the facilities. Due
to the difference in OMP, NASA and AEDC generally attribute a larger portion of the total error to precisi-
on than did CEPr and RAE(P). The value of the percentage range of the estimated Uncertainty Interval is
summarized in the table underneath:

RPM P2 T2 WF FS

TC3 .02-.5 .- .5 .3-.6 .2-1.1 .3- .7
TC9 .02-.5 .3-1.2 .3-.4 .5-1.6 .6-3.0

TCII .02-.5 .2- .3 .3-.8 .4- .6 .4- .5
There is one item in which the difference in estimated error is significantly more than the one percent
quoted in 5.1 and that is the Scale Force (FS). Fig 5-I shows that this is mainly due to AEDC quoting a
low value for their error at altitude.

5.3 ENGINE PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

The errors for the EPP's NRD (referred RPM, either NH or NL), the speed ratio NLQNH, the Engine Pressure
Ratio £PR = P7Q2, the temperature ratio T7Q2, referred airflow WAIRD, referred fuel flow WFRD, referred
net thruit FNRD and referred Specific Fuel Consumption SFCRD, are given in Fig 5-2 for the Target Value
(i.e. about mid-range of the power settings) and for the same conditions as indicated in the previous
section. The Uncertainty Limits are summarized in the table below:

NRD NLQNH P7Q2 T7Q2 WAIRD WFRD FNRD SPCRD)
TC3 .16-.55 .02-.7 .- .7 .3-.6 .6- .8 .4-1.3 .5-1.2 .6-1.7
TC9 .2 -.5 .02-.7 .5-1.1 .3-.6 .8-2.6 .4-1.7 1.6-3.2 Z.i-3.5

TCll .4-.7 .l-.8 .2-.3 .5-.9 .3-.7 .4-1.1 .5-.6 .2

These errors are quoted exclusive of curve shift errors, as these vary with the independent parameter, and
therefore can only be given in combination. In Fig 5-3 the differences in the end results for the ATF's
are compared with two different Uncertainty Intervals determined from the above table. One is the Estimated
Maximum Logical Uncertainty Interval, determined from the sum of the largest value and the largest but
one; this seemed more logical than twice the largest value. The other is the Median; that is the middle
value, which is not influenced by a possible extreme estimate, as would be the average.

Fig 5-3 shows that for Airflow the estimated uncertainties agree very well with the differences actually
found. For SFC the uncertainty estimate seems a bit pessimistic. For three out of four ATF's the Net Thrust
error estimate is very pessimistic; the result for the fourth ATF evidently contains an error, which has
not yet been found. The expected increase with altitude in net thrust error is borne out in practice. This
is not the case with SFC.

6 TEST DATA ANALYSIS

6.1 PREPARATIONS

Test data analysis is not necessarily carried out post-test. To begin with, all computer processing must
be checked out thoroughly before the test, including the application of calibrations and the equations for
calculation of the average flow field values and the performence parameti.rs, 'I, n,-t be checked that the
correct calibrations are applied and possible calibration check points must be monitored. These remarks
seem self-evident, but it is surprising how many errors were found in the end results due to simple over-
sights in these basic matters, especially for a non-standard program. as UETP was to some extent.

6.2 VALIDATION OF SINGLE RESULTS

Usually anomalies in calibration check points and in data compatibility- if more than one scan is used to
average a point- are flagged, and analysed later, unless a drastic error occurs. At RAE(P) the measured
performance parameters were correlated with referred RPM and the RELCF determined on-lint to be able to
repeat a point if an outlier occurs, while engine, facility and instrumentation are still running. Fig 6-1
gives these RELCF values for all ten test conditions; it shows the expected increase with altitude for the
net thrust values and also that for TC 5 the variation is more than the expected value. This TC 5 was run
on different days; plotting the separate points shows that these line up on two curves, which show an
offset at low thrust, probably due to day-to-day variation in the calibration (Fig. 6-2) To show up diffe-
rences not the absolute value is plotted, but the difference with the straight line connecting the end
points of the first curve. It does not matter what reference is taken, as long as it is the same one for
all points to be compared.
The large RELCF for TC 1 could not be traced.
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Post-test calculation of RELCF for the other facilities showed overall large values for CEPr. It transpired
that in this case shorter stabilisation times were used for the engine. Fig 6-3 shows that not only the
scatter between points is larger, but that marked differences occur between the first and second data
scan, with an overall offset. This was not expected, as the engine power setting was deliberately chosen
to alternate between approach from below and from above. The differences were not correlated with this
approach direction.

6.3 VALIDATION USING FEDUNDANT INFORMATION

It has been mentioned before that comparison of results from the different test conditions is often possi-
ble in referred form. This can be done within the facility. For thrust it must be taken into account that
referred values for different intake pressure (simulated altitude) may decrease with intake pressure due
to Reynold's effect. A similar result would obtain, however, if there is a constant absolute error in the
thrust indication. For the case of UETP, where intake pressure differed by a factor four, a 1% error at
high intake pressure then results in a 4% error at altitude, with a systematic variation in-between. To
determine whether this is Reynold's effect or measuring error, the thrust coefficient can be calculated.

CG = measured thrust / calculated thrust
in which the gross thrust is measured with the test stand, corrected for inlet momentum, and calculated
from the total pressure in the jet pipe. This value is practically independent of Reynold's effect; any
systematic variation therefore indicates a measuring error.
Most performance parameters can be correlated against dioverent independent variables; measuring accuracy
and curve shift effect will determine the preferrable correlation with the least scatter. Fig 6-4 shows a
number of possibilities in a schematic of data flow. Some values could be calculated which should be
constant for the relevant engine, (at least part-range) like the turbine flow function, or show only small
variation (like CG), thereby eliminating the curve shift effect.

6.4 VALIDATION BETWEEN FACILITIES

A useful exercise to compare data from different facilities is to collect them in a data envelope. The
shape of this envelope does not reflect the data accuracy. It must not be confused with the confidence
limit, which is narrow where a lot of data is available and wide if there is little data, while the shape
of the data envelope is the opposite. However if the envelope shrinks with the use of another independent
parameter, this is definitely an indication of better accuracy. Fig 6-5 shows that for each test condition
the points correlate well (RELCF =.15 to .35%) but that between test conditions a random spread exists.
For a single facility the bandwidth of 1.4% of thrust coefficient vs NPR based on total pressure shrinks
to 1.0% if static pressure is used. Also the overall picture for all facilities improves and test conditi-
ons with deviating accuracy can be indicated. This is for instance the case with TC 9 at CEPr where an
instrument failure occurred and the less accurate back-up instrument had to be used (Fig. 6-6 and 6-7)
Reading the results at one value of the independent parameter, the confidence limit of the average value
can be calculated. For the above case with bandwidth 1.4% the standard deviation of CG values is RMS
.48% The degrees of freedom number 9, resulting in tg5 = 2.26 and

SE = t95 * RMS / SORT n = .37
If the average values from different facilities differ mo. than this Standard Error, both groups do not
belong to the same population, i.e. there are bias elements at work. In this way data can be judged without
pre-test estimates for the accuracy, although of course analysis requires detailea estimates to be rble to
find a likely culprit.

The Conclusions, References, tables and figures will all be found in AG-307 or AR-248, as listed below.

LS- 169 AG- 307

Conclusions = p-18
References = p-l9

Table 3-1 - Table 3-lA ; p-
2
0

Table 3-2 = Table 5-'A and 5-1B ; p-27

Fig 3-1 = Fig 3.1 ; p-
3
4

Fig 4-1 = Fig 4.1 ; p-34

Fig 4-2 = Fig 6.2 ; p-3
7

Fig 5-I = Fig 5.4 ; p-36
Fig 5-2 = Fig 5.5 ; p-3
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Fig 5-3 - Fig 6.7 ; p-39
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SUMMARY

The design of the experiment for the AGARD PEP Uniform Engine Test Program was a highly successfu!
effort. The plan and organization for this program included contemporary recording of lessors learned regardinri
improvements to the design of the UETP experiment.

Nine major lessons learned were identified which provide the opportunity for improvements in the design of
experiments for future programs having a scope and complexity similar to the UETP. These lessons learned were
spread across the seven key technical elements of the experiment as follows:

ELEMENT LESSON LEARNED

Test Article Validated Engine Math Model
Matrix of Variables Engine Performance Tracking
Experimental Measurements Referee Tailpipe Measurements

Engine Inlet Turbulence
Test Method Compressor Inlel Flow Distortion

Engine Thermal Stabilization
Test Data Processing Lapse Characteristics for Engine Performance

Measurement Uncertainty Defined Measurement Process
Reporting Data Comparison Strategies

In addition, one lesson learned related to the management of major, round-robin programs.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NRCC National Research Council of Canada

RAE(P) Royal Aerospace Establishment Pyestock

UETP AGARD-PEP Uniform Engine Test Program

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The UETP was a pioneering effort in the design of the experiment for this major, multi-national t,- at program.
The experiment was designed to provide information which could be used to quantity the similarities and
differences in performance measurement capabilities of various turbine engine test facilities located within the
NATO countries. As with any engineering undertaking of this magnitude, there is much to be learned from a
critical examination of the strengths and weaknesses of the engineering processes used in the conduct of this
program. This lecture focuses on the design of the UETP experiment. Subsequent lectures in this series will
focus on other aspects of this program.

The learning opportunities in the UETP were especially large in area of design of experiments because no
existing publications which defined experiments of the scope and complexity of the UETP could be located.
Therefore, this design effort did not have a documented information base to serve as a starting point for the
evolution of the design.

To take full advantage of this unique opportunity to advance the state of the art of design of experiments, the
chairman of AGARD-PEP Working Group 15 established a plan for contemporary recording of the "lessons
learned," i.e., what worked well and what needed improvement, during this effort. This plan was in effect from very
near the beginning of the UETP to its completion.

All aspects of this design are documented in Ref. 1. Those areas of the design needing improvement were
noted as they were discovered in tho course of the planning, testing, analysis, and reporting phases of the UETP.
This lecture focuses only on these improvement areas, and as such, it provides a compilation of those "lessons
learned." This compilation, when used in conjunction wVh Ref. 1, provides a basis for improved design of future
experiments having the scope and complexity of the UETP.
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The seven major elements or building blocks of the UETP experiment are (Ref. Section 1.0 - Lecture 2):

1. Selection of Test Articles
2. Specification of Matrix Variables
3. Identification of Experimental Measurements
4. Definition of Test Methodology
5. Specification of Test Data Processing
6. Definition of Measurement Uncertainty
7. Content of Reports

This UETP lessons learned discussion will include an eighth element, as follows:

8. Management of Round-Robin Experiments

The details of the UETP experiment are documented in Ref. 1. Summaries of many of the strengths of the
design of this eyperiment and of the improvements needed are included in Section 19 of Ret. 2.

2.0 IMPROVEMENTS IN DESIGN OF UETP EXPERIMENT

The lessons learned relative to needed improvements in the UETP experiments are discussed for all seven
major technical elements and for one program management element in the following sections. Items which are not
discussed in the following sections generally met the needs and objectives of the UETP in a satisfactory manner.

At the conclusion of each section, a subjective assessment is provided of the importance of each
improvement to the success of a future application similar to the UETP. The importance levels used are (1)
desirable, (2) necessary, and (3) mandatory where "desirable" connotes only small gains in the quality of the
experimental results and "mandatory" indicates that the program results will be severely compromised unless the
improvement is incorporated. Some of these assessments are strongly influenced by the basic characteristics of
the test engine and power control system as noted in each section.

2.1 Selection of Test Article

Availability of a validated mathematical model of the steady-state performance of the engine was not
identified as a requirement of the UETP engine selection process (Section 3-Ref. 2). In fact, no such model
existed for the selected J57-PW-19W. The key requirement is for a "validated" code. Several models for similar
J57 engines did exist, but none had been validated to establish the quantitative relationship between the model
performance and the actual engine performance at the means and extremes of the populations of production and
overhauled engines within the ranges of the UETP test conditions.

As was learned during the analysis phase of the program, the diagnostics of some of the observed
differences in engine performance between facilities (e.g., etlect of unptanned variations in ram pressure ratio and
engine inlet temperature) were not possible because no validated engine math model was available. Further, in
some cases where the diagnosis could be made, the lack of an engine model reduced the confidence in the
results. In one very important area, i.e., comparison of altitude test facility performance and ground-level test
facility performance, the lack of a model increased the uncertainty of the comparative results.

The availability of a validated math model of the engine should be a primary requirement in future engine
selections. This new requirement ranges from "desirable" for an engine and control system having configuration
and logic similar to the J57 up to "mandatory" for engines and control systems using multiple variable geometries
and control logics.

The lesson learned relative to "Validated Engine Math Model" is summarized in Fig. 1.

2.2 Matrix of Variables

The General Test Plan (Ref. 1) required that engine performance changes during the lifetime of the UETP be
established by conducting the first tests and the last tests in the same test facility and measuring the overall
change in performance. This plan was later revised to include bookkeeping engine performance changes that
occurred at each facility. This bookkeeping was accomplished by having each facility conduct a repeat test at the
-ompletion of testing at the same test conditions as were used at the start of its test program. Neither of these
approaches was successlul because the engine performance changes were smaller than the errors of the facility
measurement systems. Finally, during the analysis phase of the program a third method was developed. This
method was based on the referee diagnostic measurements (Section 2.3 - Lecture 2) at operating conditions which
minimized the precision errors (Section 11. -Ref 2).

As was learned during this analysis effort, the selected methods of tracking changes in engine performance
witl time were very labor intensive and yielded results with poor precision.

In future test programs, a portion of the test matrix at each facility should be dedicated to tracking engine
performance. Referee measurement systems, not just referee sensors, should be used for such tracking. Finally,
the test conditions should be selected to provide minimum precision of measurements. This improved approach
ranges from "necessary" for an engine and control system similar to the J-57 up to "mandatory" for self-adaptive
engine control systems.

The lesson learned relative to "Engine Performance Tracking" is summarized in Fig. 1.

2.3 Experimental Measurements

Difficulties in obtaining accurate values of tailpipe referee conditions (especially total pressure) were
anticipated during the UETP planning. The test engines were modified and special instrumentation arraa were
installed in an attempt to obtain reliable tailpipe measurements (Section 4 - Ref. 2). The degree of diculty in
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making these measurements was, however, underestimated, and unreliable measurements of tailpipe total
pressure resulted. (Section 14.3 and 18.2.2-Ref.2).

In future programs, additional analysis and/or experiments should be conducted before the official testing
begins to confirm that the tailpipe sensors exhibit little or no sensitivity to small changes in engine operating
conditions. Installation of flow-mixing devices or flow-straightening systems upstream of the measurement planes
might be required to achieve the desired insensitivity to changes in engine operation. An improved design is
"necessary" for all configurations.

The lesson learned relative to "Referee Tailpipe Measurements" is summarized in Fig. 2.

Characterization of the turbulence in the engine inlet airflow at each test installation was a requirement for the
UETP (Section 4-Ref. 2). However, the referee instrumentation requirements and the data processing
requirements were inadequate, and a usable characterization of turbulence at each facility was not obtained
(Section 12.2-Ref. 2).

An improved approach to characterize engine inlet turbulence should be developed for future programs.
These improvements are rated as "desirable" for all configurations.

The lesson learned relative to "Engine Inlet Turbulence" is summarized in Fig. 2.

2.4 Test Methodology

Different approaches were used by the various agencies to design the aerodynamics of the air supply
systems upstream of the facility/engine inlet interface. As a result a wide range of inlet distortion (total pressure
profiles) was produced at the compressor inlet (Section 12 and 17 - Ref. 2).

For future programs improved definition of the aerodynamic conditions at the facility/engine inlet interface is
warranted. Improved definition of compressor inlet flow distortion limits is evaluated as "necessary" for all
configurations.

The lesson learned relative to "Compressor Inlet Flow Distortion" is summarized in Fig. 3.

Rather simple elapsed time criteria were specified in the General Test Plan (Section 8.4-Ref. 1) to provide for
thermal stabilization of the engine and test facility before steady-state data were acquired. The prescribed
approach was validated during the first test entry at NASA and was reverified at RAE(P) and NRCC (Section 12-
Ref. 2). However, thermal nonequilibrium effects were present in some data (Section 18.2.1 and 18.2.2 - Ref. 2).

An improved specification of test stabilization criteria is needed for future test programs. This improvement
ranges from "necessary" for an engine and control system similar to the J-57 up to "mandatory" for engine
controls employing closed-loop engine temperature control.

The lesson learned relative to "Engine Thermal Stabilization" is summarized in Fig. 3.

2.5 Test Data Processing

The General Test Plan (Ref.1) required that the measured engine performance be corrected (referred) to the
desired test conditions using the traditional performance generalization parameters. These techniques did not
provide the desired level of precision because of the basic limitations of the method (Section 16-Ref. 2).

For future test programs, validated values of the influence coefficients for the effects of inlet temperature
(temperature lapse) and ram pressure ratio should be specified for the adjustment of test data to desired
conditions. These validated values can be obtained from measured data or from validated engine math models.
This improved specification ranges from "necessary" for an engine and control system similar to the J57 up to"mandatory" for a multi-variable engine and control system.

The lesson learned relative to "Lapse Characteristics for Engine Performance" is summarized in Fig. 4.

2.6 MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY

Initial efforts to determine the measurement uncertainty at each test agency revealed that the definition of the
methodology specified in the General Test Plan (Ref. 1) was incomplete. A special sub-group was formed to
complete the definition of the methodology (Lecture 7 and Ref. 3). The sub-group completed this work on a timely
basis; the most important contributions were in the areas of the elemental error audit and the Defined
Measurement Processes (DMP). The DMP encompasses the overall procedure, including calibration, etc., to
arrive at a desired test result using a specified installation (Ref 3).

An improved specification of the methodology to be used to estimate pretest measurement uncertainties and
to determine posttest measurement uncertainties is needed for future programs. The improvements should be
focused in the areas of elemental error audits and Defined Measurement Processes. The improved specification
is rated as "necessary" for all configurations.

The lesson learned relative to "Defined Measurement Process" is summarized in Fig. 4.

2.7 REPORTING

The data comparison strategies to be used for UETP were not identified in the General Test Plan (Ref. 1).
Rather, these strategies were evolved during the analysis phase of the program. This evolution was very labor
intensive and substantially prolonged the analysis effort.

For future programs, a predetermined plan for data comparison should be Wrporated into the design of the
experiment. This improvement in the design of the experiment is rated as "desirable for all configurations.
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The lesson learned relative to "Data Comparison Strategies" is summarized in Fig. 5.

2.8 Management of Round-Robin Experiments

Throughout the lifetime of AGARD-PEP Working Group 15, all decisions were made and all directions were
established during plenary sessions of the Working Group. This conservative management style was completely
appropriate for the UETP because of the uniqueness of this program.

Building on the foundation provided by the UETP, future programs could be managed more efficiently if the
Working Group chartered and empowered an executive steering group to make decisions and provide directions in
defined areas. This smaller group could be more responsive in addressing many technical details. The executive
steering group would provide a double benefit to the program by first providing more timely decisions/directions in
designated areas, and second, by reducing the detailed technical workload at the plenary sessions, thus permitting
the full Working Group to address more effectively malor programmatic matters. This management change is
"desirable" for all programs having the scope and complexity and, now, the maturity of the UETP.

The lesson learned relative to "Executive Steering Group" is summarized in Fig.5.
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" TEST ARTICLE: VALIDATED ENGINE MATH MODEL
- UETP EXPERIENCE

(a) INCREASED DIFFICULTY/REDUCED CONFIDENCE -DIAGNOSTICS OF INTERFACILITY AS
(b) INCREASED UNCERTAINTY - COMPARISON OF ATF'S AND GLTFS

LESSON LEARNED
INCLUDE ENGINE MATH MODEL AS PRIMARY REQUIREMENT IN ENGINE SELECTION

- APPLICATION:
DESIRABLE - SIMPLE ENGINE /CONTROL
MANDATOR - MULTI-VARIABLE ENGINE/CONTROL

" MATRIX OF VARIABLES: ENGINE PERFORMANCE TRACKING
- UETP EXPERIENCE

LABOR INTENSIVE, POOR PRECISION - ENGINE PERFORMANCE TRACKING
- LESSONS LEARNED

REQUIRE TEST MATRIX AT EACH FACILITY - USE REFEREE MEAS. SYS.
- APPLICATION:

N - SIMPLE ENGINECONTROL
MANDATOB - SELF-ADAPTIVE ENGINE CONTROL

Figure 1. Lessons learned, test article and matrix of variables.

" EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS: REFEREE TAILPIPE MEASUREMENTS
- UETP EXPERIENCE

UNRELIABLE MEASUREMENT OF TAILPIPE REFEREE CONDITIONS
- LESSON LEARNED

SELECT REFEREE TAILPIPE SENSORS WITH REDUCED SENSITIVITY
- APPLICATION:

NEESSARY - ALL CONFIGURATIONS

" EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS: ENGINE INLET TURBULENCE
- UETP EXPERIENCE

INADEQUATE CHARACTERIZATION - ENGINE INLET DYNAMIC PRESSURE
- LESSON LEARNED

IMPROVE SPECIFICATION OF DYNAMIC MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS
- APPLICATION:

DRLIRBLE - ALL CONFIGURATIONS

Figure 2. Lessons learned, experimental measurements.
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TEST METHOD (INSTALLATION): COMPRESSOR INLET FLOW DISTORTION
- UETP EXPERIENCE

WIDE RANGE OF INLET FLOW DISTORTION
- LESSON LEARNED

IMPROVE DEFINITION OF AERODYNAMIC CONDITIONS AT ENGINE INLET/INTERFACE
- APPLICATION:

NECES - ALL CONFIGURATIONS

TEST METHOD (OPERATION): ENGINE THERMAL STABILIZATION
- UETP EXPERIENCE

THERMAL NONEOUILIBRIUM EFFECTS PRESENT IN SOME DATA
- LESSON LEARNED

IMPROVE SPECIFICATION OF TEST STABILITY CRITERIA
- APPLICATION:

-ECESSAR SIMPLE ENGINE/CONTROL
MANDATR: CLOSED-LOOP ENGINE TEMPERATURE CONTROL

Figure 3. Lessons learned, test method.

TEST DATA PROCESSING: LAPSE CHARACTERISTIC FOR ENGINE PERFORMANCE
- UETP EXPERIENCE

POOR PRECISION - REFERRED ENGINE PERFORMANCE GENERALIZATION
- LESSON LEARNED

REQUIRE USE OF MEASURED LAPSE CHARACTERISTICS TO ADJUST PERFORMANCE
- APPLICATION:

NECESSAR -SIMPLE ENGINE/CONTROL
MANDATOR - MULTI-VARIABLE ENGINE CONTROL

MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY: DEFINED MEASUREMENT PROCESS 1DMP
- UETP EXPERIENCE

INADEQUATE SPECIFICATION OF DMP, E.G., ELEMENTAL ERROR AUDIT
- LESSON LEARNED

IMPROVE SPECIFICATION OF UNCERTAINTY METHODOLOGY
- APPLICATION:

NECESSARY - ALL CONFIGURATIONS

Figure 4. Lessons learned, test data processing and measurement uncertainty.

" REPORTING: DATA COMPARISON STRATEGIES
- UETP EXPERIENCE

DATA COMPARISON STRATEGIES EVOLVED DURING ANALYSIS
- LESSON LEARNED

INCORPORATE PRE-DETERMINED PLAN FOR DATA COMPARISON
- APPLICATION:

DESIRABLE - ALL CONFIGURATIONS

" PROGRAM MANAGEMENT: EXECUTIVE STEERING GROUP
- UETP EXPERIENCE

DIRECTIONS/DECISIONS BY COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
- LESSON LEARNED

CHARTER AND EMPOWER AN EXECUTIVE STEERING GROUP
- APPLICATION:

DFIRAB E - ALL CONFIGURATIONS

Figure 5. Lessons learned, reporting and program management.il I
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Each test sits benefitted in different ways from participating in the UETP, not least from observing how other
test sites approached the testing, through participating in the Working Group discussions on procedures and
methods of analysis.

A review of the lessons learnt by the participants during the altitude testing of the UETP has been carried out
and a strategy proposed for an improved altitude test capebility. Many of the good practices proposed for a
better test capability are based on experience found to be successful st RAE, Pyestock, in the UK.

I IulmUCTIoM

The objectives, typical results and the technical difficulties experienced in the UETP have been extensively
explained in preceding lectures. By this stage, the reader should have a good grasp of the principles employed
in altitude engine testing and should need no further detailed explanation of the fundamentals. This Paper
will, therefore, explore the major areas of difficulty experienced In the UETP and propose possible solutions
and good practice which should enable future altitude engine tests to have a greater chance of success.

Organisations with different approaches to testing took part in the UETP and therefore the range of lessons
learnt varied from one test facility to the other, everyone teaming something to their advantage. Every test
site was able to measure their facility bias for the first time and cfapare this with their predictions; a
unique opportunity in the international field of turbine engine testing . This section of the Lecture Series
will attempt to simmarise the lessons learnt by all participants and will be complementary to the lessons learnt
during sea-level testing, although some test sites will obviously only be associated with certain of the items
listed. The subjects covered will especialtly be appropriate to altitude turbine engine testing, which has a
different set of probleme to contend with compared with ground-leveL test stands. For example, altitude testing
often entails instrumentation that nst accomodate a much wider range of measurement, in particular pressure,
thrust ad fuel flow. There again, enviroromutel conditions within the altitude test cell can be unfriendly to
delicate instrumentation system. These are the welt known problem, but the iteme listed below should
introduce fresh Insight into the preparation neded in staging turbine engine altitude tests with the objective
of obtaining the best possible results.

2 INLET tLuCTIG

Almost all Gas Turbine Engine Altitude Test Facilities install the engine such that the inlet air flows through
ducting directly into the engine, while the whole assembly is mounted in a test chamber to maintain the
appropriate altitude pressure. This type of arrangement is generally called -connected- testing and enables the
engine flight conditions to be closely controlled by a relatively simple plant layout. An example of a typical
attitude test cell Is shown in Fig I where the layout of RAE(P) Cell 3, the UK test facility used in the UETP,
is depicted. The design of the Inlet ducting needs speciel attention so that It provides the engine under test
with a total pressure profile which is closely related to the flow field the engine would experience in the
actual aircraft installation In flight. At the sam time, the inlet ducting usually Incorporates some method of
determining engine airflow Which is a primry measurement requirement. in addition, some form of control of the
total inlet pressure is provisioned so that the correct flight test condition can be set. An elaborate
instrumentetion array is also usually required to accurately determine the value of mean Inlet total pressure.
Some of this equipment can disturb the flow and produce a distorted pressure profile if care in the design of
the equipment is ignored.

The following advice Is given based on experience gained from the UETP. The inlet ducting design should, where
divergence Is necesesary, keep the divergence angle to a mini"., an Included angle greater then 7*should be
avoidel. If poesible, Instrumentation intru ion in the inlet ducting should be kept to the mlnlum. cnensurste
with the requirements to obtain accurate mean measuremnts. This my initially entail exploratory tests to
Inv ftgate the complexity of the flow field using extensive saling, but this can then probably be reduced for
subequent engine performance tests by careful positioning of a mlni.. instrumentation array. Any flow
distortion unavoidably created by upstream control devices or duct giematries my be attnuted by a coabination
of gauzes ad flow straighteners. The exact location and quantity of these devices can only be determined
experimentally.

3 INI ijii DIFRM WWPLI

The need to use exhaust diffusers In attitude test cells to optimise the pressure recovery in the exhaust duct
so that the exhuster machines are employed efficiently, also neds careful consideration. Since the test
facility net be configured to produce the inim.n secondary airflow so that mnim exhauster energy is used to
achieve a iven altitude, this can Lead to mis-match between engine and exhaust diffuser airftow for god
pressure recovery. It is normat practice to optimism the diffuser geommtry for the maxim e4ine mrfLow
crdition. Fig2 *hw that there is no single Installation configuration which all test facilities adapted.
Therefore, at other flight conditions there Is the possibility of recirculating exhaut flows Which my have an
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impact on the local nozzle envirormantat flow field. Wi1th em engine installations, secondary chokes or
orifice plates my need to be fitted to the exhaust diffuser entry to minimise these effects.

It is recomnded that the flow field In the vicinity of the afterbody/nozzle of the engine is explored by using
a ring of statics to determine the local static pressure. In addition, the provision of surface static pressure
tappings along the engine outer carcase with some statics surrounded by perforated enclosures, 'tea beg
statics-, at the nozzle exit plane will help to determine if pressure gradients are present. Steps can then be
taken to correct for boattsi i forces and pressure ares term in the derivation of engine thrust.

The degree of pressure gradients that can be generated is a function of the geometry of the nozzle/exhaust
diffuser interface. It might therefore be prudent to design the engine Installation so that not only can the
axial distance of the engine be varied with respect to the diffuser entry, but also the size of the diffuser
entry can be varied b the application of chokes and orifice plates. No specific recommendations can be made
because solutions to minimize these effects depend on the Layout and capability of the test cell and air pumping
plant, which varies between facilities.

4 ENGINIE STABILISATION

The UETP General Test plan specified a five minute stabilization period before steady-state performance data
were collected. This time was arrived at after NASA had carried out exploratory tests in their facility to
determine when aero thermodynamic stabilisation was reached. In addition, both RAE(P) and MRCC carried out
investigations of engine settling time during tests in their facilities. Fig 3 shows the result obtained at
test Condition 6 during the RAE(P) tests. During the UETP the CEPr facility tested the engine at altitude and
due to priority requirements did not always adhere to the recm-ndad five minute waiting time. This policy
gave a larger scatter in their data when compared with data obtained at NASA, AEDC and RAE(P).

Based an these experiences it is recommended that any tests on a new type engine in an altitude facility should
be planned to contain a test to determine engine/test plant stbiLisatton times at the earliest opportunity.
Specific recommendations cannot be made since times depend on engine size, cycle temperatures, cell
envirormental conditions, instrumentation response and plant control response. All these factors vary for
different installations and cannot be predicted. However, the test plan should be constructed so that
conditions are explored both in an increasing and decreasing engine power Lever movement and with different
flight conditions. It is appreciated that this my not be possible in early tests, but even if only one test is
carried out with data scans at one minute intervals to determine stabilisation time, then a generous factor can
be applied to the atabitlietion period to account for potentially more difficult conditions.

5 PE3FMt MM EmNO TESTS

In all engine performance tests it Is very important to keep track of engine deterioration and therefore test
progrmms should be planned to enable this element to be measured. The UETP plan was specifically organised to
enable performance retention to be determined by:-

(a) Requesting each participeting altitude test facility repeat at the end of their test series the same
performance teat condition that was set up for their first test. This enabled deterioration during each
altitude test to be determined provided it was larger than the coabination of day-to-day bias plus precision
uncertainty for that particular test facility. The results obtained at RAE(P) for their tests are shown in
Fig 4.

(b) NASA carried out tests on two occasions, at the start and finish of all the altitude tests. This
again enabled engine deterioration to be tracked providing it was larger than the longer term bias and precision
uncerteinty for the NASA test facility.

As concluded arltier in the Lecture Series the UETP perfornce retention was determined to be very good with
negligible deterioration. This was probably due to the combinetion of an engine ruming in- period at IIASA
prior to the start of the UETP and the rugged design of the J57 engine.

Even though the carefully laid out plan of the LETP did not reveal engine deterioration for the reasons outlined
above, it Is recommended that similar practices are applied in all engine altitude tests of this nature so that
engine health can be monitored at all stages. A further recomendation would consist of repeating a single test
condition on a day-to-day beels at a specific engine power setting so that not only Is engine health checked,
but also the data gathering system is checked for Integrity and consistency.

6 UNCERTAINTY ANILTIhS AS A GUIDE TO EASI II T SYSTI DESIG

This Lecture Series has already outlinpd an extensive insight into uncertainty analysis in engine turbine
testing, setting out mthods and results . There Is, however, a spin-off from such methodology which can guide
the test engineers in either selecting or tailoring measurement system to achieve certain objectives or
Indicating ares where measurement Improvement is required. It mist not be forgotten, however, that financial
considerations and pressures of time can also play a major role In the measurement criteria, which my overwhelm
the technical considerations based on uncertainty analysis recomendatlons.

The first step, wel before testing comences, is to specify the degree of accuracy required to identify the
engine porformnce. It Must be remmred that comparatlve tests on developnt engines of the sem type in the
sam test facility using the ame measurement process will attract a Lower uncertainty spread. in this case,
sm bias errors wit be comon and can therefore be discounted. Not st bias errors, however, may be Ignored
since am changes In the complete test set-up are Inevitable, and in any case, inetrimntation drift mt be
accounted.

The measurement process can now be specified, based an the tet criteria, end the uncertainty prediction
analysis carried out. The copleto analysis will reveal whether the specified performance accuracy ill be
achieved. If this accuracy has just been satisfied then no further action will be required. However, If the
specified accuracy has not been achieved the analysis will show where mesuremnt process Improvemants should be
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attempted. These modifications can than be Incorporated in the measurement process and the uncertainty
prediction repeated. This process can be repeated until the test objectives are satisfied. If the accuracy
needs are extensively exceeded it my be possible to relax the complexity of the messuremant process, Is use
sinpler, Lowe coat instrumsnts, and still achieve the objective. ALL these criteria need to be examined before
testing comences, but the application of this quality control should continue during and after testing,
particularly with a post test analysis Which will confirm that the original objectives and estimates ere valid.
The UIETP experience should give confidence in applying those methods used and explained in AS 307, which were
proved to be successfuL.

7 (IN-LIE LYSIS

Altitude engine testing is an expensive operation due to the comined need for complex test plant and the high
energy to achieve the flight conditions. It is therefore important to provide every means of ensuring the
measured data are satisfactory and it has already been stated that good pre-test planning plays an important
rote in this process. However, the need for on-line data analysis and checking is equally important, since this
is the period when the high energy costs are expended. RAE(P) have long ago instituted a thre-stage on-tine
data checking system and other test sites have similer arrangements to ensure good data are obtained.

The RAI(P) system is explained here briefly as an example of good practice:-

The first-stage on-line check following a date scan involves a combination of automatic computer software check%
and manual checking of individual measured parameters. The computer checking Is configured so that measurement
stability is interrogated by mudti-saapltng methods. In addition, outlier detection is apptied to multi-
measured parmeters or pressure and temperature arrays and those measurements detected to be in error are
dleted. Methods are then applied to re-calculate mean pressures or temperatures, etc or re-constitute a
measurement based on Interpolation or extrapolation techniques. Similarly, manual checking procedures are
carried out in parallel, deletions or manipulations implemented and the dots reprocessed.

The second stage on-line checks involve an engineer using a suite of computer programms to check that pressure
and temperature arrays are giving acceptable pressure end temperature profiles, based on past experience or pest
test results. Also aerothermodynamic data derived from test plant measurements should be correlated with pre-
determined established functions, again based an previous experience. These techniques are heavily dapandent on
good graphicsl displays on a series of VWU terminals which can be rapidly multiplexed so that the data can be
checked before the next test scan is required. A typical graphical output examined during this stage at RAECP)
is shown in Fig S.

The third stage on-Line check is carried out by an engine performance engineer, who uses calculated engine
performance parameters to copare against past test results or sea-tevel test results. Fig 6 shows a sampL of
a typicaL graphical output used during this stage, one of twenty four such plots used at RAE(P). Again assist-
ance with these checks is provided by a rapid multiplexed graphical computer software suite with additional
statistical software aids.

Using these checking procedures at each test scan, and also Looking for trends as test conditions progress, has
enabled RAE(P) to provide a test capability which gives high quality data at an economic cost.

a USING NOZZLE COEFFICIENTS FORE PERFOWINACE CNPANINHusS

Nozzle coefficients, both airflow and thrust, were shown to be good parameters to use for performance
comparisons during the UETP. It mist be eephssised that these characteristics are only useful for a fixed
geometry convergent or convergent-divergent nozzle. The uncertainties involved with variable ers nozzles,
which can include subetantial teakge, make thes geometries unsuitable for this type of analysis.

Nozzle coefficients plotted against nozzle pressure ratio are a suitable on-line analysis parmster to check on
thrust and airflow measurement consistency during tests, being very sensitive to small measurement changes er
errors. Figs 7 and 8 show the on-line results of such an analysis for all ten test conditions for the RAS(P)
UETP results. The good collapee of the data Indicates consistent thrust and strflow measurement in this case.

Nozzle coefficients can also be used to check thrust end airflow masurements between different test facilities,
or to determine thrust in flight. Both these procedures are heavily dependent on good nozzle inlet total
pressure end temperature measurements. If it is poseibLe to position pressure and temperature measurement
arrays in the nozzle tailpipe, then a suitable position should be selected where the effects of swirl and
turbine strut wakes are a minim.. it must be reslised that this area within the engine is a harsh envirorment
for measuremsnt probe integrity and therefore failures must be expected. The UETP showed that nozzle tailpipe
static pressure measurement was more rugged than the total pressure probes and was also insensitive to secondary
flows within this region. it is probably advisable to use such a static pressure measurement to determine total
pressure in combination with a tailpipt area and a value for game, than to rely an a total pressure maasurement
array. Even if this technique leads to a bias in nozzle total pressure measurement, because errors can be
introduced both from estimates of ares end the flow assmptions introduced into the calculation, at least it
will be consistent cross ill tests if the same procedre is adopted.

If total pressure and temperature arrays are used then these inetrument arays must be maintained In good
working condition at all test sites if consistency i to be retained.

* Although the UETP included tests on an open sir stand at AKC, Trenton, these tests unfortunately cam too late
to be of "ny reel benefit to be included in the overalL anatysi. However, if nozzle coefficients amr to be
used as thruet end airflow measurement co4paritors, it is reciudme ed that these be determined during an 01n
air stand test on a day with negligible wind velocity. only in this type of test can installation effects be
declared a minimum owl true datum nozzle coefficients determined. Of course, this datus still depends on good

S placement of nozzle entry Instrmentation as indicated earlier
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9 REL FLO EAIMENU T

The UETP ahowed that consistent fuel flow meaursmt across all attitude test sites was difficult to achieve.
The fuel flow meesuremmnt campersons gave differences of the order of 4 to S percent at a high rotor speed, the
Largest differences for any primary perfor ance parameter. The difficulties in fuel flow mesurement arise from
mn considerations. Firstly, there is the wide variation in flows with altitude, typically from 0.1 litre/s to
4.0 litre/s, a ratio of 40:1. Leakage flows in the measurement instruments, whether they be turbine or positive
displacement meters, are a major problem. in addition, where turbine meters are used the fuel viscosity ad
installation has a significant effect on volum flow measurement. The fuel viscosity, in turn, is dependent on
temperature and fuel properties and needs to be determined accurately. Some of these difficulties can be
resolved by calibrating the meters in a high quality test rig over their expected operating range using
grvimtric measurements.

At RAE(P) positive displacement meters are used for steady-state perfornce meesurements of fuel flow. Two
meters ore used in series in the test cell to calculate fuel flow and both meters are calibrated in their
respective positions in the calibration facility. Thes meters are of the sliding vane or reciprocating piston
type, the former giving 2.25 litre/rev and the later 0.5 titre/rev respectively. These are regularly calibrated
in the RAE(P) calibration laboratory, which uses gravioetric measurements. The meters are not sensitive to
installation pipework. Figures 9 and 10 show examples of the RAE(P) calibration methodology and a typical fuel
meter calibration history chart. These meters have been found to give consistent performance over many years
and the UETP confirmed their choice to be based on sound principles.

Other probleme arise in fuel flow measurement, namely the conversion from voluse flow to mass flow and also the
determination of calorific value. The mss flow determination is dependent on a measurement of density, which
in itself can prove difficult. if hand mesurements are taken during a test there is the problem of variability
between different manual readings both of the hydrometer and the temperature measurement. The same problems my
be present in en automatic reading by remote sensing because these devices generally rely on a resonating
cylinder which is sensitive to fuel temsperature.

Fuel calorific value is also a difficult measurement and is not covered by an international standard. Confusion
can arise becamse some agencies use heat per unit mss and others heat per unit weight in air. In these cases
it is important to use the correct fuel density (is mas or weight) for the results to be consistent. The
calorific value used to be determined by bomb calorimeter and so e agencies still use this technique, but others
have adopted the use of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMM) techniques, which employ hydrogen and sulphur content
comined with a multiple regression equation.

All the above remarks have been made to highlight the great care needed in the measurement of fuel flow. It
mat therefore be recamanded that an engine testing agency should give a proportionate effort to providing a
high quality fuel measurement process if specific fuel consumption performance is a prime test objective.

10 TMT 5EASIJENENT CALIERATION CECE S

The ultimate check on any Load measurement system in an altitude test facility is a centre-line pull applied at
the engine centre-line position. There is no doubt that this test provides a great deal of confidence in load
measurement capabilities if performed for a given test facility. Kowever, to plan such a test is very time-
consuming end requires the provision of special frameworks to enable the load to be applied at the appropriate
position. Alternatively, a procedure should be set up to check the Load measurement system on a regular basis
by designing a system to apply loads to the thrust frme at an appropriate position.

Most test sites have some means of applying loads to the measuring load cell and a master load cell
simultaneously, with the engine installed, to provide load cell calibrations. By adopting such a procedure,
thrust calibration history charts or records can be kept to maintain consistency over long periods. Then, if
any anomaty shows up in the charts the Load meesurament system can be investigated for extraneous fixed or
variable loads caused by unscheduled installation factors. These may be the result of additional mass addition
to the thrust frm or additional bridging between the earth md metric parts of the load measurement system.
Fig 11 shows a typical thrust calibration history chart kept at RAE(P). The difference from a nominal load is
plotted at three different toad levels of 25, 50 and 70 kUl and the generally low scatter on these plots
indicates the slope of the load cell has reainsd relatively constant. The changes in the 0 k level indicate
the change in zero toed during either an engine installation, as instrumentation, etc is added or the change
from one engine installation to the next. The detail is to some extent unimportant in this figure, but it does
dInstrate the good practice of maintaining calibration histories, which increase confidence in the measuremnt
procem capability.

11 CONCLIN;ir

The Uniform Engine Test Progrmm provided a unique opportunity for aero engine test facilities in Europe nd
North America to evaluate their test procedures and methods of analysis by testing the se engines over an
agreed range of operating conditions. Each test sits benefited in different wsys from participating in the
IETP, not least from observing how other test sites approached the testing, through participating in working
group discussions on procedures and methods of analysls. The encouraging results of the UETP, giving bias
errors within prediction and precision errors of not greeter than 0.3 percent are highly creditable and a good
reflection on the test procedures used in the test facilities.

The UETP involved the Pratt A Whitney, JS7 two-spoot turbojet which is not representative of more advanced
military turbofan engines now under development. Turbofan engines are likely to be more sensitive to
Installation effects such as exhaust nozzle to diffuser spacing, Inlet pressure profile and Reynolde Number.
Test facilities my need to pay greater attention to these factors in any future joint test progralm. It is
expected that thes Item highlighted in this lecture together with the good practice guidance mill help to
improve the procedures of all test facilities.
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MM ED j

NASA PSL3 1016 660 1.85 1.20
A'C T2 1700 250 3.09 0.45
CEPr R6 1800 580 3.27 1.05
RAE(P) Cell 3 2134 1412 3.88 2.57,

NRCC Cell 5 838 457 1.52 0.83
CEPr TO 1930 650 3.51 1.18

TUAF 1830 1500 3.33 2.73
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Fig. 2 Comparison of inlet and exhaust geometries -
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Fig 3A Fuel flow and thrust during stabilisation time
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Flow Calibration
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EXPERIENCE IN DEVELOPING AN IMPROVED
GROUND-LEVEL TEST CAPABILITY

by
D.M. Rudnktski
Section Heed

Engine Laboratory
National Research Council Canada

Ottawa, Ont KtA OAlS
CANADA

SUMMARY

Enclosed ground-level cell engine testing requires a thorough understanding of engine and test cell aerodynamic interaction to ensure
accurate and repeatable engine performance evaluation. The key elements of cell design have been identified and design considerations
outlined. Some exaple of practices employed at NRCC have been listed, a number of them directly reflecting experience gained from
the UETP.

1 INTRODUCTION

Two major classes of engine teat facilities were used in the UETP, altitude or direct connect. and the ground-level test cell. Of the two,
only the alitude facility can simulate the complete altitude - Mach number envelope that an engine could experience in service. Ground-level
cells are relegated to operate under prevailing environmental conditions of pressure, temperature and humidity. Despite this limitation, the
ground-level bed still serves as a cost effective tool at the production, post-overhaul, and research and development level.

One of the objectives In the UETP was to compare engine performance obtained in each cls of facility, and rationalize any observed
differences. A difficulty encountered in the comparison was the Inability of the altitude faciitles, except one, to operate at the same
environmental test conditions as the ground-level calls. Correctlonstothese data using relatively simple normalization equations were shown
to be quite limited In application, end hence Introduced additional bias errors.

There were other instances of uncertainties that only became evident during the proces of data comparison and rationalization. This
section of the Lecture Series will address some of the essontial points to consider for determining engine performance in ground-lave! test
cells. A number of common Issues have aIready been identified In the previous lecture on altitude teat capability, and will therefore not be
repeated. In the sections that follow, three topic areas wilt be dilscused. tat cell design considerationa, performance measurements and
performance calculations.

2 GROUND-LEVEL CELL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Ground-level cells can be sub-divided into two groups, the outdoo stand, and the Indoor or enclosed teat cell, Of the two, the outdoor
stand Is less common, although t provides the best possible datum to which the 'atfcda' situation of enclosed tot cels, both ses-level
and altiltude, can be compared. In a 'no-wind' condition, the scale force measurement Ie a direct reading of gross thrust at the given
temperature and pressure. its major limitation Is that it il subject to the amblent environment. data quality being strongly affected by wind
strength end directio humidity, and precipitation. Another drawback le the lack of acoustic attenuation at both the Inlet and exhaust which
is the major reason for bringing an engine indoors.

While acoustically beneficial, the 'raison d'4tro' for being outdoom, a uniform stec pressure field with no approach momentum, is lost
Call aerodynami sle ts, created by th Interaction of the ongine with the Inlet tes chamber, and exhaust collector, to sorte degree after
the preesure field and Introduce an Inlot momntum term that must be accounted for.

Several docuans on design conslderations for enclosed teat faclliles have been produced. and excerpts from two of theas (Of. 3.
4) are reprinted with permIlson.

Common aerodynamic tle call problems such as Inlet pressure and temp rature dltortion and airlow reciroulation can contribute
to uncerta nty about engine performance measurements. In an uctreme case, the engine Intl airdlow distortion can result In compressor
stall and cause vere -no de-ige.

The prlnclpsi mponets of the tst call system are the Ie plenum, the engine te chamber and the exaust section. Each must
be desined for It Individual function and for It compatlbilty with the others, with rspect to serolhermodynamc and acoustic performance.
The design oneeptfr lNrge turbolan end sttrburnling ttrbojl nghs Is shown In Figure I -The major elements of the call and Its features
are discussed In the fMtng ecions.f

2.1 InW Plenum

The prinay function of the Inlet plenum l to deliver elsn and adequate Oath In quafty and quantity) irflow to the test chamber.
The inle plenum should be designed to provide stable Inlet flow upstream the engine InWet and to elfmnate problems caused by physical
and nvironmena oonditkon. me Intke mai be eithw horizontal or vertical with turning vanes, but must allow hor coil operation
independent of otl-sde wind dlrecion and megnlllude so Oh' toda an be onducted without unnecessary restrictions due to weather.

The inil flow mus be waded to Isolate lhe varledone In the ouside suld to euce tst cal dkstort1on. Lose In the Inlet stem will be

refleted In eell depression. Common Inl pisnum acesed" Inlude scren honeycomb. tumnng vane (for vertical InletsI. silencer .1bdfl andposiblyMom
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In the UETP, only one faclty had a vertical Inlt lined with acoustic baffles. There were neither turning vanes nor flow tralighteners ,
and the proxiny o the en bellmouth to the vertical nat Is thoughtto have Introduced flow distortion. to the engine lac ftdng engine
performance. As Individual pressure measurements were not recorded, ther Is no definitive proof of ths apeculation.

2.2 Teat Chamber

A teat chamber Includes the engine thrust frame, and cell supporting equipment, such as lift platforms, ladders, engine monorsila, end
so on. Careful uantwion must be paid to the deslgn of the teat chamber to minimize or eliminate projection* In the flow field which effec
portions of the flow which enters the engine. Such projection. can caume wake. and diatortions In the betlmouth and produce unacceptable
variations in engine performance. In addition, coneideration should be given to thcee aspects of the tet chamber deelgn which effect the
airflow in the viciniy of the engine to ensure that air is not recirculating and relneed by th engine. Reingeation of cell flow can produce
temperature distortions in the compreaor and adorely e performnece. Also, teat chamber recirculation can reduce the accuracy of
thrust correction meaaurements.

An important factor in teat ection design is the geometric ratio of engine diameter to the croea-sectlonal area of the cell. Another
significant design consideration ia the bypass ratio, which i defined as the ratio of the secondary air flowing past the engine to the airflow
entering the engine Inlet. Both the bypasa ratio and the aea ratio have a direct influence on the velocity of the air bypassing the engine,
which should preferably be les than 10 m/s (Ref. 5). To meet this requirement, the maximum engine size for a given test section may be
approximated by:

12 * A.,
We ( 1)

where We - maximum engine alow (kis)

-ee t section flow area (M2 )

a - bypassreD

High bypase air velocities cause a reduction In atato preeure aong the engine length, resuling In force. that would not occur In open.
air testing. Thee preeuree atng on the engine will ater the meesured thrust by producing adal buoyancy forcee. The major eofecto
these buoyacy force. Is generally new the exhaut end of the engine whm the secondary flow velocitis we high. If the flow velocity In
the ea section Ia signlficant, tlilpIpe ambient pressure will be reduced relative to the engine Inlet presaure. The result Is equivalent to the
engine operating with an apparent forward velocity, and at a slightly higher altitude. The use of a high lose protective acreen In front of the
engine may lower the Inlet presaure to the engine even further.

Flow along the le section wall experIence. a rapid acceleration as it approache. the engine bellmouth, since the flow captured by
the engine he. a croeaaectionel aet larger than the engine Itself. Boundary layer enslyle (Ref. 8) Indicate. that flow along the wan
separate. for all cell bypass ratie. The separation location move. downatream as the bypass ratio Increase.. For high bypass ratoe, the
separation point move. downstream of the bellmouth entry plane, which wll prevent vortex Ingestion. For low bypasa ratice, the flow
separation point move. upstrearn of the bellmouth inlet, which may lead to vortex formation. Kaepng the separation point at or behind the
bellmouth Inlet should reduce vortex formation.

Temperure dIsoron, generally caused by teat cell flow recirculation, will adversely affect compreasor performance Similar to velocity
distortion. Engine performance Ia strongly dependent on Inlet temperature, hence location erors In temperature measurement caused by
exhaust gas recirculton les a poeeibity. Such could be the cass sceen mounted thermocouples re used. In addition to temperature
distortion, cell recirculatlon cm cause the engine external body force. to fluctuate which will reduce engine thrust measurement accuracy.

2.3 Exhaust System

Probably the gresd Impact on eng"ine performance In the design of the exhauat systo. The exhaust system not only control the
amount of secondary airflow in the cell, but it also controls the b k pressure on th engine, the sound beorptmn. and the production of
exhaust pollution. Most modem engine testing fclictitee e an augmentor tube to capture the engine exhaust gas and Induce secondary

flow throughthe cell. The exud sle directed Io the augmentor tube. through a diffuser, and then expelled Into the atmophere. The
augmentor tube ale In combination with the engine exhaust momentum to form an ejector, which eonrane ool secondary ak from the te
ca. In the pas, augmentor design was basically an an and teat facility people had only quantified some of the parameters concerning
ejector performance (R. 7).

The secondley or bypass flow is important for cooling the erdeor of is turbine casing and the exhast duct of the engne, as well
a the exhaust ls r and the augmentor tube Itsef. It i preferable to use an augmentor tube that has a collector which can be moved
relative to the engine dent plane. and a varity of Insert bes. to dy lhe flow wee le typ of deeign llowe eadr control over the
airflow pumping requlremnlei, noise, and local lo preesure at he jet ncie udt plane, Mue InporWlt, the quantity of secondary air
entralned Is oncca for proper gine tming. To me secondary Wr elw reckculeon of hedut gos wihin the cel, result ng In
overheating of the ene component and the augmenter tube. Too much secondary sIr couee eoeeeive stato pressure gradients
btwea the ngIne Init and exhaust plane. which require large corrections to the measured thrust. However.sufllentaecondwyaIr must
be entraned to lower the kinetic enrgy of the ehaust, to alow ith silencing equipment to perform properly. Turboan engines. for example.
lend to overpump te -syste and the sugmentor tube must be modilled to al to theount of entralned air.
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The major delign el meft of an mgmentor tube include the nzleugmsrdr dameter redo. the Inlet configuration, t. "In
aiflow, te spaong been te engine nozzle and augmentr tub end the engine exhaust temnperture. Each of the pammeter will have
en effect on the cell bypes ratio, the total cel airflow, and the prsure, temperature, mnd velocity profi lee In the aumend tube.

The collector to engine nozzle diame ratio Is ea very Irrt-otMl perameter In the augmentor design. The bypass ratio decrease with
decreasing diameter rdo because of t. reduced secondary flow aea (Ral. 8). As the diameter ratio Increases. to entrance loes become
less Important because ft. secondsy si enters the augmentor tube in a more ma" direction. A converging-dlverging engine nozzle will
reduce the bypase raido because of the Increased secondary flow blockage from the diverging nozzle flow, and because of the decreased
diameter rafo from a modulating nozzle.

An example of the et~ed of nozzle to collector size is shown as Figure 2 (Ref. 8) based on 1/12 scale model experiments of the NRCC
No. 5 to col. Nozzle pressure ratio end nozzle to collector spacing were held constant while varying collector diameter for a given nozzle
size. For a given nozzle size (relative to the test cell cross-section), the entrainment ratio varies imost linealy to a maximum value and
then drops off.

The spacing betwen the engine nozzle and augmentor tube has les Influence on the secondary airflow. The bypass ratio increases
slightly with spacing because of reduced blockage of the nozzle and ten decreases because of inwread flow blockage of the spreading
exhaust plums (F. 7). More importnlWy. the spacing effects the saltic pressure field at the nozzle ex, which Ideally should be the seine
a the static pressure field wound the engine. Increasing the spacing causes an icrease In the noise produced within the cell, because
of the gr M shew *a between the Jet exhaust strtam and the low-velocity eondary sir.

The ground4evel facilities In the UETP had a diameter ratio 7anging from 1.5 to 3.5 *nd nozzle spacings from 0.8 to 2.7 (Figure 3).
It can be reasonably expected that the pressure field around the nozzle varied for each Installation and had a direct influence on the thrust
accounting equations. This effect for the NRCC facility will be discussed In a later sectaon.

The secondary cell bypass flow is also a function of the engine exhsaust temperature. The cell bypass ratio varlee approximately as
the square root of the ratio of the exhaust total temperature to the engine Inlet total temperature (Ref. 8). Military engines, because of their
inherently higher exhaust plume temperatures. Induce higher bypass raios.

2.4 Summary of Design Considerations

The effects of encleed teat cel on engine performance am primarily erodynamio. Before embarking on new cell designs or
modifications to existing facilities It le bet to construct a scaf model of approximately 1/12 size a evaluate indivdual cll components
for their effects on the total system. The key areas for evaluation ae shown as Figure 4 (RFM. 9).

3 Performance Measurements

Engine performance In s ground-level cell is generally defined as thrust, fuel fow, and to a lesser degree alrflow. In an altitude fcillity.
airflow is required for the definition of thrust. whereas in a ground-level cel this le normally not the case. The exception is i the installation
incoq)Nrrt a deoupled belmouth, and the bellmouth forces are not transmitted to the thrust stand. For this situation, the thrust accounting
procedures become simllar to those employed for altitude facilitles, and engine airflow must be determined.

In this section, sIflow and fuel measurements will be briefly dlscussed, but thrust will be dealt with more rigorously.

3.1 Airflow

Airflow Is in most cases obtained through the use of smoodh-pproach oriflces conforming to ASME standards. Measurements of
preseure. temperature nd ate a the throat of t. aIr meWr are required for the celcultion. The aIr metr Itel has to be calibrated against
another standard, or by carefully traversing the throat with pilot probes and eseblishing a flow coefficient The accuracy and repeetability
of this device may be effected by flow distortion or turbulence approaching the engine.

Thes ae two cautions that must be observed when using an airmeter of tle type. One I the assumption of uniform static pressure
across the measurement plane, and the other Is the high measuremrent preclelon required in what Is a relatively low Mach no. flow field.
Uniformity of stan pressure must be confirmed by travering te measurement plane, and alao ensuring that no flow distortions from
upstream disturbances ae present The low Mach no. Inhetrn In the measurement plane can be increased by loclly, reducing the ara•
followed by a diffuser to the engine lace. Diffusers do thicken up the boundary layer and may aier engine performance.

In the UETP. NRCC and TUAF had low Mach no. dilrecty coupled alrmeters, while CEPr had a necked-down sirmeter, followed by a
diffuser which wee decoupled from the thrust stnd (Figure 5 from Roft 2. Inhteritly, the CEPr akmebtr should have provided the moot
consistent and accurt resul, which proved to be ft cee (Section 18.3.3 of Ref. 2). NRCC had difficuitles In estsblishing a flow
coefficient because of a double accounfing of the boundary layer growth. TUAF airflow measurements am believed to have suffered from
inflow distortion effect, but as the pitot probes data were not Individually recorded, it Is only speculative.

3.2 Fuel Flow

The most commonly used system to measure fuel flow Is a volumetric turbine type device coupled to a variable time bee digital
readout instrument. The enesors, at least two in eries, when Installed with flow strailghtenars up..Lream a downstream, am accurate and
reliable. Fuel density and viscosity re calculated from temperaturs measured af teo meters. I wide range of flow is requIred, as In the
case of efterbuming engines, a muti.Menfol fuel system should be installed no the fuel inlet to the engine. With time, bewing wear will
degrade the aocureoy of the mwee end Introduce nonlneaidlee in the lowIfow range. Foetle reason, periodlo calbraft ar necse .
A typical calbratIon b shown n Figure l. The eqred input wm frequenoy and iscosty Pemperstur dependnq; with the output the
so called WC factor. Actua fuel specific gravity, at the fue temperature, and the frequency we combined to produce actual gravimetric fuel
flow.

. I
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Note from Figure 6 that when operated In the linew range the value of viesaosty Is not very knpoftui Only iN the meter were
incorrectly' operated In the non &in ker f lo w range, would vioaoy be signiliant

Positive dilaen ment s wer used by one alitude fecty In the UETP. Whether poltive displacement or turbine type, correctlons
must be made for spea graty end lower heating value. Volumetrio meters should both be calibrstd using a fluid of similar viscosity
and specific gravlty to jet ful but the ffed of non-compllance would be much less for postve displacement mters.

The mthd of calibration, whether volumetric or gravimetric can also Introduce errom s was discussed In sn ei lecture. In a
controlled 'round-robin' est of calibration facilities, It was shown that the spread In results was up to 0.5%, with a demonstrated bias of at
least 0.2% between volume end gravimneric calibrators (Figure 7)1

In the UETP. there was quits large fer In the rsoults, and although the reference meters were the primary basis of comrpanson,
operational diitfcultie In some faclile rendered these dae unusable.

3.3 Scale Force Measurement

The system mot cmmonly used to measure the thrust ofa lwuoblt or tutbofan ullites stran gauge type lad calls. They may be
mounted near the front or at the rwr of the thrust stand In comprealort or tension. The forward I cation is preferred to reduce the possibility
of errors due to thermal radiation from the engine exhaust. The thust measuring system should be designed to minimize ta loading of
the load cet due to temperature gradients In the structure and/or calibration In a dlfrent horizontal plane then the thrust loading.

Stand stiffess, spring rate, and hysteresis have to be accounted for as there may be measurable deflections of the thrust cell relative
to the ground reference. Squeezing ft thrust cell with a reference load cell In the plane of the measurement el could conceivably calibrate
the overall system on a routine basi . However, because the engine thrust vector is some distance above the load cell. a centre-pull
calibration with the engine in place is manidatory, as the overturning moment Induced In the stand can cause the flexures to change loading
from tension to compression. Should this happen, the calibration will likely be non-linear, unrepeatable, and sensitive to changes In mea.

3.4 Thrust Accounting

In an outdoor facility, the engine operates in a uniform static pressure field; thus the pressure In the plane of the nozzle exit Is the same
as that surrounding the engine. For this situation, with still sir conditions, the measured thrust on the load cell is equal to the engine gross
thrust. In en indoor facility, en xhaM collector Is generally pieced in close prox0mity to the nozzle exit, creating an ejector effect, thereby
inducing secondary lflow through the tet calL This placement, combined with the secondary aldlow entering the collector, locally modifies
the satic presaure field at the nozzle oxft

For this skuatio the engine static pressure environment Is different from that measured by the trating edge statics, the value of which
was defined as PAMB In the UETP General Teat Plan (Ref. 1). To overcome this difficulty, all presure forces were referred to a plane
upstream of the engine inlet, which when added to the scale force and momentum term, yielded a value for gross thrust (Figure 8 from
Ref. 3).

In this Installation, the beltmouth is mechanically coupled to the engine stand. The locations of the planes of accounting are somewhat
arbitrary, except for the exhaust xit plane. The requirements for planes 0 and b e uniform static pressure and velocity. Definition of
plane. 0 and b might prove difficult In test cae that have distorted flow fields, which may occur with a vertical Inlet.

The sum of the fores acting on the control volume, under steady-etate conditions, is equal to the change In axial momentum across
the control volume. A summery of the pertinent equations Is as follows:

F. • AP. - A,P, - A•P. . Fs, F, - F&, - W.V. - WbV. - W.V.

where F, - drW fome on Ie nAmut frame
F, - h*Idoo& d an ft ah ngine

F, - Idedrag on he waf

The moat signifioar arodynamic oomponent of the thrust measurement is the Infrinlo Inlet momentum, which produces a force on
the engine as a result of drhg sir Into the tet coll VWef. 10). For atl. engine testing, the magnitude of this force may be substantial.
Since this force Is, In Offect. a drag term, it must be added to the measured thrust of the engine. A complete breakdown of all the terms
is given In ROf. 3, but fr llustrative purposes, the size of the Individual component for NRCC is shown In Figure 9.

CEPr had a detached bellnouth In their facility, thus the thrusl accounting more closely approxdmales that for altitude cells.

4 Performance Calculatlon$

4.1 Ambient Correctons

Corlacti onehrrnblentlemperalur end pressure ae abeolfely neeseeo for engine perifrmance evaluti l wasehown In Section
t6Ol Raf. 2 t1hhe sttdard n are valid oly overa vy, lim4ed U nge of acursion from standard day conditons. More comple
enginee employing variable geomefty would deviate even furher using simplistic correcion, thus the need for an empirical engIne model
or 'cycle deck' hor dats reduction end comparison.
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Anothe facto of concern to ground-level cells Is the presence of humidity in the Inlet sir. Engine performance is significantly affected
by high humidity in the intake air. While air properties (Cp, , MW, R- specific heats, molecular weight and gas constan can be corrected
for reasonably lcw level. of abeolute humidity, high relative humidity may result in condeneation In the engine inlet Th phase change from
vapour to liquid in the accelerating air Inflow stream results In a temperature rise in the air stream, which Is difficult to handle precisely for
airflow calculationa. Subsequent evaporation in the fan stream reveree the procss. Furthermore, wetness of fan blade surfaces may affect
fan officiency. Visible moisture in the air could also enter the pressure probes Introducing boe In the preseure measurements. Thus, in
order to avoid condensation in the air Inlet stream, the following atmospheric limitations should be observed:

marxmurn reiaive humid. 75%
manudrnm absogufs humkddit 14 g waterlkg air (98 grains)

The thermodynarioc properties of moist air may be determined by a weighted average of the propertie. of the two components - dry
ir (subscript a) and water vapour (subscript w). Based on abeolute humidity, q, in grama of water vapour per kilogram of dry air, the

following equivalot dry air propertiee can be defined:

c, - 100 0" • qc'. (speado heat at onstant presst.i*e
1000 + q

-100OCa + qC,.. (spefc heat at constant volume)
1000 + q

1000 C'., + (Crw  0 of Spedfo heat
1000 C.. + wV.

- 100 R qR, (gas onstan
1000 + q

This approximate method and its experimental verification Is deascribed In Ref. 11. It yieldl corrections to obtain dry thrust and airflow
at constant rotor speed, ram pressure ratio, and inlet temperature.

Recent siudies of available literature show that while the above corrections apply In a number of cases, they are by no means all-
inclusive. As a result, an AGARD PEP study group has been formed to critically review the literature and produce a document with
application guidelines.

Corrections of ground-level gross thrust were shown not to agree with the equations listed in Ref. 1. t was shown that corrections using
the tailpipe mounted ambient pressure sensor (PAMB) were Invalid. The PAMB measurement was directly influenced by the nozzle to
collector spacing and size ratio, and thus was not Indicative of the pressure field surrounding the engine. To account for this interference
for the J57 engine, corrections of thrust in ground-level cells Is simply:

FGR - FG08

rather then:

FGR - (FO18) - (A,8)(PAMB - P2M)

as detined for ground-evel oela In the UETP (Ret. 21.

4.2 Flow Coefficient

The use of nozzle flow coefficients for validation of facility measured thrust and airflow also has application to ground-level test cells.
The technique was well documented In Section 13 of Ref. 2, and in the previous lecture, thus will not be repeated here. Turbine flow
functions also have some use, but to be valid the final nozzle must operate in a choked condition, which may limit their use to high pressure
ratio engine.. Va le area final nozzles. as are typiied by atrbuming engine., make this technique less useful, for the geometric area
must be a repealtable known value.

4.3 Data Handling and Prementalon

Experimental progem. such as the UETP can produce voluminous quantities of dat., eepecially I an automated data gathering and
handling wetm Is u"d. There Ia grea tendency to measure everything that le posible often without regard as to how the data will later
be presefted. Cofiplt reduction, cataloguing, anel la and storage of the data should be done within several days (preferably the eame
day) of the tt. Memoriee of those preeent during the tet e sometimes very short. A good example Is this Lcture Serie. it is difficut
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to reall el the thougit procasses that were used at the time of the daft compeution, with the consequence that some Important ims may

have been overlooked

Some "Noec llame that were encountered at NRCC were:

The use f eowere to seloctively eliminate tauly sens values can be ,risky Typical aolware programs calculate a rake average and
then attempt to eliminate outliv. Certain stations within the engine have severe pressure or temperature gradients, thus good data
would be aemow for the wrong reason. Another difficulty with outliers Is trying to decide when to throw out an entire test point
because of one bed meor. or removing one asenor a faulty If it Is only IntermitIont.

III Curiritting of certain par mers using a quadratc equation may lead to erroneous results. e.g., SFC, turbine efficiency. ato., because
of their very nonl-inew shape. Polynomile cuve filting should be employed Instead.

iii) Test planning end execution should include repeat data points within a run and across runs within a tst series. An engine
thermodynamic model should be available to estimate the ranges of measurements, to derive temperature lapse rates end to as""
changes In performance or to dated bad sensors.

iv) Measurement uncerteinty analysis should Include s complete error audit of all error sources for key parameters. A complete description
of the calculation algorithms for all performance parameters Is necessary. Error models for transducers will have a major effect on the
system accuracy. The compartson of cunrfitted date must Include the errors Introduced by the curve slope effect and the effects of
common measurements In both the dependent and Independent parameters.

5 Concluding Remarks

Ground-level test cells, despite their limitations on environmental control fulfil an Important role In assessing engine performance.
Enclosed test cells require a number of corrections to the measured value of thrust to obtain en uninstaied gross thrust These corrections
may be anelyt.ically derived from detailed measurements in a test facility, or may be established by competing enclosed test facility results
to some standard datum. A universally accepted datum is an outdoor test stand, which when utilized In conditions of zero wind, measures
gross thrust directly as sele force. With future engines growing In terms of thrust and airffow, the Importance of the teast cell design and
the thrust corrections needed to account for the 'test cell eff r will increase dramatically. A better understanding of the interaction between
the engine and its Immediate surroundings will enhance the quality and efficiency of engine testing in the future.
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d -550 mms (nomninal)

NASA PSL3 1016 660 1.85 1.20

AEDC T2 1700 25W 3.00 0.45

CEPrR6 1800 580 3.27 1.05

RAE(P) Cell 3 2134 1412 3.886 2.57

NRCC Cell 5 838 457 1.52 0.83

CEPrTO 1030 650 3.51 1.18

TUAF 1 1630 1 1500 3.33 2.73

Figure 3 Comparison of exhaust geometries
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Figure 5 Comparison of Inlet and exhaust geometries - ground-level cells
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PREFACE

Presented herein is a general test plan which specifies common test
hardware, instrumentation, data accuisition, and data processing
procedures for the AGARD Uniform Engine Test Program (AGARD-UETP). This
plan should serve as a guideline for the preparation of each
participant's test plan and as a control document for the definition of
the test engine and related test hardware. The general test plan is
being compiled and maintained by the Arnold Enqineerinq Development
Center and material pertaining to the plan should be forwarded to the
Working Group Chairman (Dr. J. G. Mitchell).
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The overall purpose of the AGARD-Uniform Engine Test Proqram (UETP)
is to bring an understanding of turbine engine ground test data for
participating AGARD countries to a common denominator, and to imorove
test techniques, instrumentation and test equipment for turbine enqine
testing. The improved understanding and methods are to be achieved
through a comparative engine test program. In this program, two J57P-19W
nonafterburning turbojet engines are to be made available from the U.S.
Air Force. The plug type nozzle of the J57 will be replaced with a
cylindrical tailpipe and a reference converoent nozzle. The intent of
replacing the exhaust nozzle is to simplify the installation of nozzle
instrumentation and the calculation of nozzle performance. Certain fixed
instrumentation will be provided to travel with the engine. This
reference instrumentation will be used to set test conditions, monitor
engine health and engine performance degradation. The basic objectives
of the UETP is that each participant use those facility test procedures,
instrumentation arrangements and analysis methods that are consistent
with their normal practices to define three basic engine performance
parameters: airflow rate, net thrust, and specific fuel consumption.

NASA Lewis Research Center will initiate the test program and be
responsible for the initial proqram management. Two newly overhauled
engines will be delivered from the U.S. Air Force Logistics Command to
NASA Lewis Research Center for modification and checkout prior to the
initiation of the UETP. The initial and final participant facility tests
of the UETP will be conducted at NASA Lewis Research Center. Test data
from the final retest at NASA Lewis Research Center will be used to
assess engine performance degradation.

The purpose of this document, the General Test Plan (GTP), is to
s"ecify particioant common test hardware, instrumentation, data
acquisition, data processing procedures and will serve both as a
guideline for the preparation of the participants test plan and as a
control document for the definition of the test engine and related test
hardware.
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2.0 AGARD-UETP MEMBERSHIP

AGARD Propulsion and Energetics Panel (PEP) Workinq Group 15:

Panel Membership

Chairman: Dr. J. G. Mitchell
Technical Director for Ocerations
Headquarters Arnold Engineering

Development Center (AFSC)
Arnold AF Station, Tennessee 37389
TELE: 1(615)455-2611 x 7621

BELGIUM ITALY

M. le Prof. R. Jacques Dr. Ing. G. Maoli
Ecole Royale Militaire FIAT S.a.A.
30 Avenue de la Renaissance Via L. Bissolati 57
1040 Bruxelles 00187 Roma
TELE: 02-7339794 x 378 or 246 TELE:

CANADA NETHERLANDS

Dr. W. L. MacMillian Ir. J. P. K. Vleghert
National Defense Headquarters National Aerospace Laboratory
CRAD/DST (OV) P. 0. Box 90502
101 Colonel By Drive Anthony Fokkerweg 2
Ottawa, Ontario DlA OK2 1059 CM Amsterdam
TELE: TELE:

FRANCE TURKEY

Ing en Chef de l'Armement J. Professor Dr. A. Ucer
Cocheteux Middle East Technical University

Service Technique des Programmes 0 D T U
Aeronautiques Makina Muh. Bolumu

4 Avenue de la Porte d'Issy Ankara, Turkey
75996 Paris Armees TELE:
France
TELE: UNITED KINGDOM

GERMANY Mr. A. J. B. Jackson
Rolls-Royce Limited

Dr. D. K. Hennecke Aero Division
Motoren und Turbinen Union P. 0. Box 31

GmbH (MTU) Derby DE2 8BJ
Abt. EW TELE: (0332) 42424 x 1009
Dachauerstrasse 665
8000 Munchen 50 Mr N.A. Mitchell
TELE: Rolls-Royce Limited

P.O.Rox 3
Filton, Bristol
8512 7QE
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UNITED STATES
Mr. A. A. Martino
Director, Measurement &Information Systems Deoartment
Naval Air Propulsion Center, Code

PE4
P. 0. Box 7176
Trenton, New Jersey 08628
TELE: (609) 836-5713
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NON-PANEL MEMBERS

CANADA UNITED KINGDOM

Mr. D. M. Rudnitski t'Mr. P. F. Ashwood
Division of Mechanical Engineering 36 Lynch Road
National Research Council Farnham

Engine Laboratory Surrey GU98BY
Montreal Road Lab., Bldg. M-7 TELE: (0252) 714295
Ottawa, Ontario KIA OR6, Canada
TELE: (613) 993-2214 Mr. M. Holmes
TELEX: 053 3386 Head of Engine Test Operations

Dept.
FRANCE Royal Aircraft Establishment

(Pyestock)
M. F. Fagegaltier Farnborough, Hants GU14 OLS
Centre d'Essais des Propulseurs TELE: (,P252) 544411 x 6132
91406 Orsay 4q-
TELE: (6) 941-8150 UNITED STATES
TELEX: 692148

GERMANY Mr. Richard Connell
PE-62

Prof. Dr-Ing. W. Braig Naval Air Propulsion Center
Institut fur Luftfahrt-Antriebe P. 0. Box 7176
Stuttgart University Trenton, New Jersey 08628
Pfaffenwaldring 6 TELE:
7000 Stuttgart 80
TELE: (0711) 685-3597 Mr. J. T. Tate

Program Manager, Aeropropulsion
TURKEY Programs Dept.

Sverdrup Technology, Inc., AEDC
Captain Fehmi Algun Group
Turkish Air Force Command Logistics Arnold Air Force Station,
Technical Department Tennessee 37389
Hv. K. K. ligi Lojistik Bsk. ligi TELE: (615) 455-2611, ext. 7203
Bakanliklar/Ankara
Turkey Mr. W. M. Braithwaite
TELE: 41 199099, ext. 696 or 139 (MS 500-207)
TELEX: 42688 TRHKK Aeronautics Directorate

NASA Lewis Research Center
21000 Brookpart Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
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3.0 AGARD UETP OBJECTIVES AND
MEMBERSHIP RESPONSIBILITIES

3.1 PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

General

To provide a basis for upgrading the standards of turbine engine
testing within AGARD countries by comparing test procedures,
instrumentation techniques, and data reduction methods, thereby
increasing confidence in performance data obtained from engine test
facilities.

To compare the performance of an enqine measured in ground-level test
facilities and in altitude facilities at the same non-dimensional
conditions and establish the reasons for any observed differences.

Soecific

Define, initiate, and monitor a facility-to-facility comparative
engine test program.

Compare the engine performance measured in the various facilities and
resolve any observed differences.

Prepare an AGARDogravh summarizinq the results.

3.2 AGARD WORKING GROUP 15 AUTHORITY/RESPONSIBILITIES

1. Prepare and maintain the General Test Plan.

2. Formulate program objectives.

3. Define and implement program pretest and posttest study
requirements.

4. Arrange logistic support activities and provide procedures for
logistic support.

5. Arrange for interfacility written material to be translated and
transmitted in a timely manner.

6. Review participant's Engine-Test-Plans for format and content
and oversee changes.

7. Establish procedures for the exchange of information among test
participants.

8. Establish procedures to resolve test participant inquiries.

9. Resolve differences in participant engine performance data.
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10. Prepare program AGARDographs.

11. Assure test continuity via an Overview Committee.

a. Define interim participant test reporting requirements.

b. Provide early review/assessment of selected data from each
participant's test program.

c. Provide technical advisory services to the
AGARD-PEP-Working Group 15 Chairman, as required, to assure
participant compliance with UETP procedures.

d. Provide technical advisory services to the
AGARD-PEP-Working Group 15 chairman, as required, to assure
consistency in engine performance data reported bv
participants.

L ,. ,,,.... ,,.,,... i
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4.0 AGARD-UETP TEST PARTICIPANTS

1. Facility: NASA Lewis Research Center

Representatives Mr T. Biesiadry
21000 Brookpark Road

Mailing Address Cleveland, Ohio 44135

Type Test: Altitude

2. Facility: Naval Air Propulsion Center

Representative: Mr. R. Connell

Mailing Address: P. 0. Box 7176
Trenton, New Jersey 08628.
USA

Type Test: Sea-Level

3. Facilitys National Research Council

V7 Representative: Mr. D. M. Rudnitski

Mailing Address: Engine Laboratory
Ottawa Ontario IIA OR6
Canada

Type Test: Sea-Level

4. Facility: Royal Aircraft Establishment (Pyestock)

Representatives Mr. M. Holmes

Mailing Address: Farnborough
Hants GUI5 OLS
England

Type Test: Altitude

5. Facility: Centre d'Essais des Propulseurs

%XRepresentative: M. F. Fagegaltier

Mailing Address: Saclay
91406 Orsay
France

Type Test: Altitude and Sea-Level
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6. Facility: Engine Overhaul Division

Representative: Captain Fehmi Algun

Mailing Address: Turkish Air Force Command Logistics
Technical Department
Hv. K. K. ligi Lojistik Bsk. ligi
Bakanlikiar/Ankara
Turkey

Type Test: Sea-Level

7. Facility: Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC)

Representatives Mr. J. T. Tate (Sverdrup Technology, Inc.)

Mailing Address: Arnold Air Force Station
Tennessee 37389
USA

Type Test: Altitude and Sea-Level

i
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5.0 PARTICIPANT TEST
'OBJECTIVES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

5.1 FACILITY-TEST OBJECTIVES

1. Assess turbine engine performance at specified'test conditions
and engine power levels using facility test procedures,
instrumentation arrangements and analysis methods consistent
with participants' normal practices.

2. Report test results in a specified form/format which will
enhance direct comparison and correlation with test results
reported by other test participants.

5.2 PARTICIPANT RESPONSIBILITIES

1. Provide a pretest Facility Test Plan which defines the
following:

- Test installation.

- Instrumentation schematics.

- Data acquisition system.

- Test hardware.

- Data reduction procedures and equations.

- Estimated measurement uncertainty.

- Engine operational procedures.

- Engine service systems (fuel, oil, electrical).

- Basic engine performance systems (thrust, airflow, and fuel
flow).

2. Conduct testing to provide an assessment of specified enqlne
performance at specified test environmental conditions and
engine power levels.

3. Prepare and transmit a final data package in accordance with the
requirements of the General Test Plan.

4. Prepare and transmit a final test reoort in accordance with the
requirements of the General Test Plan.

5. Support the Working Group in making the interfacility data
evaluations and in the preparation of the final report, as
required.
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5.3 PARTICIPANT TENTATIVE TEST SCHEDULE

Engine delivery to NASA Lewis Research Center 30 November 1980

Engine instrumentation and checkout completed 1 May 1981

Testing completed and engine shipped 15 December 1981

Arrival at Arnold Engineering Development 1 January 1982
Center, U.S.A.

Testing completed and engines shipped 24 May 1982

Arrival at National Research Laboratory, Canada 1 June 1982

Testing completed and engines shipped 1 September 1982

Arrival at Centre d'Essais des Propulseurs, 1 October 1982
France

Testing completed and engines shipped 1 March 1983

Ar.rival at Royal Aircraft Establishment 1 April 1983
(Pyestock), England

Testing completed and engines shipped 1 July 1983

Arrival at Engine Overhaul Division, Turkey I August 1983

Testing completed and engines shipped 1 November 1983

Arrival at Naval Air Propulsion Center, U.S.A. 1 December 1983

Testing completed and engines shipped 1 March 1984

Arrival at NASA Lewis Research Center 15 March 1984

Testing completed and engines shipped 15 June 1984

Arrival at Oklahoma City Air Logistics Center,
U.S.A.
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6.0 ENGINE DESCRIPTION

6.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The test engines will be U. S. Air Force supplied J57-P-19W turbojet
engines. The J57-P-19W engine (Fig. 1) is an axial-flow, two soool
non-augmented turbojet with a fixed-area exhaust nozzle. Rated
sea-level-static thrust is 46.71 kN (10,500 ib) at military power. The
engine inlet diameter is .932 m (36.7 in), and the maximum engine dry
weight is approximately 1882 Kg (4150 lb).

The engine compression system is a sixteen-stage two-spool compressor
with an overall pressure ratio of 11.3:1 and a rated airflow of 74.843
kg/sec (165 lb/sec) at sea-level-static, military power conditions. The
nine-stage, low-pressure compressor (LPC) is connected by a through-shaft
to a two-stage, low-pressure turbine. The seven-stage, high-oressure
compressor (HPC) is connected by a hollow shaft to the single-staae,
high-pressure turbine. An intercompressor bleed discharges air overboard
through a bleed port during starting and low power operation.

The combustor section consists of an annular diffuser and a cannular
combustor unit with eight flame tubes. Each flame tube contains six
dual-orifice fuel spray nozzles. lanition Is accomplished by soark
igniters located in flame tubes 4 and 5. Combustion spreads to the other
flame tubes by means of cross-over tubes welded to the forward section of
each chamber. Power to the soark ignition is provided by a 7-ama, 24-vdc
external source.

Engine fuel is metered by a hydromechanical fuel control as a
function of power lever position, high-pressure compressor rotor speed,
compressor inlet temperature, and compressor discharae pressure. High
pressure rotor speed, at a fixed power lever position, is biased by
compressor inlet temperature; burner pressure is limited to a maximum of
approximately 1,378 kPa (200 psia).

The test engines are Production-configuration USAF J57-P-19W turbojet
engines (S/N P607594 and S/N F615037) modified to provide (1) a
cylindrical tailpipe and converging exhaust nozzle assembly, (2) a
"referee" Uniform Engine Testing Program Instrumentation Package, and (3)
a water/oil cooler to replace the aircraft oil cooler. The test program
does not require horsepower extraction, water-injection, customer bleed,
or anti-ice.

6.2 COMPRESSOR BLEEDS

The production engine configuration (J57-P-19W) utilizes two
compressor bleed valves (left and right). Operation of the engine with
the bleed valves in this configuration limits the high-power rotor speed
range (with both bleeds closed) to approximately 26.18 Hz (250 rpm)
(High-Pressure Rotor Speed). This limited sneed ranqe prevents use of
the test procedure recommended by the PEP Working Group 15 (nine
steady-state power levels between the bleed-closed power level and the
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military engin6 power level). Operation of the engine with the
right-hand compressor bleed blocked off will allow a high-power rotor
speed range of approximately 800 rpm (High-Pressure Rotor Speed) between
the bleed-closed power level and the military engine power level. The
increased rotor speed range should allow use of the PEP Working Group No.
15 recommended test procedure.

The bill-of-material configuration of the J-57 engine models designed
for "fighter" applications (J57-21B and J57-23B models for example) have
blanked-off right-hand comoressor bleed ports (right and left hand ports
are defined as looking upstream). However, the single-bleed engine
configurations have a "larger" left-hand bleed Port opening than the
left-hand bleed port opening of the two-bleed engine configurations as
noted below:

"FIGHTER ENGINES" "BOMBER ENGINES"

Left Bleed 4.3 Diam. Orifice 3.25 Diam. Orifice
Right Bleed CAPPED 2.20 Diam. Orifice

For this test program, the engine bleeds have been modified to a
"fighter" configuration in order to increase the bleed close operating
range.

6.3 OIL COOLER

Engine operation requires the use of an external oil cooler. A test
stand mounted oil cooler will be used and shipped with the engine. This
oil cooler, which will use water as the coolant, is to maintain the oil
temperature at 366.480K (2000F) at the outlet of the oil cooler.
There is no operational requirement to perform heat transfer
calculations.

6.4 ENGINE EXHAUST NOZZLE

Because the tailcone on the standard J57-P-19W extends through the
nozzle exit plane (see Fig. 1), the Bill-of-Material nozzle will be
replaced by a cylindrical tailpipe and a reference convergent nozzle both
fabricated by rolling sheet metal (Fig. 2). The cylindrical tailvive
will provide a more suitable platform for the extensive pressure and
temperature instrumentation needed to establish nozzle inlet conditions.
This approach, however, does require a calibration test run with the new
tailpipe-nozzle assembly to size the nozzle so that engine performance
can be restored to approximately the nominal value. NASA LeRC has
accepted the responsibility of fabricating the nozzles and conducting the
calibration. Even though two engines will be available for the proqram,
it is planned to use only one tailpipe-nozzle assembly.
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6.5 ENGINE INSTRUMENTATION

6.5.1 General

The test instrumentation package will consist of facility-peculiar or
primary instrumentation and engine-peculiar or referee instrumentati';a.
The primary instrumentation will consist of that required by each
facility to determine engine fuel flow, airflow, thrust, and test cell
environmental conditions. The referee instrumentation will be mounted on
the engine or support stand by NASA and travel with the engine.

6.5.2 Station Designation and Nomenclature

The station designations for the referee instrumentation conform to
SAE-755A (Aerospace Recommended Practice for Gas Turbine Engine
Steady-State Performance Presentation for Digital Comouter Proarams) and
are shown in Fig. 3. Diagrams showing the number and types of
aerodynamic instrumentation to be installed in the test engines are shown
in Fig. 4.

All instrumentation measurements (except rotor speeds) will be made
with facility supplied sensors. Engine fuel flow rates will be measured
with both facility supplied fuel flowmeters and engine-supplied fuel
flowmeeers.

Each engine will be provided with its own flowmeter system (2
flowmeters, piping and thermocouple). This system has been calibrated
and therefore should not be disassembled without the authorization1 of the
Working Group Chairman. The fuel flow system calibration data will be
provided by NASA LeRC.

All engine inlet and internal aerodynamic instrumentation must be
inspected prior to and following each phase of the UETP proqram. NASA
LeRC has the responsibility of fabricating the referee instrument
probes. NASA LeRC will also certify the probes for engine use, but
assumes no responsibility for their continued safe use once shinped from
their facility.

6.5.3 Instrumentation Connectors and Identification

The engines will be delivered with most instrumentation terminating
on "patch-panels" which are attached to the engine inlet duct (Station
2.0 Instrumentation Ring), to the engine intermediate case, and to the
Engine Tailpipe Section.

NASA will provide 1/8 inch Swagelock fittings for pressure lines and
standard 2-pin quick-disconnect connector for thermocouoles. Conversion
fittings to make the transition between fractional and metric tubing do

exist. NASA will provide assistance relative to connector problems to
those facilities which anticipate problems (upon request to NASA Working
Group Representatives). The possibility exists that mating connectors

can be provided for pressure and temperature instrumentation. Mating

connectors will be provided for the fuel flowmeter (AN fitting) and seed
sensor (BNC connectors).
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All instrumentation connections and electrical connector interfaces
will be identified by name.

6.5.4 Referee Instrumentation Requirements

The required referee instrumentation parameters quantity and
measurement ranges are listed in Table I. Also noted in the Table are
parameters to be measured in facility control rooms for engine health
monitoring.

6.5.5 Dynamic Pressure Transducers

Each test participant must supply two Kulite Model STL5-140-5D or
equivalent pressure transducers for their portion.of the test program.
These transducers are to be used at engine station 2 (refer to Fig. 4 for
specific location) to monitor the turbulence characteristics (i.e. P
RMS from 0 to 1000 Hzs) of the engine inlet airflow. The RMS values
should be included as part of the steady-state data system.

6.6 SPARE PARTS

A list of spare parts to accompany the engines are presented in
Appendix I. The items listed as expendables in Appendix I will be
shipped-with the engine. The items listed as major parts are not
currently available. Any additional parts required will have to be
requisitioned through the U.S. Air Force Logistics Command. On-site
representation to provide logistic support will not be provided.
Requests for spare parts should be made through the Working Group
Chairman, Dr. J. G. Mitchell.
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7.0 TEST INSTALLATION REOUIREMENTS

7.1 GENERAL

The J57-P-19W engines will be shinned to each test facilitv on
standard wheel dollies. The engines will be mounted on a NASA sunolied
test stand which in turn may be mounted on each participant's facilitv
thrust bed by facility personnel. The engine installation in the NASA
Test Stand is shown in Fig. 5.

7.2 ENGINE INLET HARDWARE

The engine inlet bulletnose is an aircraft part and will not be used
for the UETP. NASA LeRC will fabricate an engine bulletnose from U. S.
Air Force drawings and modify the part to aid in support of the engine
inlet instrumentation probe array. A schematic of the bulletnose and
instrumentation spool piece design is presented in Fig. 6. NASA will
only fabricate one bulletnose, instrumentation spool piece, and complete
set of inlet temperature and pressure rakes. NASA will provide some
spare probes for the inlet rakes.

NRCC will install a 60cm long airflow measuring section in front of
the station 2 spool piece that necessitates removing the NASA supplied
nose cone and replacing it with one of their own design. Test data will
be gathered with both nose cones to quantify the effects of this change.
The bellmouth and airflow measuring section could be made available to
other participants if necessary after the NRCC tests. NRCC will,
however, quote the test results based on the NASA bulletnose
configuration.

Each participant will use a bellmouth and airflow measuring section
of their own design. The method of attaching facility hardware to the
NASA instrumentation spool section and the thrust unloading (i.e., slip
seal) or thrust accounting methods for such hardware will be of the
participants' choosing. The bellmouth and inlet ducting used by NASA may
be available for participant use, if reauired. The NASA engine inlet
hardware is shown in Fig. 7.

7.3 TEST CELL COOLING AND FLOW GRADIENTS

The amount and type (i.e., conditioned or atmospheric) of test cell
cooling air should be monitored. If it is not practical to measure the
mass flow rate of the cooling air, test cell air velocities should be
estimated using pitot-static pressure measurements. In addition, wall
static pressure taps should be used to identify test cell pressure
gradients. A minimum of four axial pressure measurement stations are
required with one of the stations being in the exit plane of the engine
nozzle. At each test cell wall measurement station a minimum of two
pressures, 180 degrees apart, should be installed.
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7.4 ENGINE MOUNT SYSTEM

The engine mount framework is NASA supplied and connects directly to
the engine test stand shown schematically in Fig. 5. The engine mount
frame consists of two overhead intermediate case mounts and one rear
mounting framework which connects to the engine turbine case at two
locations. The test stand, in addition to supporting the enqine,
includes instrumentation patch Panels, supports the NASA supplied
water/oil cooler. The fuel flow meter package will be attached to the
engine.

7.5 ENGINE INSTALLATION INTERFACE DEFINITIONS

Engine installation interfaces are defined as follows:

A. P&WA installation drawinq 225601 should be used as reference for
mounting and hookup of engines.

B. The engine should be supported at the intermediate and the
turbine exhaust case. Typical test mounts would be a "doq
house" stand. A stand of this type will be supplied by
NASA-Lewis.

C. The following stand interfaces are required for engine test.

1. Fuel inlet - Requires a flanged connector to match fuel
pump inlet. Flange is shown at 4A of Sheet 1 of
installation drawing. The stand fuel system should be
capable of delivering up to 45,359 kg/hr (10,000 lb/hr) of
Jet-A.

2. Ignition system - The test facility must supply 24 volts DC
@ 7 amps. Use a 3106-14S-9S or equlvalent connector.
Ignition is on only during start cycle.

3. Oil system (Refer to Fig. 8)

a. The engine has its own oil tank but an external oil
cooler must be provided. A jumper tube between pads
"J" and "AS" on the inlet case front accessory drive
support will be supplied with the engine. Pads are
shown at 18F and 19F, Sheet 1 of installation
drawing. Remove the P/N 240060 oil cooler to oil tank
inlet tube. The stand oil cooler should be Plumbed
between the attachment points for this tube.

b. There is a remote oil fill adapter available at the
oil tank. See Sheet 1 of installation drawing, "L" at
16B.
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c. NASA-Lewis will orovide a visual oil sight gage. It
can be connected to the oil tank drain valve located
at the left rear of oil tank. The drain valve handle
must be wired to the open position.

d. Breather pressurizing valve is located at the front
too of oil tank. The pad for connecting to stand
breather line is shown at 18E, Sheet 2, of
installation drawing.

4. Turbine exhaust gas temperature connector (TT5)* - There
are four chromel alumel probes mounted in the turbine
exhaust case. Probes are normally connected by an
averaging harness. To read individual TT5 temoeratures,
disconnect the averaging harness from the probes and run
individual leads to a stand mounted switch box. The switch
box should have TT5 averaging caoability. These engines
have dual junction probes, which allow use of the B/M
averaging harness along with individual leads.

5. Turbine exhaust gas pressure (PTS) - There is one B/M PTS
probe in the turbine exhaust case.

6. Overboard drains - There are three overboard drains
required.

a) PaD valve plus burner - 1.0625-12-3 fitting

b) Fuel pump and control seal drain - .4375 - 20NF-3
fitting

c) Static oil drain - .500 - 20NP-3 fitting

7. PLA connection - May be installed on the ena>ne cross shaft
on either side of engine. Required interfacd is shown on
sheet 2 of installation drawing at lID.

8. Tachometers - The engine has provisions for an NL
tachometer on the low rotor gearbox and an NE tachometer on
the main gearbox. Tachometer ratios are 0.717:1 and
0.433:1, respectively. NASA-Lewis will provide the engine
tachometers.

*NOTE: Engine Station designations in this report conform to SAE-755A

which are not consistent with engine station designations
specified in the J57 tech order manual.
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7.6 ENGINE FUEL SYSTEM
The engines will be supplied with a fuel system consisting of a fuel

puma, hvdromechanical fuel control, fuel pressurization and dump valve,
and engine fuel manifold and spray nozzles. In addition, each engine
will be modified to include a NASA supplied fuel flowmeter packaqe
located between the fuel control and P&D valve.

The engines will use Jet-A or Jet-A-I fuel and shall require a
facility supplied fuel delivery system to the fuel oumo inlet. The
facility shall include in this fuel system an emergency shutoff valve and
a 10-40 micron filter upstream of the fuel Pump inlet.

Fuel samples shall be tiken from near the engine fuel pump inlet
prior to each engine performance test period. The fuel sample will be
analyzed for viscosity, specific gravity and lower heating value. The
results of the analyses shall be reported in the final data Packages. In
addition, two fuel samples from each facility will be provided for
comparative analysis by the Canadian Fuel Laboratortes.

The following fuel properties will be determined: distillation
range, sulphur content, net heat of combustion (by calculation and bomb
calorimeter), aromatics content, hydrogen content, smoke point,
naphthalene content, thermal stability, and specific gravity. Engine
test agencies are to arrange shipment of two gallons (approximately 8-10
liters) of fuel in clean, well-sealed containers to:

Dr R. B. Whyte
Fuels and Lubricants Laboratory
National Research Council
Montreal Road
Ottawa, Ontario
Canada
KIA OR6

Mark containers: "Fuel Samples, AGARD Uniform Engine Test Program"

(For further information, Dr Whyte may be contacted by telephone: (613)
993-2415.)

7.7 POWER LEVER SHAFT SCHEDULE AND RIGGING

The power lever positioning system shall be facility supplied to
position the single fuel control power lever shaft (accessible from
either side of engine). The power lever has 100 degs of rotation from
cutoff to military stop. Pin holes are provided along the shaft face for
position calibration at idle and military. Increasing power lever angle
is in the counterclockwise direction when viewed from the engine left
side. The power lever angular position is to be recorded using a
facility supplied potentiometer mounted to the PLA shaft.
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7.8 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM REOUIREMENTS

The engine uses a high-energy capacitor type ignition system that
provides a source of very high energy. The ignition system consists of
two identical, independent units, one for each ignition plug, with a
common power source. Power to the system requires a 7 amo, 24 vdc
external source. (See T.O. 2J-J57-13 for addttlonal Information.)

7.9 LUBRICATING OIL SYSTEM

The engine lubrication system is of a self-contained high pressure
design (Fig. 8). It consists of a pressure syatem which supplies
lubrication to the main engine bearings and to the accessory drives. Oil
is drained through a scavenge system, from the bearing compartments and
from the accessories, and is pumped through an external mounted water/oil
cooler and returned to the engine oil tank for storage. The engine main
oil tank which is mounted on the front compressor rear case is connected
to the inlet side of the oil pressure oumn, thereby comnleting the oil
flow cycle. A breather system connecting the individual bearing
compartments and the oil tank with the breather pressurizing valve
completes the engine lubricating system.

The lubricating oil to be used is MIL-L-7808. The water/oil cooler
shall require a facility water supply rate of 0 to 1,261.8 ml/sec (20
qpm) and a regulating valve to maintain oil temoerature out of the cooler
at 366.48 + 5.60 K (200 + 10F0).

An engine oil samole must be obtained immediately (within 15 minutes)
following each test period for soectrometric oil analysis (SOAP). The
SOAP limits for the J57-P-19W are listed in the engine operational limits
(Appendix I). (See T.O. 2J-J57-13 for additional information.)

7.10 HARDWARE ITEMS AVAILABLE TO UETP PARTICIPANTS

A preliminary list of hardware and instrumentation to be used for the
NASA-LeRC phase of the UETP and to be shipped with the engines is
presented below. Also included is a list of recommended snare carts,
only some of which have been received at NASA LeRC. Such information as
instrument qualification procedures, qualification data (if desired, must
be requested from NASA-Lewis), instrument and hardware drawings, etc.
will be provided with the items listed, but NASA-LeRC will not assume
responsibility for any hardware or instrumentation once it leaves
NASA-LeRC. It is the responsibility of each UETP oarticioant to insure
that any hardware or instrumentation used in its engine test facility
meets the operational and safety requirements for that facility.

Preliminarily, the instrumentation and hardware available, are as
follows:

I. Items 6, 9 and 20 shown in Fig. 9.
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2. Instrumentation shown in Fig. 4. Instrumentation-facility
interface will be through bulkheads located at the engine inlet,
compressor exit and tailpive-nozzle assembly using 1/8 inch
Swagelock fittings for pressure lines and Marlin, Type K,
connectors (i.e., standard 2-vin auick-disconnect connectors)
for thermocouples. Only chromel-alumel thermocouples will be
used.

3. Two fuel flow meters per engine with appropriate instrumentation
for temperature and accompanying tubing and AN fittings.

4. One oil cooler and accompanying tubing and AN fittings.

5. Accelerometer mounting Dads located on the inlet case, diffuser
case, turbine exhaust case and accessory drive case plus two
mounting pads located inside the center body spool piece to
monitor the vibrations transmitted from the center body nose
cone (Item 9, Fig. 9) to the engine.

6. Tachometer - generators to measure the low rotor and high rotor
speeds along with BNC connectors.

7. Mating electrical connector for the ignition system.

S. One mating spline for the PLA shaft.

9. No pressure transducers or accelerometers will be shipped with
the engine.

10. An air starter will be provided with each engine. The starter
should not be removed from the engine for testing in altitude
facilities.

L
I
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7.11 AVAILABLE DRAWINGS FOR UETP

The following drawings are available from NASA LeRC.

DESCRIPTION DRAWING NO.

Fixed Duct CF 505693, Item 1

Split Duct CF 505694, Item 2

Outer Body Spool Piece CF 505695, Sht. I

Center Body Nose Cone CF 505695, Sht. 2

Nose Cone Adapter CF 505695, Sht. 2

Center Body Spool Piece CF 505695, Sht. 1

Engine Nozzle Support CF 505696, Item 4

Engine Stand Cr 505696, Items 1-2

Wide Flange Beam No Drawing

8 x 8 x 31 lb/ft x 12 ft long

J57 Nozzle (Calibration) CF 505709

J57 Reference Nozzle CF 505710

Seal Duct CF 505694, Items 3-4

Mount-Front Engine CF 505713, Shts. 1-2

(i.e., Dog House Engine Support)

PWA Engine Installation PWA 225601, Shts. 1-4

PWA Lifting Sling, Part #PWA XD515745 No Drawing

NASA Installation Assembly CR 505712
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8.0 TEST PROCEDURES

8.1 OPERATING PROCEDURES

8.1.1 Engine

Engine procedures required for all test facilities are:

a. Engine starting and shutdown.

b. Enqine and fuel control system functional check.

c. Engine depreservation and fuel/oil leak check.

d. Engine performance testing.

Specifics for these procedures are provided in AoDendix III*. The
engines will be operated within the limits in Technical Order 2J-J57-13.
Engine operational limits are listed in Apendix IV*.

8.1.2 Trim

The engines will be retrimmed at NASA with Jet A fuel to
approximately those values obtained by the USAF when it trimmed the
engines using JP4 fuel. The engine trim should be checked for each
engine at the military power setting (PLA - 900). The mechanical
speeds at military conditions for each test condition are contained in
Table II. If the measured mechanical speed deviates more than 50 rom
from these values, the Working Group Chairman should be notified.

Note that engine trim checks and trim adjustments should not be
required for the conduct of the AGARD UETP. The engines were trimmed
prior to the initiation of the UETP by NASA. In the event that the
desired engine power settings cannot be obtained (due to engine *trim
slip" or "engine deterioration"), the chairman of Working Group 1.5 should
be contacted for direction and or authorization of any corrective engine
maintenance action.

8.2 PRETEST CHECKS

8.2.1 Ignition Check

The functioning of the ignition system shall be checked prior to
windmilling the engine and with both rotors at rest. Audible soarking
shall be confirmed prior to continuing the program.

*Procedures and operational limits provided in Aopendices III and IV are
for informational purooses only, the official procedures and limits are
those specified by Technical Order 2J-J57-13.
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8.2.2 Fuel System Leak Check

With facility fuel supply connected to engine and pressurized from
206.84 (30) to 344.74 kPa (50 psia), the engine shall be closely examined
for fuel leaks. All leaks shall be repaired prior to continuing the
program.

8.2.3 Windmilling Check

The engine shall be windmilled to an NH 1500 rpm or via the air
starter to NH 2500 rpm (max. one minute) prior to each test period to
check vibration levels, rotor speed indications, and oil system priming.
The engine and lubricating system plumbing shall be examined for oil
leaks. All leaks shall be repaired prior to continuing the program.

8.2.4 Engine Oil Servicing

The prerun check list shall include a check of the oil sight gage (if
available), or tank dip stick before each engine run.

8.2.5 Engine Inspection

The engine inlet area shall be visually inspected for foreiqn object
damage," foreign objects in the engine inlet area, oil leaks, and inlet
duct instrumentation condition. The exhaust area shall be checked for
.damage or oil leaks.

8.3 Engine Posttest Inspection

The engine inlet area shall be visually inspected for foreign object
damage, oil leakage and freedom of rotation. The inlet shall be
inspected for signs of tip rub, blade cracking, etc. The exhaust area
shall be inspected visually for signs of damage or oil leakage.

8.4 TEST CONDITIONS

The UETP has two sets of test conditions; one applicable to altitude
test facilities and one to sea-level test facilities.

At each test facility, dew point or specific humidity should be
recorded for every data point. Due to possibilities of condensation
affecting Tt2, running should not be attempted at high levels of relative
humidity at the engine inlet.

8.4.1 Altitude Testing

Conditioned air will be supplied to the engine inlet at the total
pressure and temperature corresponding to the desired test conditions.
Engine inlet total pressure will be defined as the numerical average of
the 20 total pressure probe measurements at Station 2.0. Station 2.0
boundary layer rakes will not be used in the determination of P2. Engine
inlet total temperature will be defined as the numerical average of the
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10 total temperature probe measurements at Station 2.0. A recovery
factor of 1.0 is to be used for all Station 2.0 temoerature Probes. The
test conditions for the altitude test facilities are Presented in Table
III. For each test condition, data scans will be taken at nine engine
power settings approximately equally spaced between mil Dower and the
speed at which the bleed valves start to open (the specific NH speed
power settings are defined in Table III). The test sequence for the nine

* NH speed settings are:

1. Mil power

2. Target value

3. Bleed valve opening limit

4. Between 3 and 2

5. Between 2 and 1

6. Between 2 and 4

7. Between 4 and 3

8. Between 2 and 5

9. Between 5 and 1

Graphically, the test sequence appears as follows:

*9

I I

1 BLEEZ .05f RGE l4 s IL POWER

N(rpm)
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When approaching each setting, the throttle lever will be moved slowly
towards the throttle position where the required speed is expected to be
achieved and the engine allowed to stabilize. The set speed should be
within + 25 rpm of the desired. In going between two set speeds, the
throttle direction must not change. In the event of a speed overshoot
outside of the tolerance band, the throttle setting should be backed up
approximately 100 rpm and the speed reset.

At each power setting two data scans will be obtained. The intent is
to obtain stabilized engine aerodynamic performance (i.e. stabilized gas
path). It is estimated that stabilized performance can be assessed
within five minutes at set conditions for the initial data scan; and
within two minutes for the repeat data scan.

8.4.2 Sea-Level Testing

For sea-level testing, the engine inlet total pressure and
temperature will be defined as specified for altitude testing (Section
8.4.1). The proposed test conditions for the sea-level tests are ambient
conditions with a RAM ratio of 1.0. Two regions of engine operation are
specified:

1. From engine power settings from bleeds just close speed to mil
power (i.e. same as the altitude facilities), and

2. From engine power settings from bleeds just open speed to idle
power.

As most sea-level test beds do not have environmental control, the
engine power settings will have to be established at each test
temperature. For the high power region, values of NH have to be
established for bleed valve closed (BVC) and MIL power. By dividing up
the test range into 8 equal increments, 9 values of NH are obtained. The
sequence of power settings is the same as in Sec. 8.4.1. and detailed in
Table III. Two data scans after engine stabilization will be taken at
each test condition. For the low power region, the speed range between
idle and bleed valve closure will also be divided up into 9 equally
spaced values of NR and power settings sequenced in the same manner as
per the high speed range. Table III outlines the test points and
sequence.

8.5 LOG REQUIREMENTS

The AGARD logging requirements for each J57 engine are as follows:

1. Windmill time.

2. Engine hot time.

3. Military (i.e. PLA - 900) and max EGT (i.e. T5 - 11300F)
time.
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4. Maintenance and repair records.

5. Spectrometric oil analysis results.

6. Test summary sheets.

These logs are to be shipped with each engine.
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9.0 TEST DATA REQUIREMENTS

9.1 ACQUISITION

Each particpant's test report should include a flow diagram of the
data acquisition system used to record and process outputs from
steady-state, transient and high-resnonse transducers. The type hardware
and software used for data acquisition and data sampling rates oer second
per channel should be identified.

9.2 EDITING AND VALIDATION

The test participant procedures for editinq data should be identified
in the test report. Redundant data and data rejection processes should
be described. Procedures for handling missing data such as the loss of a
sample and outliers should also be presented.

9.3 STANDARD EQUATIONS FOR UETP

The following calculations will be made by each test participant.
NASA LeRc will provide a sample set of inputs and outputs for the purpose
of checking the equations.
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SUBJECT: Clarification of Shorthand Notation Used to Describe the Uniform
Engine Testing Program (UETP) Standard Equations.

The following example is presented to assist those unfamiliar with the
shorthand notation used to describe the equations in the reference
document. The example chosen refers to the calculation of average
temperature at the engine inlet, station 2 (see AVERAGES, Station 2,
T2AV).

SHORTHAND NOTATION

T2AV Avg (T2AVOA, T2AVOB, T2AVOC, T2AVOD, T2AVOE)
where: T2AVO$ = Avg (T2$14, T2$32)
where: $ , A, B, C, D, E

NOTE: The symbol "S" is used to describe a sequence of measurements
made at the location denoted by A, B, C, etc. "A" indicates
measurements in ring A; B in ring B, etc. This can further be
seen by comparison with the algebraic equation.

ALGEBRAIC EOUIVALENT

T2AV a T2AVOA + T2AVOB + T2AVOC + T2AVOD + T2AVOE
5

where: T2AVOA a T2AI4 + T2A32
2

where: T2AVOB - T2B14 + T2B32

2

12AVOE - T2EI4 + T2E32
2

where: T2AI4, T2A32, T2B14, ... , T2E32 represent instrumentation
as shown in figure 4A of the GTP

NASA would be pleased to explain the equations further for those UETP
participants who may still have questions. However, it is requested that
these questions be addressed to specific areas of concern.

STANDARD EQUATIONS FOR UETP

AGARD-UETP test participants may use facility-developed standard
procedures for the determination of gas Properties, such as the soecific
heat ratio (Y ). The following relationship for the specific heat ratio
(Y ) in the Standard Equations has been provided by NASA for use, as
desired, by test participants who do not desire to use their
facility-developed standard procedures:
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The relationship used for the specific heat ratio (Y) in the
Standard Equations is as follows:

Equation For Y - No Dissociation

r ~ ~(1 + f) (0.28705 + 2.0620(1~.i m

gasa b

i=0 m + i / + Ci T

Where: f = FAR - Fuel Air Ratio
i = Summation index, 0, 1, 2
m - B/C - Hydrogen Carbon Ratio of fuel
T a Gas Temperature, K

Constants (Joule/(gr-K))

i ai bi ci

b
0 8.983 761 899-00 (-)1.127 218 529-01 9.497 901 m02-01

1 5.006 943 032-04 3.018 887 416-03 1.607 549 922-04

2 2.260 316 157-06 (-)1.258 866 682-06 2.616 006 174-08

a Rgas = Rair + (8.314/2MH2) (m/m+l) f, Joules/gr - K)

- 0.28705 + 2.0620 (m/m+l) f

b Exponent of 10, e.g., al - 5.006 943 032 x 10-
4
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The *avg( )" function indicates that the arithmetic average of the
parameters is to be calculated. For example:

avg(X,Y,Z) 0> CX+Y+Z)/3

The "utavg( )" function indicates that an area ueighted average is to be
taken. The paraeters are given in pairs; the first ialue is a
pnrareter to be averaned and the second value is its associated
ue-ghting factor. For example:

wtavgCXA1,Y,AZ,Z.A3) a> (CX-A)*(Y)-2)+CZoA3)]/(Al+A2+A3)

The averages to be calculated are as follows:

Station ?,

T2AV c avg(T2AVOA,T2AVOBT2AVOC,T2AVOD,T2AVOE)

where: T2AVOS x avg(T2S14,T2S3Z)

where: S a A.,C,D,E.

PZAV z avg(PZAVOA.PZAVOB,P2AVOC.PZAVODP2AVOE)

where: PZAV0S a avg(P2$00,P2$09,P2S18,P2$27)

where: S = A,B,C,DE

PBI2AVOS a avg(PBL2SOT7,PBL225)

where: S a A,B,CD.E

II I I M I
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P302AVOS a mvgCPBL2$05,BLi2S23)

wihere: S a A.B.C,D.E,?,GH

PSZAV a wtavgCPSZAVCA,RZA,PSZAVOB.R23)

where: PSZAVOS a avgCPS2Sg1,PS2S1OPS2S19,PS2S28)

where: S a A,3

RZA a .2438'4

R2B a .49006

T3AV a &vg(TSAVOA,T3AVOB.T3AVCC)

wahere: TSAVOS a *vg(T3Sll.T3$25)

where: S xA,.

P3AV a avgCP3XVIA,P3AVOB.P3AVCC)

where: PSAVCS a avg(PSO,P3S28)

where: S a ABC

PS31AV a avgCPSS1AO3.PS3lA33)
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TMA - av9(TSA*2,T5AII.T5X20,25A29)

PSAV u P5AYSO

T7AV a utavgCT7AV0A.A7A.T7AVOBA7B,1T7AV0C.A7C.T7AV0D,AD.
T7AV0r. A7r,T7AVOFA7r,7VCG.*A7G ,T7AVOH,A7H,
T7AVQI.A67L.T7AV,3,A7,3,T7AVOK.A7K.T7AVox..A7L,
T7AVOrI.A7r1T7AVO,A7H,T7AVDOOA7O,T7AVOP,A7?,
TV,7Q,T,7AVCR,A7G)

where: T7AVOS a avg(T7S0l.T7S19)

where: S a 3,D,..,JL.H.P,R

?7AVCS a avg(T7SlOT7$28)

where: 5 A,CEG.X,K?1,O.Q

A71 a 3.5363 VG~ a 24.3211 17M a 45.7303
A7B a 6.4,802 ANX a 27.8893 ANH a 49.2985
A7C a 10.0484 171 * 31.4575 A70 a 52.8666
A7D a 13.6166 A7J - 35.0257 A7P a 56.43-ig
A7E = 17.1847 A79 a 38.5939 A7Q a 60.0031
A7F a 20.7529 A7L = 42.1621 A7R a 107.1122

P7AV autavgCP7AV0A.A7A. P7AVOB.A73,P7AVOC. A7C. P7AVOD,A7D,
F7AVOE.A7E.P7AVOFA7F,P7AVCGA7G.P7AVOHATH,
P7 AV CI*A 7 I.P7 AVG J * 7 J. P7 AVG C, A7 K, 7 AVOL *A? L,
P7AVC?i. A711.P7AVONA7N, P7ALVOA70.P7AVOP,A7P,
PAVGQ .A7Q.P7AV01,k7R)

where: ?7AV0S a avgCP7S~l.P7S19)

where: S a AC.EGZ.K.i,O,Q

PPAVOS a avgCP7*lOP7$28)

where: 9 a B.D.T.H.JLN.P.3t
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PS7AV xavg(PS7AOO.PS7A09.PS7AI8.PS7AZ7)

TIW7AV aavgC7i'7AO2,Th7A11.T? 7A2U,Thi7A29)

P04.AV a avgCP04AO8.?O4Al7.Po4A26.PO4A3)

PAMB - P05AV - avgCPOSAOSP05A17,P05A26,POSA35)

P08AV a avgCPOCSA3,.POSAl2,PO&A2I108OA30)

ZFaL01 Fl

WEZ a avg(UTZ1.WFz2)

!LNGflN T'irL now CAL'JLXTtON

kiTES a U7=SV*0.19902.SG6O(14CXZ88.7-T.T)I

where: S * 1.2

S66 from fuel sample

CEX 39.126010",
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WFESV a CIJTESAC/S)

where: KS m f(lITESAC/ai)

where: P a ZmePI-@.7487-(3.2954Z)
G(.6l19#Zf22-C 0.3193*Zt3) I

where: Z x V-0.7

where: logIO~logIOCV')) a A-BologlO(1.84TWT)

where: A a 10.9Dt,7*

1 a 4.13259

Functions for KS; lot X a lnCWFESAC/v)

Engine I

KI a C0.0006034.2970XfS)-(0.017031179*Xf4)+CO.1919556*Xf3)
-(1.070272'XtZ)4C2. 95902'X)-Z.69.71

K2 a (0. 00l6l4871.Xi5)-(0.0471595.Xt4)C0.5.86l7.Xt3)
-(3.17926Xt2)4(9.18249*X)-10.0.551

Engine 2

1(1 a C0.001l64,08.X$5)-(0.03378443SX'.)+'.0.3889616'6*Xt3)
-(2.Z213515*XtZ)4(6.2889963'X)-6.5115769

K2 a C0.000797502.XtS)-C0.023476177*Xt4)+(0.27411S49oXt3)
-(1.5865434.Xf2)*C'..558990'X)-4.6Z02107

atation 2 I deal

WAZZ 0.ZV!.22 ACTAVCSA,~Vt(.~T 112

*Constants A and 3 are to be evaluated for each fuel batch.
See Appendix V for calculation procedure as per AS1T4 D341.
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R 217.05

Y * UT2AV)

where: A a 16.2slo0

k25 a 0.53992

CD2 * UA141&ZZ

Statio 2 - Integrated

WX2 (12 C1 W)XA2QAnCAlpz)AP2k)

n=2

s.

where: *n-i

f12n * (/Cr-1I((IP2,/PS~n)t(V1-)i)tC~f1/2)

PS2n CnOPS2AVCk+C1-Cn)PSZAVOS

I a 287.05

y a f(TZAV)
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APIZ.a AP2S.,Tl4A( TflAV-294)lt2

uh*@e; A w 16.2010*6

Table Of Pressure And Temperature Relations And Areas

n P2 C T2 AP2S

1 --- 0.72712
2 P302AVOM 0.0134. T2AVOD . 0.71756
3 PB02AVOG 0.0334. T2AVOD 0.70336
4 PBOIAVDF 0.0536 T2AVCD 0.68924.
5 PBO2AVOE 0.0736 TZAVOD 0.67533
6 P202AVOD 0.0937 T2AVCD 0.6614.9
7 FBO2AVOC 0.1137 TIAVCD 0.64787

L P3O2AVDB 0.1473 TIAMO 0.62533
9 P302AVCA .187. T2AVOD 0.59897
11 P2!VgD 0.2403 TZAVOD 0.36711I: P2AV C 0.4.2 3 T2AV C 045705

Ii P2AVO3 0.6232 T2AVQB 0.34903
13 P2AV0A 0.8608 T2A.V0A 0.24097
14 FB12AVOE 0.8129 T2AVOA 0.21102
1! P312AVCD 0.9097 TZAVOA 0.20588Li1 PBZZAVOC 0.9365 T2AVOA 020030

1' 7312AV03 0.9772 T2VO I019579
16 P312AVOA 0.9900 T2AVOA 0.1908.
19 1 - I - 1 0.18720

Stat±en a Ideal

Calulata: MgS = (2/C'f-1)1ICP7AV/PH3)$C(?r-1)r)-1J~fC1/i

uhere: 7 a -f(PSTS,TAU)

uhere: For PANS3 > 1.53685OP7AV

PS a 1119

TS a T7AV(PAflW/?7AV)fS.25926
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For PA?13 S 0.53685*P7AV

PS a 0.S368S'P7V

TS 0.851069T7V

For tIS3

13X 1000.P7AV.ASiCY/!')C1/T7AV)(2/Cv41))t(Cv+1)/C7-13)JtC12)

For tia < 1

WIS *1000*P7AV-tl*ASI Cv/R')UI/T7AV)CPA13/P7AV)tCCTr+l)/Y) It(l/2)

wihere: AS aA8SCMMIM7A-294)It

where: A a 11.52*10-6

ASS a 0.2376

RI a 314.32/IN

where: flW a f(PS7AV,TST.FAXJ or as specified by each facility.

WAIS W L4-CUF/1000)

CD8 WAI/WAZS

ynrAL poZZt! CvOSS TggUST ~ LAC

For ig > I -

For "a85 i 1LZ /!+)1 I(Ii( P7AV/6'AA6) - 6M (]e -3AP
708 - -r.PAI3*IMSt24S ' OAet "-S ~ ~ k 4 &'e
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wdhere: AS is defined in Station a airflow calculation

Y f(PS.TSTAR) Or as specified by each facility

where: For PAIIR > 0.53685*P7AV

PS a PAMB

TS - T7AVCPAB/P7MICt.25926

For PAMB 1 0.53685*P7&V

PS a0.53685*P7AV

TS a0.851069M7V

)L CGS a TG/FGIS

CV8 CGSd'CDS

TN r G-FlA

where:

FRAMl * CWA1,1000)(2.fl.?2AV(71C7-1))C1-CPAI 3/PZAV)t((71)'1iI)t(1/Z)

where: 7 - EC?2AV)

A 217.05

CALCULATICHS USTNO FUL r LQV
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SC a JF/TN

FARl a CWT/1000)flJAI

CALCULAXIONS USING BOTOP SPEEDS

KLPER a KL/53.58

HHPER zNH/97.O

HLQHH a Hi/Nfl

pgrSSJUar Attp rrprATUgr gAT'OS AXfl rrC'fNT!

Ernn P-essure And Tenverature Ratiog

PSQZ a P5AV/P2AV

P7Q2 a P?AV/P2AV

TSQ2 a T5AV/TZAV

T7Q2 u T7AV/T2AV

RAM Ratio

P2QAIIS a P2AV/PAMB
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Cenp r Performane

p3Q2 *P3AV/p2Av

T3Q2 ST3AVfT2AV

where: Y23 a (2/S)VZ*C1/31''

where: rz IMCTAV)

3'*f[TZAVeP3Q2.(Cdya-l )"j) I

No~lo Pressure Ratio

P7QA U a P7AVPAtS

ALIT.iUpr , MACH No. mn~ PrYNOtLDS Nt7Ii~t- ThDEX

For PAI 3 > 22.63273

ALT a 158.111-CPA? 3,1o1.325)tO.19025'.31/O.O335616

For 5.47495 S PAMl! S 22.63273

AUT a 1104O-16341.5'.5'1nCPAMl3/22.6S273)1

For Pxll! < s.'74as
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ALT -20000 + (216650 C(S.47485/PAMBI+0.029271-1)}

FL!GW! MA~CH Ntmih-

where: 7 u CUMAV

Reynolds Num~ber Index

RHI a ((P2AV/101.325)(CT2AV/23B.1S)+O.3&311I)
4I1.39311MAVZ88.15MtI

CO"CTIONS TO 1 VM L. Sptr!r-D PATI AM y~L

a z p2AV/101.325

* a T2AV/233.15

* *tC1'2)

A±IZ WA1nM1
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14TR I WF/C&*#')3(LHV/42960)

Thrnjs

FGI CFG/S)4(A&/S)IPAMl3-(P2AV/RALMPCJ I
where: flAISPC a 1.0 for P2OAMBS 1.03

1.06 for 1.03 < P2QA.i3 S 1.15
1.3 !or 1.15 < P2QAMB S 1.5
1.7 for 1.5 < PZQAB

or1.0 for Sea Level and Out Door Stands
AS is defined in Station a airflow calculation

FRx FGt-FRAMSP

where: TRAHSP * 0.0 for P2QAflB S 1.03
0.09777*f4AIR for 1.03 < P2QAMB S 1.15
0.20449.IIR jor 1.15 < P2QAI13 S 1.5
0.28539*WIR~ lor 1.5 < P2QAM1

FSLS a (FG/t)4(A3,S)CPAr.B-P2AV)

Specific rue' Consumptign

STCR a W~T/FHR

SFCSLS a UTL'TSLS

?u11rRatio
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FARR a CTAR/0)(.MV/42960)

KLR a HL/0'

?(LPER! a * ERt

1KR = XH/#G

NHPERR a M* RO

COPREMICSS To s~rC?~rD CCnDTTIONS

3D P2AV/P2SPEC

uhere: P25PEC u 20.684 for P2AV S 28 2.1 Pt Av
34.474. for 28 < P2AV S 41 '4 - %A
51.711 for 4.1 < P2AV S 69
82.737 for 69 < P2AV S 90
101.325 for 90 < P2AV rl di

OD *T2AV/T2SPZC

uhare: T2SPEC *253 for T2AV S 261 -r AV la. 4
268 for 261 < TZAV S 278 r.. -f-I:r V=n
288 for 278 < T2AV S 297-
308 for 297 < T2AV UI9 4r- - A

#00~ &rg2.'Tq/AV
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UIARD a UA1'D'/&D

wrp.D twc.r/csD*D)JcLHV/4Z96*)

Thrust

FGP.D =CFG/ZD)+CA8/SD) [PAMB-(P2AV/RA?ISPC2 I

where: RAMPSC a1.0 for P20AMIB :5 1.03
1.06 -or 1.03 < ?2CAf3 :5 1.15
1.3 2or 1.15 < P2QAMB13 1.5

%. or 1.5 < M2AIIS

As is defined in Station & airflow calculation

FMD= TGRD-rRMSPD

where:

TF1iSPD *0.0 for PZCATIB s 1.03
0.0057598*WAIRD'72S?tCt (1/2) for 1.03 < PZQAt-B S 1.15
0o.120o45.1-P!):T2SP-=, (1/2) for 1.15 < P2QA713 S 1.5

O.)6po W1IR ZSE;(1/2) -for 1.5 < PZQAtMh

Sveci4 c Fue. Consu"mutiol

SFCP.D *WFRD/T?(RD
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ruel-Air Unatio

FARED - (TAR/BD)CLNV/4296O)

Rotor Speeds

MURD - Ha/eD'

MLPRRD aMLPER/GD'

PNlED a XH'SD'

XHPRRD a XMPER'GD'
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9.4 NOMENCLATURE

The nomenclature to be used for the UETP is presented in the

following table.

TABLE OF SYMBOLS

Parameter Parameter Identification Units

ALT Altitude m

A2 Flow area at Station 2 2

A2S Station 2 flow area measurement m2

at 294 K

A7A - A7R Station 7 area weights m2

A8 Flow area at Station 8 m2

A8S Station 8 flow area measurement m2

at 294 K

CD2 Station 2 flow coefficient based
on Station 1 (Facility) airflow
measurement

CD8 Station 8 flow coefficient based
on Station 1 (Facility) airflow
measurement

CEX Coefficient of thermal expansion 1/K

of fuel

CG8 Exhaust nozzle thrust coefficient

CV8 Exhaust nozzle velocity coefficient

EC Compressor efficiency

FAR Fuel air ratio

FG Gross thrust measured by facility kN

FGI8 Ideal one-dimensional qross thrust kN

FN Net thrust measured by facility kN

FRAN Calculated flight ram drag kN

KI, K2 Fuel flow turbine meter K factors cycle/ml
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Calculated flight Mach number

M12 One-dimensional, ideal Mach number
at Station 2

M2AV Average Mach number at Station 2

M8 One-dimensional, ideal Mach number
at Station 8

MW Molecular weight of exhaust gas Kg/Kg - mole

NH High pressure compressor rotational RPM
speed

NEPER High pressure compressor percent %
of rated rotational speed

NL Low pressure compressor rotational RPM
speed

NLPER Low pressure compressor percent
of rated rotational speed

NLQNH Ratio of low pressure comoressor
speed to hiqh pressure compressor
speed

PAIM Ambient pressure kPa

P04AV Average pressure at Station 04 kPa

PO5AV Average pressure at Station 05 kPa

PO8AV Average pressure at Station 08 kPa

P2AV Average total pressure at Station 2 kPa

P2AVOA
- P2AVOE Average ring total pressures kPa

at Station 2

PS2AV Average static pressure at Station 2 kPa

P2QAMB P2AV/PAMB, RAM Ratio

P3AV Average total pressure at Station 3 kPa

P3AVOA
- P3AVOC Average ring total pressures kPa

at Station 3
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P3Q2 P3AV/P2AV

PS31AV Average static pressure at Station 31 kPa

P5AV Average total pressure at Station 5 kPa

P5Q2 P5AV/P2AV

P7AV Average total pressure at Station 7 kPa

P7AVOA
- P7AVOR Average ring total pressures kPa

at Station 7

P7QAMB P7AV/PAMB

P7Q2 Engine Pressure Ratio, P7AV/P2AV

PS7AV Average static pressure at Station 7 kPa

R Gas constant of air J/(kq.K)

R' Gas constant of exhaust gas J/(kg-K)

RNI Reynolds number index

SG60 Specific gravity of fuel at 289 K

SFC Specific fuel consumption q/(kN.s)

TM1AV Averaae duct metal temperature at K
Station I and Station 2

TWF Fuel temperature K

T2AV Average total temperature at K
Station 2

T2AVOA
- T2AVOE Average ring total temperatures K

Station 2

T3AV Average total temperature at K
Station 3

T3AVOA
- T3AVOC Average ring total temperatures X

at Station 3

T3Q2 T3AV/T2AV
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T5AV Average total temperature at K
Station 5

T5Q2 T5AV/T2AV

T7AV Average total temperature at K
Station 7

T7Q2 Engine Temperature Ratio, T7AV/T2AV

T7AVOA
- T7AVOR Average ring total temperature X

at Station 7

TM47AV Average exhaust nozzle metal K

temperature at Station 7

WA1 Facility airflow rate measurement kg/a

WA2 Airflow calculated at Station 2.0 kg/s

WAI2 One-dimensional, ideal airflow kg/s
at Station 2

WAIS One-dimensional, ideal airflow kg/s
at Station 8

WP Facility fuel flow measurement g/s

WFEI, WYE2 Fuel mass flow rate measured at g/s
engine flow meters (On Summary
Output Sheet - frequency output
of engine flow meters)

WYEIAC,
WFE2AC Frequency output of engine flow Hz

meters

WFEIV,
WE2V Fuel volumetric flow rate measured mi/s

at engine flow meters

WIS One dimensional, ideal exhaust gas kq/s
flow at Station 8

5 Pressure correction to Sea Level

Y Ratio of specific heats

Y Ratio of specific heats at engine
inlet
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Effective ratio of snecific heats
23I across the comoressor

y Ideal process ratio of soecific
3 heats at comoressor exit

Coefficient of thermal expansion 1/k
of metal

Temperature correction to Sea Level

V Fuel viscosity cSt

Suffixes

D Parameter corrected to desired
conditions

R Parameter is corrected to Sea Level
conditions, desired RAM ratio and
for fuel lower heatinq value

9.5 DATA PRESENTATION FORMAT

A standard data presentation format sheet will be included in each
participant's final data Package. The standard units to be used for the
Test Summary Sheets, the Test Conditions Summary Package, and the
Engineering Units Tape will be the International System of Units (SI).
The units are as follows:

PARAMETER SI

Pressure kilopascals
(kPa)

Temperature kelvin
(K)

Airflow kilograms/
second
(kg/s)

Fuel Flow grams/second
(Mass) (g/s)

Fuel Flow mililiters/
(Volume) second

(rl/s)

Frequency hertz(Hz)
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Rotor Speed revolutions/
min
(RPM)

Rotor Speed percent
(Percent) (1)

Thrust kilonewtons
(kN)

Specific Fuel grams/kilo-
Consumption newton second

(g/kN"s)

Altitude meters
(m)

Power Lever degrees
Angle (deg)

Lower Heating joules/gram
Value (J/g)

The Test Summary Sheet is presented in Table IV.

9.6 FORMAT FOR DATA TRANSMITTAL

Steady-state data readings selected from the data will be sent to the
UETP participants on digital magnetic tapes supplied by the requestinQ
agency along with a summary of each data reading after the Chairman of
Working Group 15 has approved their release. The general format for the
data tapes and the summary are described below. The number of
steady-state data points per tape will be variable depending upon the
frequency of testing and the number of data Points Per test period. A
brief written log will be included with each taoe.

Tape Format

The tapes will be non-labeled, fixed record length (chvsical and logical
record length equal 132 bytes), 9-track, 1600 BPI, ASCII code with odd
parity. Each logical group of information on tape will be of the form:

RECORD *
1 Kevword MSUB MREC
2 Description of Data
3 N
4 X(l) X(2) ........ X(i)

i(j) ... X(n-l) X(n)
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Keyword MSUB MREC: A six-character alphanumeric word which identifies
the type of information contained in the grouo followed by two integers.
MSUB Indicates the number of subgroups contained within the qrouP. MREC
indicates the number of records contained in the group, not including the
keyword record. Format: (lX, A6, 2016, 5X)

Description of Data: Signal record of free form alphanumeric information
which describes and defines subgroups of information. Format: (IX 21A6,
5X)

N: An integer which indicates the number of units (words or word pairs)
of information. Format: (lX, 2116, 5X)

X: N units of data of type specified by keyword. Format: Deoendent on
group type. ID and UNITS groups will be (lX, 21A6, 5X). CALCULATION,
ENGINE DATA and FACILITY DATA groups will be (lX, E15.8, Al, E35.8, Al,
ElS.8, Al, E15.8, Al, El5.8, Al, ElS.8, Al, E15.8, Al, ElS.8, Al, 3X).

With this structure for each logical grouo of information, the tape can
be read in the following manner:

JJ Read KEYWRD,MSU3,MRED Keyword MSUB MREC
If (KEYWRD - AAAAAA) Go to KK

If (KEYWRD - BSBBSB) Go to LL

KK Do MSUB times, then return to JJ
Read DESCRIPTOR Description of Data
Read N
Read (X(I), I - 1, N)

LL Skip MREC Records

Go to JJ

Note: "Read" means read under format control

the logical end of tape will be denoted by a physical end of file mark.

All alphanumeric information will be left justified within its denoted
field.

TAPE CONTENT

There will be five types of locical groups of information with suborouo
structure handled by descriptor of type of data. Following is a
description of each group (subgrouo) that will be on tape.
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ID GROUP

Keyword ID 1 3
Descriptor UNIFORM ENGINE TESTING PROGRAM
N 21

The ID group will contain alphanumeric information to unicuely identify
the accompanying steady state data point.

Word Alphanumeric Purpose

1-12 USA NASA LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER Location

13-17 PSL-3 Facility

18-19 YYMMDDH~mmSS Date Recorded*

20 YYMMDD Date Processed*

21 NNNN Data Point Number

* Y - Year (81)

MM - Month (01-12)

DD - Day (01-31)

HH - Hour (00-24)

mm - Minute (00-60)

SS - Second (00-60)

UNITS GROUP

Keyword UNITS 1 3

Descriptor CUSTOMARY SI

N 18

The descriptor and the units given will be those actually used on the
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tape, that is. either Customary or S0 not both.

Word Units Parameter

1-2 LBF/IH2 I KPA Pressure
3 1 1 K Temperature

4-5 LB3'/SEC I KG/S Airflou
6 L3 /HR I G-S Fuel Flow (Mr, WFE)
7 GFI I ML/S Fuel Flow (UFEIAC, WFT2AC)
a HZ I NIZ Fuel Flow CUFE, WFEZ)
9 RF. I RPH Rotcr Speed

10 ! I X Rotor Speed (Percent)
11 LBF I KM Thrust

12-13 L31/HRLBF I G/KN.S Specific Fuel Consumption
14 FT I M Altitude
15 DEG I DEG Power Lever Angle

16-17 BTU/L3M I /O Lower Heating Value
18 MlZL/M1l Engine Vibration

The information units in the following grouts uill occur in word pairs..
The first word of each pair will be tne value in engineer!ing units, the
second word will be an alphanumeric lag character; it will be either
blank C ) or contain an asterisk (T*. Zi it is blank its accompanying
data value is good data. If it contains an asterisk, its accompanying
data value is erroneous or at least ques-ionable.
The following groups are based on the data taken and calculations made at Lewis

Research Center. The tape format is defined so that each fari-:y can easily
customize the information reported on tape to fit their own data and calculations.
The Calculation Group and Engine Data Group should be essentially the same for
all facil4tes, however the rzcility Data Group wou!d be expected to vary with
each facility. Each facility should provide an index for :neir tapes which
identifies the information in their Facility Data Group and ,ny other deviations
from the following list.

CALCULAFTON GROUP-

Keyuord CALC 8 31
Descriptor Dependent on subgroup
H Dependent on subgroup

The subgroups are as follows:

Descriptor : SU?,ARY OF TEST CONDITIONS
N 12
word Value
Pair

I ALT 9 FN
2 IN% 10 HLPER
3 PZAV 11 NHPER
' TZAV 12 SYC
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5 PAi B
6m
7 WAl
a WY

Descriptor STATZ.OH AVERAGES
H 17
Word Value
Pair

1 T0OAV 9 PS31AV 17 P08AV
2 PSOOAV 10 TSAV
3 T2AV 11 P5AV
4 P2AV 12 T7AV
5 PS2A 13 P7AV
6 PSI3A05 14 PS7AV
7 T3AV 15 P04AV
8 P3AV 16 POSAV

Descriptor AIRFLOW
N :12
Word Value -'"
Pair

19 WA18
10 CDs8

4 M2AV
5 WA12
6 CDZ

Descriptor : THRUST
N : 12
word Value
Pair

I F

2 FOR 10
311 FRMSPD

(S ib12 FSLS---

6 CG8
7 FRAM
8 FGRD

Descriptor : SPEEDS
N : 13
Word Value
Pair

. . . . .

eru NR-
I-UE I L7
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4 NLPEIR 12 HHRD
5 NH 13 NHPRRD
6 KHR
7 NNPEX
8 NHPER9

Descriptor FUEL FLOWH : 11
word Value

4 WFTI
5 WFE2

Descriptor :MIZNE PRES. 9 TEMP. RATIOS
m :6
word Value
Pair

4 P7QIMB

Descriptor COMPRESSOR PERFORIMAXCvN :3
Lord Value
Pair

1 P3Q2
2 T3Q2
3 EC

Keyuord :EODAT 3 33
Descriptor Dependent on subgroup
N Dependent on subgroup

The subgroups are as follows:

Descriptor : PRESSURES
N : 124
Word Value
Pair

I PS2A0I 9 P2A00 17 P2D09 25 P2B27
2 PS2301 10 P2B00 18 P2E09 26 P2C27
3 PS2AI0 11 P2C00 It PZAX8 27 P2D27
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4 PS2310 12 PZD:* 20 P2318 28 P2E27
5 PSZA19 13 P2E00 21 PZC18 29 PBL2AOS
6 P52319 14 P2AC9 22 P2D18 30 PBL2305
7 FSZA23 15 P2309 23 P2E18 31 PBL2CO5
8 PS2B28 16 P2C09 24 P2A27 32 PBL2DO5

33 P3L2EO3 41 PBL2E07 49 PBL2H23 57 P3308
34 P=L2FOS 42 P3L2A23 50 PBL2A*2S 53 P3CO8
35 PK12005 43 PBL2B23 51 P31.2B25 59 P3A23
36 PBL2HO5 44 P3L2C23 52 PEL2C25 60 P3328
37 PBL2A07 45 P3L2D23 53 P3L2D25 61 P3C23
38 P3L2B07 46 FZL2123 54 PBL2Z25 62 PS31AO3
39 PBLZC07 47 PBL2723 !5 PS13A0S 63 PSS1A33
40 PBL2D07 48 PBL2G23 56 P3A08 64 P5AV30

65 PS7AOO 73 P7101 81 P7H10 89 P7E19
66 PS7AO9 74 P7KO1 82 P7310 90 P7G19
67 PS7A18 75 P71101 83 P7L1G 91 P7119
68 PS7A27 76 P7001 84 P7H1O 92 P7K19
69 P7AO1 77 P7QO1 85 P 7P1 0 93 P71119
70 P7CO1 78 P7310 86 P7R10 94 P7019
71 P7E01 79 P7D10 87 P7A19 95 P7Q19
72 P7G01 80 P7F10 88 P7C19 96 P7B3

97 P7D23 105 PO4A35 113 P08A03 121 P3
98 P7F23 106 P04A08 114 POSA12 122 PCP
99 P71128 107 P04A17 115 P08A21 123 P3147.12

200 P738 108 P047.26 116 P087.30 124 PB147.21
101 P71.28 109 POSA3S 117 Ma0p
102 P7.428 110 P057.03 118 P118
113 P7P28 III P057A17 119 PF0
104, ?7R28 112 P05A26 120 P72

Descriptor 7TMPERATURES
N 69
Word Value
Pair

1 T27.14 9 T2D32 17 7511 25 7?17A29
2 T2314 10 T2332 18 T57.02 26 7301
3 T2C14 11 737.11 19 757.11 27 717D01
4 72D14 12 73311 20 Tb.20 28 701
5 72114 13 T3C11 21 T57.29 29 7110
6 T2A32 14 T3A25 22 7,1177.02 30 730
7 72332 15 73325 23 T7A7.1 31 T7L01
8 T2C32 16 T3C25 2q 7117A20 32 7110

33 T7P01 41 7111 49 ?7L29 57 T7128
34 T7730 42 77010 50 7119 58 7128
35 77.1 43 7710 51 T7P19 59 7128
36 T7C10 44 7319 52 719 60 T7028
37 T7710 45 7019 53 77.8 61 7728
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38 T7G10 46 T7719 54 T7C28 62 T314A1239 T7110 47 T7HI9 55 T7E28 63 731431240 TMOi 44 T7U19 56 T7028 64 TM1A21
65 T314321
66 TOILCOOL
67 MOT
68 270
69 7117

Descriptor : MISCZ?.LANEOUS
m : 12
Word Value
Pair

I 14fl1 IC 9 VC3I(
2 WTE2AC 10 VC3v
3 11111 11 )4LAC
4 117E2 12 )(NAC

6 VDC
7 VTC
a VAD

K*Vuord :FACDAT 3 25
Descriptor :Dependent an subgroup
K Dependent on subgroup

The subgroups are as follows:

Descriptor pP7SuS~iZ
H 91
Word Value
Pair

1 PSOCAGO 9 PS0132. 17 PS03A24 25 PSLlCOS2 PSODA09 10 PSMZOO 18 PS3324 26 PSUE4183 PSDOA27 11 PS02A12 19 FS1AO0 27 PBLIGO84 PSOlA00 12 PS02A24 20 PSIA09 28 PBLIZOS5 P501300 13 PS03AOO 21 PSIXIS 29 FOLIR086 PSOIA12 14 PS03300 22 PSIA.27 30 PSL.11107 PS01B12 15 PS03AI2 23 P1108 31 P11178 ?SOIA'. 16 PS03312 24 P31.1108 32 P31LI317
33 PBLID17 41 PBL1C26 49 PBLID35 57 PSiAl'.34 P1.1.1717 42 P31LIE26 50 PBniiri 59 PS1'35 FBLIH117 43 PBLIC26 51 PBLIH35 59 PSIC'.36 PILI1~f7 44 P3L12 52 PBLIJ35 60 PSIDIr637 PBLIL17 45 P31.1126 53 PZL~i35 61 P1A1438 P3L1N17 46 PBLIM126 54 PBLIN35 62 PI1'39 PIA26 47 PIA33 55 PS1A13 63 P1CIO
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4.0 PBLIA26 48 P3IB35S 36 PSIA31 64. PIDIOV

63 PSIA32 73 PS2BOIT 81 PsTLo 89 "MICA
66 PS1B32 74 PS2AI7II 32 PT1OR1 90 PTNIC9
67 PSIC32 75 PS2A35T1 83 PTH92 91 PTHK7P
68 PSID3Z 76 P2COOT 8'. PTHK3
69 PIA3Z 77 P3308T 85 PTHK4
70 P1332 73 FS31A03T 86 PTNK3
71 PIC32 79 P05A09T 87 7714K6
72 PID32 80 DPTLO 88 PT1IK7

Descriptor TEMlPERATURES
x 4
word Value
Pair

I TOGA 9 TOOC13 17 Tfl1A34 25 TTAKK2
2 TOODOO 10 TOOD18 18 TIA14. 26 TTANK3
3 TOOCIO 11 T00327 19 T1314 27 TTAUIC4
4 TOODOO 12 TOOC27 20 TIC14. 28 TTANKS
5 TOOB09 13 TO0D27 21 TlA32 29 TTAHC6
6 TDOC09 14 TIAO? 22 T1332 30 TTANK7
7 TOOD09 15 T?11A16 23 TIC23 31 TANK8
8 T0031& 16 TTh1A25 24 TTAXKI 32 TTANI(9

33 TTAXKIO 41 TULROD
34 TFLI 42 TLAROD
35 TnML2 43 TURROD
36 TTPLL
37 TTPL2
38 TYFAC
39 TSLO
40 TLLROD

Descriptor : IZSCZ =AXZOUS
H 10
Word Value
Pair

1 FthL 9 WTZHD
2 FlIL2 10 PLA
3 TPLI
4 FPL2
5 wFL1AC
6 WFL21C
7 UFIIIAC
& MIXRAC
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9.7 SUGGESTED PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

The objective of the Uniform Engine Testing Program is the comnarison
of performance parameters as processed by the various test centers.
There must be sufficient commonality of instrumentation and procedures to
permit data interpretation and analysis. Although the instrumentation
will not be extensive enough to permit accurate evaluation of absolute
levels of performance, comoarative results can be obtained by usina the
same instrumentation and calibrations, e.g., my to k, at the various test
sites. A common set of parameters is required. The prooosed
instrumentation layout has been designed to allow calculation of
representative performance parameters. These should permit comoarlson of
calculation techniques as well as engine deterioration. It is Drooosed
that the following engine oarameters be computed bv all oarticioants and
submitted in addition to the basic pressure, te-oerature and flow data:

SUGGESTED PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS*

INLET

1. Actual and corrected airflow

2. Reynolds number index

3. Inlet Mach number

4. Inlet Flow coefficient

5. (-T-) RMS, 0 < f < 1000 Hz

OVERALL

1. Rotor speeds - actual and corrected

2. Ratio of rotor speeds

3. Fuel flow - actual and corrected

4. Engine pressure and temperature ratios

5. Nozzle pressure ratio

6. Thrust and specific fuel
consumption - actual and corrected

* A preliminary list of equations is
included in Section 9.6.

t
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COMPRESSION SYSTEM

1. Pressure ratios

2. Temperature ratios

3. Adiabatic efficiency

Pressure and temperature instrumentation at the exit of the high
compressor has been requested to permit the calculation of representative
compressor efficiency. While not "true", in an absolute sense, the
calculated efficiency would serve to illustrate differences in
computational methods and techniques for evaluating thermodynamic
properties. Comparison of the efficiency throughout the program will
permit evaluation of engine deterioration.

EXHAUST NOZZLE

1. Plow coefficient - f(WAl, WFE)/f (P7AV,
T7AV, PANE, AS).

2. Thrust coefficient - f(FG Meas)/f
(P7AV, T7AV, PAMB, AS).

3. Velocity coefficient - f(FG Meas)/f
(P7AV, T7AV, PAMB, WAI, WFE).

The purpose of these calculations is to provide a basis for
comparative evaluation of normal facility airflow and thrust
measurements. The levels or trends of the flow coefficient relative to
the effective velocity coefficient (ratio of "Measured" effective
velocity to ideal effective velocity) are different if the error is in
jet thrust rather than airflow. Such comoarisons can be used to increase
confidence and detect gross anomalies in facilitv measurements.

9.8 PERFORMANCE PLOTS

A standard set of performance plots for each test condition will be
included in each participant's final data packace. The Standard Aqard
Engine Performance Plots are shown in Figures 10a., b., c., d., e., and
f.

9.9 DATA AND REPORT TRANSMITTAL

Ten copies of the facility final data package should be transmitted
to the Chairman of Working Group 15 within 60 calendar days after test
comoletion (2nd engine preservation). The final data package should
include documentation (i.e. test summary report) that briefly explains
the data, test procedures, test article, and test facility. Twenty
copies of the facility final recort should be transmitted to the chairman
within 140 calendar days after transmittal of the final data package.
Distribution of the data package and test report will be made only to
those facilities that have completed the test proqram and transmitted the
final test report to the chairman.
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10.0 ERROR ASSESSMENT

Each participant's test plan will include a pretest estimate of the
measurement uncertainty anticipated for engine airflow, net thrust and
specific fuel consumption at the target speed (see Section 8). The
measurement uncertainty analysis to be used is the method orooosed by Dr.
R. B. Aberne by and J. W. Thompson, Jr. which is presented in "Handbook -
Uncertainty ; Gas Turbine Measurement', AEDC-Tr-73-5. Pretest
measurement uncertainties will be made for the following test conditions
at the target engine power NH as specified in Section 8.4:

Facility Inlet Pressure Ram Ratio Inlet Temoerature

Altitude 82.7 (KPa) 1.00 288 0K

Altitude 20.7 (KPa) 1.30 288 0K

Sea-Level 100.0 (KPa) 1.00 288 0K

Sea-Level* 100.0 (KPa) 1.00 288 0K

At a low NH engine power setting to be specified by the Overview
Committee.

A posttest measurement uncertainty estimate of engine airflow, net
thrust, and specific fuel consumption will be made at the target soeed of
each cast condition and will be included in the participant's final test
report along with an estimate of the elemental source errors for each
individual measurement used to derive these parameters. The final test
report will contain four tables relating to measurement uncertainty.
Examples of the recommended format for the measurement uncertainty tables
are presented in Tables V-VIII.
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11.0 REPORTING

11.1 FACILITY TEST PLAN FORMAT

Revision Sheet

Table of Contents

Section 1.0 Introduction (Background)

Section 2.0 Test Objectives and Responsibilities

Section 3.0 Descriation (Installation)

3.1 Test Facility

3.2 Engine

Section 4.0 Testing

4.1 Test Conditions

4.2 Procedures

Section 5.0 Instrumentation

5.1 Test Cell

5.2 Engine

5.3 Calibration Procedures

Section 6.0 Data Handling

6.1 Calculation Procedures

6.2 Data Adjustment Proceeures

6.3 Error Evaluation

Section 7.0 Schedule

References

Tables

Figures
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11.2 FACILITY TEST REPORT (to be specified by Overview Committee)

Tentative outline is:

Cover

Preface

Table of Contents

Nomenclature

Section 1.0 Introduction

Section 2.0 Apparatus

2.1 Test Facility

2.2 Test Article

2.3 Test Instrumentation

Section 3.0 Test Description

3.1 Test Conditions and Procedures

3.2 Corrections

3.3 Data Reduction

3.4 Uncertainty/Precision of Measurement

Section 4.0 Testing Results

4.1 Techniques used for Data Analysis

4.2 Results

Section 5.0 Concluding Rdmarks

Section 6.0 References

Tables

Figures (Standard Format Plots to be provided by NASA from each
test participants AGARD data tape)

Append ices
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12.0 ENGINE PRESERVATION AND SHIPPING

(Refer to T.O. 2J-J57-13 for Official Procedures)

12.1. ENGINE PRESERVATION (Altitude Facilities)

1. The engine fuel system will be preserved after comoletion of
testing using oil conforming to Military Soecification
MIL-L-6081, Grade 1010.

2. Prior to cell air-on, disconnect pressurizing and dump valve
control tube at dump valve and discard oil seal. Plug end of
tube with suitable fitting and leave dump valve connection oven
to cell ambient pressure.

3. Disconnect fuel in-line to fuel pump and connect it to 1010 oil
supply at 172.37 kPa g (25 psig) pressure. Oil temperature
should be greater than 283.150K (50°F).

4. Set conditions P2 - PAMB a 55.16 + 1.38 kPa (8 + .2 psia), T2
ambient temperature.

5. Ensure engine ignition remains de-energized for this program
procedure.

6. Slowly increase P2 to achieve N2 * 1500 + 100 rpm. Record
Transient Data.

CAUTION

A. Ensure Nl indication.

B. Ensure MOP 330.95 kPa (48 Dsia)
within 15 sec after start windmill.

7. Advance PLA to military setting (90 deg). When oreservation oil
is observed flowing from drain, slowly retard PLA to cutoff (0
deg). Return to military setting, and return to cutoff. RTD.

8. Return test cell to ambient conditions.

9. Using a new seal, install and secure dump valve control tube and
lockwire nut.

10. After completion of fuel system oreservation, engine oil shall
be drained by opening main oil drain valve, oil inlet drain
valve, filter drain valve (located on oil pumps and accessory
drive housing), two tank drain valves, and drain plug on
accessory drive adapter.
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11. Allow engine to stand until excess oil has drained; close drain
valves and replace drain plug. Coat drain plug with
preservative oil prior to reinstallation.

12.2 ENGINE PERSERVATION (Sea-Level Test Facilities)

1. Engine fuel system shall be preserved after completion of
testing using oil conforming to Military Specification,
MIL-L-6081, Grade 1010.

CAUTION

Extreme care shall be taken to prevent foreiqn material
from entering engine fuel system. Equioment shall be
provided with filters and/or strainers of no coarser mesh
(200 mesh) than those used in enqine.

2. Disconnect pressurizing and dump valve control tube at dump
valve, and discard oil seal. Plug end of tube with suitable
fitting and leave dump valve connection open to atmosphere.

3. Disconnect fuel in-line to fuel pump and connect it to supoly of
slushing'oil at pressure of 2 -- 25 psig, at temoerature of
500 - 900F (100 -- 32oC).

4. With ignition OFF and with test stand fuel shutoff valve CLOSED,
move power lever to FULL OPEN position. Motor engine with
starter until preservation oil is observed to flow from dum
valve overboard drain. During motorina period Dower lever shall
be moved from MILITARY, to OFF, to MILITARY.

CAUTION

Ensure drain valve control tube elbow is correctly
installed and has not been inadvertently located in
MILITARY pressure tap opening.

NOTE: Check main oil fuel pump, and fuel control strainers,
for evidence of leakage.

5. Using new seal, install and secure dump valve control tube and
lockwire nut.
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6. After completion of the fuel system preservation engine oil
shall be drained, by opening main oil drain valve, oil inlet
drain valve, filter drain valve (located on oil pumas and
accessory drive housing), two tank drain valves, and drain pluq
on accessory drive adapter.

7. Allow engine to stand until all excess oil has drained, close
drain valves and replace drain plug. Coat drain pluq with
preservative oil prior to reinstallation.

12.3 ENGINE WATERWASH

Only in the unlikely event that a 10.47 Hz (100 rpm) drop in rated
speed occurs, should an engine waterwash be considered. NASA has no
plans to do a waterwash and, following a Pratt and Whitnev's suqgestion,
recommends that it not be done unless absolutely necessary and then only
with approval of the steering committee.

12.4 SHIPPING

To be specified by AGARD Working Group.
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TABLE III (Continued)

C. Sea-Level Facilities-Bleed Closed Settings

SPEED HIGH COMPRESSOR HIGH COMPRESSOR SPEED, NH
SETTING SPEED CALCULATION

N1 NM' RPM
MIL

N2 (NI+N3) RPM
2

N3 I IBVC+30 RPM

.14 (N2+N3) RPM
2

NS f (Nl+N--12 RPM

N6 I (N2+N4 RPM
N(N3+N4) RPM2

N7 (N3+4) RPM
2

NS (N2+N5) RPM
2

N9 (NI+N5) RPM
2

N BV C 9 RPM
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TABLE III (Concluded)

D. Sea-Level Facilities-Bleed Open Settings

TEST POINTS - LOW RANGE

TEST
POINT SPEED CALCULATIONS HP SPEED (N2

Nlo vc- 3o1 RPM

Nil (1110+1112) RPM
2

N2 NIDLE RPM

N13 (NIl+N12) RPM
2

N14 (NIO+Nll) RPM
2

NIS (1I11+N13) RPM
2

N16 (N12+Nfl) RPM
2

NI7 (NIU+N14)
2

N18 (NlO+N14)
2

NBVC RPM
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B. STATION 1.3

LOW COUP.* BLEED AXNULUS

FIG. 4 (CONTINUED)
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FIG. 4 (CONTINUED)
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D. STATION 3
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FIG. 4 (CONTINUED)



E. STATION 3.1

COMBUSTOR DIFFUSER EXIT

FIG. 4 (CONTINLEj,
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SITE: ENGIXE NO.: DATE:
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a. CORRECTED HIGH ROTOR SPEED- NHPERR

Figure 10. Standard ACARD Engine Performance Plots
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FIGURE 10. (Continued)
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APPENDIX r

RECOMMENDED SPARE PARTS FOR J57 UNIFIED ENGINE TEST PROGRAMS

Major Parts

UPE REQ. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

1 2 270237 PT7 Probe

4 8 181796 TT7 Probe

1 1 9484-A22 Fuel Pump

1 1 570377L22 Fuel Control

2 2 313093 Igniter

2 2 20300-80 Igniter Leads

2 2 20300-10 Ignition Exciters

EXPENDABLES

2 4 193837 Gasket, Oil Cooler Tubes

2 8 AS100011 Gasket, Tach Drive

2 8 326239 Gasket, TT4

1 8 ;54414 Gasket, PT7 Probe

3 40 342433 "on Ring, Gearbox Drain and Remote Fill

1 20 397741 "o" Ring, Oil Filter

1 20 388064 "o" Ring, Nl Gearbox Drain

1 1 481977 Gasket, Fuel Pump Mount

2 2 385992 "o" ring Fuel Pump

4 4 MS9021-219 "o" Ring, Pump Adapter

1 1 MS9021-221 no" Ring, Pump Inlet

1 1 202199 Gasket, Fuel Control Mount

4 5 MS9021-217 "o" Ring

1 1 278529 Gasket, Temperature Senzor

4 5 MS9021-011 "o" Ring, Control

1 1 MS9020-04 "o" Ring, Control

2 15 354109 Retainer

15 213542 Seal

5 10 MS9021-215 "o" Ring

i0 30 354120 Retainer

10 30 213546 Seal

1 2 346648 Moisture Trav Seal
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UP! EQ PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

1 2 376466 0 Ring, Oil Tank

2 8 403809 N ON Ring, Oil Tank

2 10 385991 "0"N Ring, Cooler Line

1 4 385970 .ON ring, cooler To Tank
2 4 182888 Gasket, igniter

4 8 182213 Gasket, Anti-Ice Valve
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APPENDIX II
(Refer to T.O. 2J-J57-13 for Official Procedures)

Spectrometric Oil Analysis Program Sample (SOAP) Limits for J57-P-19W
Engine

Element - Maximum(*)
Fe 11 PPM
Ag 3 PPM
Al 5 PPM
Cr 3 PPM
Cu 3 PPM
Mg 5 PPM
Ni 3 PPM
Ti 3 PPM

(*) Maximum limits of accumulated wear metal contaminants in oarts
per million (PPM) concentrations.

NOTE. Notify Working Group 15 Chairman if one or more elements exceed
established limits.
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APPENDIX III
(Refer to T.O. 2J-J57-13 for Official Procedures)

ENGINE OPERATING PROCEDURES

Oil Service

1. Service with MIL-L-7808 oil. Total oil tank capacity is 60.6
liters (16 gallons) but 7.57 liters (2 gallons) are sometimes
residual in bearing compartments.

2. Run engine for five mintues at idle, accel to 7300 rpm N2 for 30
seconds to scavenge oil from the bearing compartments and
shutdown.

3. Hot service oil system within one hour of shutdown.

4. If required, take soap sample.

5. Fill oil tank to full mark.

Encine Deoreservation and Fuel/Oil Leak Check (Altitude Facilities)

1. Prior to cell air-on, disconnect pressurizinq and dumo valve
control tube at dump valve. Plug end of tube with suitable
fitting and leave dumD valve connection open to cell ambient
pressure.

2. Altitude test facilities set conditions P2 = PAMB - 55.2 + 1.4
kPa (8.0 + .2 psia). T2 - ambient temperature.

3. Ensure engine ignition remains de-energized for this program
procedure.

4. Slowly increase P2 to achieve N2 = 1500 t 100 rpm. RTD.

A. Ensure MOP 330.9 kPa (48 psia) within 15 sec after
start windmill.

5. Advance PLA to military setting (90 deg) until aoproximately
7.57 liters (two gallons) of fuel is dumped overboard at dumo
valve. Check engine for external fuel and/or oil leaks.

6. Retard PLA to cutoff (0 deg).

7. Return test cell to ambient conditions.

8. Reconnect pressurizing and dump valve control tube.
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9. Reset conditions in Step 4.

10. With ignition de-energized, advance PLA - 26.5 deg. Observe
fogging from engine. Ensure engine fuel flow less than 1259.98
g/sec (1000 lbm/hr). Retard PLA to cutoff (0 deg) and observe
engine for proper functioning of fuel dump valves.

11. Windmill engine for two minutes to remove residual fuel. Return
to ambient conditions.

12. End of Procedure.

Encine Denreservation and Fuel/Oil Leak Check (Sea-Level Facilities)

1. Prior to initial engine stock, disconnect pressurizing and dumn
valve control tube at dump valve. Plug end of tube with
suitable tilting and leave dump valve connection ooen to
atmosphere.

2. Ensure engine ignition remains de-energized for this program
procedure.

3. With ignition OFF, fuel ON, and power lever CLOSED, operate
engine by starter at speed sufficiently high enough to ensure
that oil system is fully primed and that oil pump maintains
pressure indication.

4. Open throttle until approximately two gallons of fuel is dumped
overboard at dump valve. Check engine for external oil leaks
and check drain valves for proper functioning.

5. Reconnect pressurizing and dump valve control tube.

6. End of procedure.

Encine Startina and Shutdown (Altitude Facilities)

1. Altitude test facilities set conditions P2 - PAMB - 55.2 + 1.4
kPa (8.0 + .2 psia) and T2 - ambient temperature.

2. Slowly increase P2 to achieve N2 - 1500 + 100 rpm. Record
transient data.

CAUTION

A. Ensure Nl indication before moving power lever to idle
to avoid hung-start and excessive starting
temperatures.

S. Ensure MOP 330.9 kPa (48 psia) within 15 sec after
start windmill.
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3. Energize ignition and advance PLA = 26.5 deg. Discontinue start
if fuel flow is greater than 1259.98 g/sec (1000 ibm/br).

CAUTION

C. Light-up must occur within 30 sec after PLA is
positioned at idle.

D. Maximum EGT (average of 4 probes) is 723.150K
(8420 F).

4. De-energize ignition system.

5. Obtain steady-state data. Low and hiqh rotor speeds should be
approximately 230.4 (2200) and 6000 rpm, respectively.

NOTE: Mild compressor stalls are common with the J57 engine
at low rotor speeds. If encountered and does not
immediately clear, decel to idle power.

6. To ensure proper engine cooling and maximum oil scavenging, all
engines shutdowns shall be made by running the engine at idle
for 5 minutes, followed by 30 seconds at N2 a 7450 rpm, and then
closing power lever to OFF.

7. Observe engine for proper functioning of fuel drain valve.

8. Altitude test facilities return test cell to ambient
conditions.

9. End of Procedure.

Engine Starting and Shutdown (Sea-Level Facilities)

1. Prior to initial start, during engine static condition, energize
ignition system and check by listening to ensure that both
ignitor are firing.

2. Prior to initial start, accomplish engine depreservation and
fuel/oil leak check.

3. Starter air supply to maintain 60 PSIG during start orocedure.
Activate starter and ensure Ni and N2 indication. Ensure
oil pressure (MOP) 48 PSIA within 15 sec.

4. Energize ignition system at 800 -- 1,000 rpm (8.2 -- 10.3
percent) high compressor rotor (N2) speed.
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5. Open power lever to IDLE position (26 1/2 0PLA) at 1,200 --
1,500 rpm (12.4 -- 15.5 percent) high comoressor rotor (N2)
speed. Discontinue the start if fuel flow exceeds 1,000 phr.

6. Record time to light from starter initiation to indication
in exhaust gas temperature (EGT).

Cut off starter at 2500-3000 rpm (26-31%) N2.

Allow engine to accelerate to IDLING speed (60% N2) and
observe maximum EGT. Maximum allowable EGT is 450 0C
(8420F). Observe oil pressure - min. 40 PSIG.

Record time from starter initiation to IDLE speed (60% N2).

CAUTION

Light-up on NORMAL START shall occur within 30 seconds
after power lever is moved to IDLE. If light-up, as
evidenced by increase in exhaust gas temperature, does not
occur within 45 seconds, return power lever to OFF,
de-energize starting and ignition systems, and investigate
to find reasons for difficulty. Allow at least one minute
for excessive fuel to drain before attempting another
start.

7. De-energize ignition system.

8. Record steady-state data. To ensure prover engine cooling and
maximum oil scavenging, all shutdowns shall be made by running
for five minutes at IDLE rpm, followed by 30 seconds at 75
percent rpm, and then closing power lever to OFF position.

CAUTION

In emergency, shutdown shall be made from ary power lever
position, however, if emergency shutdown is made, engine
shall be rotated by hand to ensure it is free before
another start is attempted.

9. Immediately following shutdown, inspect front comnressor front *
bearing for oil leakage. Record run down time for both rotors.

10. Check oil level and take SOAP sample if applicable. SOAP *

samples should be taken after approximately 10 running hours.

11. End of Procedure. *
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Engine and Fuel Control System Check

1. Conduct engine start per Engine Starting and Shutdown Procedure
and stabilize for 5 minutes.

2. Altitude test facilities set conditions P2 - PAMB a 82.7 + .7
kPa (12 + .1 osia) and T2 - 288.15 + 1.10K (59 + 20F).
Sea-level test-facilities conduct system check at ambient
conditions.

3. Slowly advance PLA to determine exact Nl rotor soeed at which
compressor bleed valves close. Monitor PB for indication.
Record TransienL Data.

4. Slowly retard PLA to determine exact NI rotor speed at which
compressor bleed valves open. Record Transient Data.

CAUTION

A. Bleed valve operation must occur within limits shown
in Fig. 111-1.

5. Set idle power (PLA - 26.5 deg).

6. Observed N2 should be within limits shown in Fig. 111-2. Note
any discrepancies and continue. If engine is out of trim,
terminate testing and consult with AGARD authorities.

7. Advance PLA to engine part power operation (PLA a 70 dec).
Observe all engine operating limits in Aopendix IV.

NOTE: Mild compressor stalls are common with the J57 engine
at low rotor speed. If encountered and does not
immediately clear, retard PLA to IDLE.

Normal Operation

1. The J57 engine does not require warmup time at idle before
accelerating to military (900 PLA). However, at least enough
time should be spent at idle to check engine oarameters such as
TT5, N1, N2, MOP, PMB, PFO, PFI, WF, PCP, vibs and to visually
check engine for fluid leakage.

2. During all excursions to military, check compressor bleeds for
proper closing.

3. Mild compressor stalls near idle during transients are not
unusual with the J57 engine.

4. The control system does not incorporate inlet pressure
compensation, therefore, at some altitude conditions, PLA will
have to be modulated to prevent turbine overtemperature.
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5. During acceleration from idle to military, temporary overshoot
of TT5, N1, N2 and Gn will probably occur. Overshoot will last
from 2 to 4 minutes, decreasing during this period. As long as
engine transient limits are not exceeded, engine may be allowed
to stabilize at military.

6. Engine shutdown should be proceeded by 5-minute stabilization at
IDLE. If oil level is to be checkod, accel to 764.5 Hz (7300
rpm) N2 for 30 sec prior to shutdwn to scavenge excess oil from
the bearing compartments.

7. Ensure engine performance is comparable to Fig. Irr-i through
IIl-5.

8. Slowly advance PLA to military power (PLA - 90 deg).

9. Check turbine cooling air requirements per Fig. IV-3
(Appendix IV).

10. Adjust oil cooler water flowrate to achieve oil temperature out
of cooler (TOCO) of 366.5 + 5.60K (200 + 100F).

11. Conduct engine shutdown per Engine Starting and Shutdown
Procedure.

Engine Performance Testing

1. Conduct engine start per Engine Starting and Shutdown
Procedure.

2. At idle power, set test condition soecified in Test Directive.
All test conditions and engine power settinqs are listed in
Section 8. Suggested tolerances for altitude test facilities
are: pressure + .7 kPa (+ .1 psia), temoerature + l.l0K (+
20F), and ram ration (P2/PO) within + .5% of 'esi~ed level.

Note that engine trim checks and trim adjustments should not be
required for the conduct of the AGARD UETP. The enqines were
trimmed prior to the initiation of the UETP by NASA. In the
event that the desired engine power settings cannot be obtained
(due to engine "trim slip" or "engine deterioration'), the
chairman of Working Group 15 should be contacted for direction,
and or authorization of any corrective engine maintenance
action.

3. Conduct engine shutdown per Engine Starting and Shutdown

Procedure.

4. End of Procedure.
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APPENDIX IV
(Refer to T.O. 2J-J57-13 for Official Limits)

ENGINE OPERATIONAL LIMITSM(1

DESCRIPTION PARAMETER LIMITS( 2 )

Fuel Pressure at Inlet to Engine PFO 34.5 kPag (5 psig) - Minimum
344.7 kPag (50 psig) - Maximum

Main Oil Pump Discharge Pressure MOP 241.3 kPad (35 psid) - Minimum
at Idle
310.3 (45) + 34.5 kPad (5)
psid - Minimum at Military

Main Oil Breather Pressure PMB 13.55 kPa (4 in. Hg) - Maximum
Steady-State
37.25 kPa (11 in. Hg) - Maximum
Transient

Main Oil Temperature MOT 394.3 0 K (2500F) - Maximum
Steadv-State
405.46K (2700F) - Maximum
Transient

Start Fuel Flow Rate WFE 1259.98 g/sec (1000) lbm/hr -
Maximum

Low Rotor Speed NL 6460 rpm - Maximum

Low Pressure Compressor Bleed
Control Limits See Fiq. IV-l

High Rotor Speed NH 9925 rDm - Maximum

High Rotor Speed Idle Trim NH Idle
Limits Limit See Fig. IV-2

Turbine Cooling Air Pressure PCP See Fig. IV-3

Exhaust Gas Temperature TSH 723.150 K (8420F) - Maximum
Starting
883.150K (11300F) - Maximum
Steady-S tate
910.930 K (11800F) - Maximum
Transient

Exhaust Gas Temperature TSA01
Individual Probe Limit thru 04 922.04 0K (12000F) - Maximum

Exhaust Gas Temperature
Spread (Max-Min) SPREAD 830 K (1500F) - Maximum
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ENGINE OPERATIONAL LIMITS(1)
(continued)

DESCRIPTION PARAMETER LIMITS(2)

Exhaust Gas Temperature
Starting TT7 722.04 0 K (8400F) - Maximum

Steady-State

Oil Temperature Heat

Exhchanger Operating Limits TOCO 366.5 (200) ± 5.60 K (100F)

Inlet Case Vibration VIC 5.0 Mils Peak-to-Peak - Maximum

Diffuser Case Vibration vdc 4.5 Mils Peak-to-Peak - Maximum

Turbine Exhaust Case
Vibration VTC 4.5 Mils Peak-to-Peak - Maximum

Accessory Drive Case
Vibration VAD 7.0 Mils Peak-to-Peak - Maximum

Oil Consumption .526 ml/sec (4 Pints/Hr) -
Maximum

Accessory Fuel Drain
Line Leakage P&D Valve 10 cc/Min - Maximum

?uel Ccnt. 20 cc/Min - Maximum
Fuel Pump 10 cc/Min - Maximum

NOTES: (1) Limits extracted from T.O. 2J-J57-13, Section IX.

(2) Limits are steady-state unless otherwise noted.

*L
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APPENDIX V

Calculation of Kinematic Viscosity Constants

Each test participant must calculate their own fuel viscosity-
temperature characteristics. The method for calculating the constants A
and B in the viscosity equation is outlined in part X1.4 of the attached
ASTM D341, providing values of viscosity used in the derivation are less
than 2.0 cSt. Two experimental points yield two equations with two
unknowns that can be solved for A and B. A comoarison of the NASA
supplied constants and the NRCC constants are shown in Figure IV.l.
While differing values of viscosity will not affect the accuracy of
turbine flow meters in the linear high-flow flow range, a ootential
inaccuracy exists in the low flow range.
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ATTACHMENT FOR APPENDIX V

XI. MATHEMATICAL RELATIONSHIPS

Xl.1 The charts were derived5 with computer assistance to provide
linearity over a greater range on the basis of the most reliable of
modern data. The general relationship is:

log log Z A - B log T (1)

where:

Z = (v+ 0.7 + C - D + E -F + G - H)
log logarithm to base 10
V = kinematic viscosity, cST (or mm2/s)
T = temperature, K or OR
A and B constants
C = exp (-1.14883 - 2.65868 v)
D = exp (-0.0038138 - 1 2 .5 6 4 5v
E = exp (5.46491 - 37.6289 v)
F = exp (13.0458 - 74.6851v )
G - exp (37.4619 - 192.643v )
H = exp (80.4945 - 400.468v )

Xl.l.l Terms C through H are exponentials on the natural base e
since this simplifies computer programming. Eouation 1 uses logarithms
to the base 10 for general convenience when used in short form.

X1.1.2 The limits of applicability are listed below:

Z = (v + 0.7) 2 x 107 to 2.00 cSt
Z - ( + 0.7 + C) 2 x 107 to 1.65 cSt
Z = (v + 0.7 + C - D) 2 x 107 to 0.90 cSt
Z = ( + 0.7 + C - D + E) 2 x 107 to 0.30 cSt
Z - (v + 0.7 + C - D + E - F + G) 2 x 107 to 0.24 cSt
Z = (w + 0.7 + C - D + E - F + G - H) 2 x 107 to 0.21 cSt

X1.2 It is obvious that Eq. 1 in the simplified form: log log (v +
0.7) - A - B log T will permit kinematic viscosity calculations for a
given fluid in the majority of instances recuired. The constants A and B
can be evaluated for a fluid from two data points. Kinematic viscosities
or temperatures for other points can then be readily calculated.

X1.3 Older literature refers to a value called the ASTM Slope. It
should be noted that this value is not the value of B aiven in Ea. 1.
The ASTM Slope was originally obtained by physically measuring the slope
of the kinematic viscosity-temperature data clotted on the older charts
given in Method D 341 - 43. The kinematic viscositv and temperature
scales were not made to the same ratios in Method D 341 - 43. The
improved charts given here utilize even different scale ratios for
dimensional convenience and a different constant (0.7) from the older
charts; consequently, the original ASTM Slope is not numerically
equivalent to B in Eq. 1 from any of the new charts, nor directly
convertible from Eq. 1.
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Xl.4 The complete design equation for the chart as given in Xl.l is
not useful for inter-calculations of kinematic viscosity and temperature
over the full chart kinematic viscosity range. More convenient
equations6 which agree closely with the chart scale are qiven below.
These are necessary when calculations involve kinematic viscosities
smaller than 2.0 cSt.

log loq Z A - B loq T (2)

Z - + 0.7 + exp (-1.47 - 1.84 v - 0.51 v 2 ) (3)

v - Z - 0.7 - exp (-0.7487 - 3.295 Z - 0.7
(4)

+ 0.6119 Z - 0.7 2 - 0.3193 Z - 0.7 3)

The symbols have the same meaning as given previously.

X1.4.1 Inserting Eq. 3 into Eq. 2 will permit solving for the
constants A and B for a fluid in which some of the experimental kinematic
viscosity data fall below 2.0 cSt. This form can also be used to
calculate the temperature associated with a desired kinematic viscositY.

X1.4.2 Conversely, the kinematic viscosity associated with a stated
temperature can be found from the equation determined as in X1.4.1 by
solving for Z in the substituted Eq. 2, and then subsequently deriving
the kinematic viscosity from the value of Z by the use Eq. 4.

5 Wright, W. A., An Improved Viscosity-Temperature Chart for
Hydrocarbons. Journal of Materials. Vol. 4. No. 1. 1969, pp. 19-27.

6 Manning, R. E., "Computational Aids for Kinematic Viscosity
Conversions from 100 and 210OF to 40 and 1000C." Journal of Testing
and Evaluation. JTEVA, Vol. 2. No. 6. November 1974.
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X2. OIL BLENDING CALCULATIONS

X2.1 Predicting the volume fractions of two given oils when blending
to meet a specified kinematic viscosity at a given temperature is a
common problem. A number of blending calculation techniques have been
used. The Wright method described here is preferred since it
automatically allows for the effects of oil type, molecular weiqht and
viscosity index of component oils. This results in greater accruacv,
particularly where component oil kinematic viscosities or types differ
significantly.
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